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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the past decade, all-terrain-vehicles (ATVs) became a popular 
form of off-road recreational riding. Unfortunately, a large number of 
ATV accidents occurred causing incapacitating injuries and deaths to 
riders, many of whom were children under the age of 16. Although 
statistical data show that these vehicles are extremely dangerous, 
little engineering information is available to explain how these ATV 
accidents occur or why the accident rate is so high. Thus, a need 
exists to know more about the dynamic behavioral characteristics of ATVs 
so that the public understands more fully the ATVs' lethal dangers and 
so that the designs of future ATVs are safer. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a more thorough 
understanding of the dynamic behavioral characteristics of ATVs. To 
accomplish this, several new mathematical models of ATV systems are 
developed. The new models allow for 1) the ATV to have either three or 
four wheels, 2) the rider to move relative to the ATV, and 3) the ATV 
system to be operated over a general three-dimensional ground profile. 
These models are used to determine some of the similarities and 
differences between the three- and four-wheeled ATVs and the effects 
that a movable rider can have on the handling and stability of ATVs when 
operated over various ground profiles. The computer simulation results 
of these models are compared with each other and to the results of a 
benchmark rigid rider ATV model. 
The dissertation is divided into the following chapters. Chapter 2 
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provides a brief literature review on vehicle dynamics, biodynamics, and 
human factors as they pertain to ATVs. The benchmark comparison model, 
a rigid rider on a three-wheeled ATV, is reviewed in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 introduces the new ATV models developed in this dissertation. 
The tire model, the ground profile model, and the rider's and ATV's mass 
and Inertia properties are described in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, 
respectively. Chapter 8 derives the equations of motion governing the 
new models. The next chapter provides an outline of the computer 
programs developed and used in this dissertation. Chapter 10 contains 
and discusses the computer simulation results for the various ATV 
models. Finally, the conclusions and recommendations for future work 
are discussed in Chapter 11. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Three-wheeled ATVs were first introduced into the American market 
in 1969 by Honda Motor Company of Japan. Honda had a ten-year patent on 
the production of these machines. After the patent expired in 1979, 
companies like Kawasaki, Yamaha, Suzuki, and Polaris developed products 
of their own. The popularity of three-wheeled and four-wheeled ATVs 
have risen tremendously over the past decade. Unfortunately, during 
this same period, the number of accidents has also risen to the point 
were one in every ten riders are seriously hurt, with many permanent 
disabilities and deaths. For example, between January 1, 1982 and 
September 4, 1987 there have been reports of 883 ATV-related deaths and 
335,300 ATV-related injuries treated in hospital emerency rooms 
nationwide [1]. Of these fatalities, 337 victims were under 16 years of 
age (43 percent) and 169 victims were under 12 years of age <19 
percent). The report of the United States Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC) All-Terrain Vehicle Task Force [2] lists the following 
findings: 
1. Seventy-four percent (74%) of three-wheeled ATV 
accidents involved tipping or overturning compared to 
fifty-nine percent (59%) for four-wheeled ATV accidents; 
2. The risk of injury declines significantly with the amount 
of ATV riding experience; 
3. Thirty-one percent (31%) of the ATVs involved in 
accidents were carrying passengers; 
4. The dynamic stability of four-wheeled ATVs is better than 
4 
of three-wheeled ATVs; and 
5. The handling performance of an ATV is strongly influenced 
by its suspension system where a properly tuned mechanical 
suspension for front and rear wheels is better than front 
only or tire-only suspended ATVs. 
There are groups in the Unites States who are lobbying congress to 
ban the manufacturing and selling of new ATVs and to recall all ATVs 
previously sold. Based upon the statistical data presently available, 
such action is indeed necessary and proper. In reality, however, a 
total ATV ban and recall is not likely to happen. On December 31, 1987, 
the United States Department of Justice reached an agreement with Honda, 
Kawasaki, Yamaha, Suzuki, and Polaris not to manufacture or sell any 
more three-wheeled ATVs. That agreement did not address the issue of 
recalling those three-wheeled ATVs previously sold nor did it address 
the manufacturing, selling, or recalling of four-wheeled ATVs. 
Therefore, a need still exists to know more about the operational 
characteristics of these vehicles, particularly in the rider active 
mode. 
Previous Research 
A vast amount of literature exists in the areas of vehicle 
dynamics, biodynamics, and human factors. However, in the specific area 
of ATVs very few papers exist and those that do show little or no 
integration of the above three disciplines. Thus a brief review of the 
literature in the areas of vehicle dynamics, biodynamics, and 
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human factors, as they relate to ATVs is in order. 
Vehicle dynamics 
The literature review in vehicle dynamics is broken into two 
sections. The first section concerns those papers describing the 
operational characteristics of on-highvay three-wheeled vehicles. The 
second section presents the research performed to date on off-highway 
ATVs. 
On-hlghway three-wheeled vehicles In surveying the literature, 
very few publications on three-wheeled vehicles were found. A paper by 
Van Valkenburgh, Klein, and Kanlanthra [3] investigated the stability 
and handling characteristics of eight three-wheeled passenger on-hlghway 
vehicles. At the time of their investigation they found only three 
previous publications on three-wheeled vehicles. They were 1) a study 
of lateral dynamics of three-wheeled farm tractors by Larson, Smith, and 
Liljedahl [4], 2) an engineering study of the overturning potential of 
three-wheeled children's tricycles by Rice, Bird, and Roland [5], and 3) 
a chapter on three-wheeled automobile dynamics from a recent book by 
Kroff [6]. Another paper by Huston, Graves, and Johnson [7] described 
the lateral and rollover stabilities of three-wheeled automobile 
dynamics. A German paper by Masuda [8] investigated the lateral 
stability of a tricycle based upon simple calculations using geometrical 
constructions. 
Off-highway ATVs A planar model of a four degree of freedom 
off-road motorcycle/rider system was developed by Black and Taylor [9]. 
In this paper, computer simulations for this motorcycle system were 
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presented which focused on the ride dynamics, particularly vehicle 
bounce and pitch and wheel movement. Tan and Huston [10-13] published a 
series of papers on three-wheeled ATVs. These papers presented 
simulation results of different ATV rigid rider systems equipped with 
and without suspensions operated over various bump profiles. A 
comparison of the results showed that ATV rigid rider systems equipped 
with full suspensions (an ATV with both a front mechanical suspension 
and independent rear swing-arm mechanical suspensions) have much smaller 
roll, pitch, and vertical displacement amplitudes when compared to ATV 
rigid rider systems without any mechanical suspensions. Weir and 
Zellner [14] presented a tutorial overview of the operational 
characteristics of ATVs. They discussed how the rider, vehicle, and 
terrain act as an integrated system; the basic theory of how to turn an 
ATV; the similarities and differences of two-, three-, and four-wheeled 
vehicles; the properties associated with the solid rear axle of an ATV; 
the stability properties of an ATV; and the acceleration performance 
limits of an ATV. Breen [IS] presented an overview of the effects that 
various design parameters have on ATVs. Specifically, a brief 
discussion on several design alternatives such as the effects of 
mechanical suspensions, steering dampers, axial extenders, fork 
extenders and a mechanical differential were included. 
Biodynamics 
Biodynamics is an Interdisciplinary subject composed of such 
disciplines as anatomy, anthropology, engineering mechanics, neurology, 
and physiology. To review all of these disciplines in detail is not 
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practical at this time. However two areas which are pertinent to this 
research are anthropometric data and human body models. These areas are 
briefly discussed below to give a flavor of the types of information 
currently available. 
Anthropometric data It has been nearly 100 years since Braune 
and Fischer [16] published their anthropometric data regarding the mass 
distribution for the various body segments. Since then, fundamental 
extensions by Dempster [17] and Orillis and Contini [18] have resulted 
in better estimates of 1) the dimension of various body segments, 2) the 
mass center locations, 3) the corresponding inertia properties. This 
data provides basic information used in today's biomechanical human 
models. Even though this anthropometric data has been available for 
many years, it was not until after the digital computer had sufficient 
capacity that these human body models became of practical use. 
Human body models Several different types of computerized, 
biomechanical, human body models have been developed. For example. 
Chaffin [19] developed a model to analyze the body actions associated 
with the lifting and carrying heavy industrial materials which often 
cause injury to the musculoskeletal system. Kane and Scher [20] 
developed a model to analyze the ability of astronauts to perform 
maintenance, supply, rescue, and operational tasks in the weightless 
environment of space. And Huston, Huston and Harlow [21] developed a 
model to investigate the effects of impact and high acceleration which 
occur during vehicle accidents. The geometrical, mass, and inertia 
properties in many of these models are based upon the model developed in 
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the 1960s by Hanavan [22]. 
Human factors 
Like biodynamics, the subject of human factors is based upon a 
number of disciplines. In fact, human factors can be characterized as a 
subset of the discipline of ergonomics, a Greek term meaning the study 
of work. For this research the discussion of human factors refers to 
the modeling of how humans react to various disturbances while operating 
motor vehicles. 
Manual vehicular control Many of the principles used in the 
theory of manual control of motor vehicles can be traced to those 
principles developed by thé military during World War II for airplane 
pilots. The paper by McRuer et al. [23] lists an extensive bibliography 
on three areas of manual vehicular control. These are the experimental 
determination of human operator dynamic characteristics for a wide 
variety of situations and conditions; the evolution of mathematical 
models which are simultaneously compatible with the experimental data, 
and useful in feedback system analyses; and the combination of operator 
and vehicle mathematical models into an applied control theory. Two 
more recent papers are also of Interest. One paper by McRuer and Weir 
[24], developed a sophisticated model to driver steering control. 
Another paper by Johnson and Huston [25] investigated an analytical 
driver/vehicle model. 
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CHAPTER 3. TAN'S MODEL A 
A three-dimensional six degree of freedom model of a rigid rider 
three-wheeled ATV system without suspension was developed by Tan [26]. 
This model is called Tan's Model A and is considered to be the benchmark 
model upon which other models can be compared. Figure 3.1 shows a 
sketch of this model. In this model the six degrees of freedom consist 
of three translational motions: longitudinal, x; lateral, y; and 
vertical, z; and three rotational motions: roll, *; pitch, 8; and yaw, 
V/, see Figure 3.2. This coordinate system is consistent with that 
defined as standard by SAE [27]. Figure 3.3 shows the two sets of 
reference frames used; one set being fixed on the surface of the earth, 
XYZ, and other set being fixed at the mass center of the rigid rider ATV 
system, XgYgZg* These two sets of coordinates are related by a 
transformation matrix obtained by performing three successive right-hand 
rotations as shown in Figure 3.4. 
The basic assumptions for this mathematical model are: 
1) the rider and the vehicle are considered to be combined into 
a single rigid body having six degrees of freedom with no 
mechanical (spring-damper) suspension in the front or rear, 
2) the front fork assembly is rigidly attached to the rest of 
the vehicle frame, 
3) the steering is accomplished by prescribing a steering angle 
to the front wheel, 
4) the lateral tire forces are generated by using the classical 
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Side and rear views of the physical form of 
Tan's Model A 
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Yaw 
z 
Figure 3.2. SAE recommended axes system 
X(i) 
Z(k) 
z.%.) 
Figure 3.3. Fixed reference frame has X, Y and Z axes and 
moving reference frame has X^ , Y^  and axes 
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Figure 3.4. Transformation of X, Y, and Z to X^, Y^, and 
axes by performing three successive right hand 
rotations about X, Y', and Z" axes 
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tire slip law, 
5) the vertical and longitudinal forces are generated by using 
a two-dimensional radial-spring tire model, 
6) the tire deforms before the terrain surface, 
7) the rotation of the wheels is neglected, 
8) the rider's mass and inertia properties correspond to 
Hanavan's [22] human body position number 23, 
9) the rider's and vehicle's mass and inertia properties are 
combined to determine the mass and inertia properties for 
the equivalent composite rider ATV system, and 
10) the ATV system is symmetrical with respect to the vertical 
plane passing through the center line of the vehicle. 
The new models developed in Chapter 4 build upon Tan's Model A. 
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CHAPTER 4. NEW ATV MODELS 
In this chapter, several new mathematical models of ATV systems are 
developed. The models for the ATV can have either three or four wheels, 
either suspension or no suspension, and either wheel rotation or no 
wheel rotation. The models for the rider are rigid, stationary, and 
movable. The new ATV system models are then combinations of the above 
vehicle and rider models. A discussion of each of the vehicle models 
and rider models follow. 
Vehicle Models 
Over the past decade, the ATVs have evolved from vehicles with 
three wheels and no mechanical suspension to vehicles with four wheels 
and a full mechanical suspension. Since a variety of different types of 
ATVs are still in operation, mathematical models of these basic types of 
ATVs are needed. 
Three-wheeled ATV with no suspension model 
Tan [26] developed a model of an ATV which had three wheels and no 
suspension. This model was described in Chapter 3 and called Tan's 
Model A. Tan's Model A is considered the benchmark model upon which the 
other models are developed. 
Three-wheeled ATV with full suspension model 
Tan [26] also developed a second model of an ATV which had three 
wheels and a full suspension. The full suspension included a front fork 
suspension and an independent trailing link suspension arm assembly for 
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each of the rear tires. This model vas called Tan's Model B. 
Pour-wheeled ATV with no suspension model 
A new ATV model is developed in this dissertation to include a 
fourth wheel. This model is identical to Tan's Model A except the front 
wheel of the three-wheeled model is replaced by two front wheels. 
Although the two front wheels can be separated to any width, it is 
assumed that these front wheels will be separated to the same width as 
the trackwidth of the rear wheels. 
Four-wheeled ATV with full suspension model 
Once the four-wheeled ATV with no suspension model has been 
developed, incorporation of a fourth wheel to Tan's Model B is 
relatively simple. However, to illustrate the effects of the fourth 
wheel in a straightforward manner, the examples in this dissertation 
will be restricted to the no suspension case. 
ATV with rotating wheels model 
The effects that the rotation of the ATV's wheels had on the 
overall motion of the ATV system were considered small and thus were 
neglected in both of Tan's ATV models. The capability to consider the 
effects that the ATV's wheel rotation has on the overall motion of the 
ATV system is developed in this dissertation. 
Rider Models 
The ATV system is a rider active system. This is due primarily to 
the fact that most ATVs are equipped with a fixed rear axle. Thus for a 
rider to negotiate a curve, the rider must either lean to the outside of 
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the curve unloading the inside tire(s) so that the ATV is now balanced 
on the front and rear outside tlre(s) or lean to the inside of the curve 
unloading the outside tire(s) and loading the inside tire(s) to change 
the effective rolling radii of the respective tires. In order to 
Increase the maneuverability of the ATV system the rider must singularly 
or in combination be able to stand up, lean forward and rearward, or 
lean from side to side. Therefore, in order to determine the effects 
that the rider can have on the handling and stability of the ATV system 
various rider models need to be developed. In this dissertation three 
rider models are investigated, a rigid rider model, a stationary rider 
model, and a movable rider model. 
Rigid rider model 
For this model, the rider is rigidly attached to the ATV in the 
neutral position relative to the vehicle. When the rider is in this 
position, the ATV system is symmetrical with respect to the vertical 
plane passing through the center of the vehicle. The rigid rider model 
was developed by Tan [26] as described in Chapter 3. 
Stationary rider model 
The stationary rider model is similar to rigid rider model except 
now the rider can be positioned and oriented into any of a variety of 
configurations relative to the vehicle. For simplicity the rider is 
modeled into two portions, a positional portion and a rigid portion. 
The positional portion of the rider consists of three rigid body 
segments; the lower torso, the upper torso, and the head. These body 
segments are connected together by ball and socket joints which allow 
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for any possible orientation. The lover torso is assumed to be attached 
to the ATV seat with a ball and socket joint, see Figure 4.1. Each body 
segment can be brought into a general orientation by performing three 
right-hand rotations relative to that body's local axis. These 
rotations are a about the local longitudinal axis, 0 about the local 
lateral axis, y about the local vertical axis. 
The rigid portion consists of the remaining body segments such as 
the arms and legs. This portion of the rider is lumped with the ATV as 
a single rigid body unit similar to Tan's Model A. 
The reasons for choosing the rider's lower torso, upper torso, and 
head to represent the positional portion of the rider are as follows: 
1) the rider's upper and lower legs are assumed to be attached 
with the vehicle and thus are considered part of the vehicle, 
and 
2) the primary movable parts of the rider are the lower torso, the 
upper torso, and the head which represents about 90% of a 
rider's upper body weight, while the upper arms, the lower arms, 
and the hands represent the remaining 10% [28]. 
Thus the inertia force and inertia torque corresponding to rider's upper 
and lower arms were omitted. The omission of these mass properties 
simplifies the problem from a closed loop tree structure to open loop 
tree structure. Future research on the effects that an active rider has 
on the motion of the ATV system will require the rider's active body 
movements to be modeled in a closed loop tree structure. 
The stationary rider model is used to investigate the ATV system 
response when the rider is in a specific configuration. Once the rider 
Figure 4.1. ATV stationary and movable rider model 
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is positioned into this configuration, the rider is assumed to be held 
stationary relative to the vehicle for the duration of the motion. 
Movable rider model 
The movable rider model is composed of the same body segments as 
the stationary rider model except now the rider can move continuously 
relative to the vehicle. For this dissertation, the cider's movements 
are assumed to be prescribed. 
In order for the rider to respond interactively to specific 
information obtained from the environment, corresponding feedback 
algorithms need to be developed. This vas beyond the scope of the 
present work. 
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CHAPTER S. TIRE MODEL 
This chapter is divided into two separate sections. The first 
covers the tire properties such as vertical stiffness, cornering 
stiffness, and damping of the tires, and the second section formulates 
the tire model. 
Tire Properties 
Three- and four-wheeled ATVs are equipped with low-pressure, knobby 
tires which are designed for off-road use. When traveling on soft 
terrain, the tire's knobbys can dig into the ground to provide better 
traction. Because of the tire's large contact area and the low 
inflation pressure, the tire is prevented from sinking into soft ground. 
The motion of the ATV system is dependent upon the forces generated at 
the tire-road interface. To develop a realistic tire model, knowledge 
of how these tire forces are generated is essential, and properties of 
the terra tire such as the vertical stiffness, cornering stiffness, and 
damping coefficient must be determined experimentally. 
The properties for two makes of tires, a 22 x 11-8 inch Goodyear 
tire and a 22 x 11-8 inch Ohtsu tire, have been determined 
experimentally by Tan and Huston [10]. These tire properties are used 
in this study. Some properties for different sizes and makes of terra 
tires are also listed in Wong [29]. 
Vertical stiffness 
The experimental results and corresponding mathematical expressions 
of Goodyear and Ohtsu tires inflated at two different pressures of 2 and 
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5 psi were determined by Tan and Huston [10]. Referring to Figure 5.1, 
curve A, which represents the Goodyear tire at 5 psi, is given by 
F - 66720.0 5, (5.1) 
where F is the normal tire force in Newtons and & is the tire's radial 
deflection in meters. Curve B represents the Goodyear tire at 2 psi and 
is expressed as 
F - 42545.0 5, 0 3 & < 0.1225 m, (5.2) 
and 
F . 5212.0 + 240933.0 (ô - 0.1225), S > 0.1225 m. (5.3) 
For both curves C and D, the nonlinear first stage of the curves is 
fitted with quadratic polynomials. As a result, Curve C (Ohtsu @ 5 psi) 
has two expressions given by 
F = 31.7 + 24476.0 8 + 67293.0 5^, 0 < 8 < 0.130 m, (5.4) 
and 
F = 4359.0 + 197689.0 (8 - 0.130), 8 > 0.130 m, (5.5) 
and, curve 0 (Ohtsu @ 2 psi) is represented by two expressions as 
F - 16.8 + 18100.0 8 + 91852.0 8?, 0 < 8 < 0.107 m, (5.6) 
and 
F . 3002.0 + 222400.0 (8 - 0.107), 8 > 0.107 m. (5.7) 
Cornering stiffness 
When the vehicle is steered, lateral forces are generated on the 
tires at the tire-road interface. These forces were found to be 
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Figure 5.1 Vertical stiffnesses determined experimentally for both 
22 X 11-8 inch Goodyear and Ohtsu tires at 2 and 5 psi 
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approximately proportional to the slip angle for slip angles less than 
four degrees for a radial-ply automobile tire [29]. The slip angle is 
the angle formed between the direction of wheel travel and the line 
intersecting the wheel plane with the road surface. The cornering 
stiffness data for the 22 x 11-8 inch Goodyear and Ohtsu tires at 2 psi 
Inflation pressure found experimentally [26] was for a non-rolling tire 
as shown in Figure 5.2. The slope of the lateral force-slip angle curve 
defines the cornering stiffness of the tire. The mathematical 
expression for these cornering stiffness are found as follows. 
The Goodyear tire's cornering stiffness is expressed as 
- 11.818 W, 0 < W ^ 1100 N, (5.8) 
and 
C . -3658.68 + 24.142 W - 8.674 x 10'V tt • 
+ 6.219 X 10"V, W k 1100 N, (5.9) 
where is the cornering stiffness in Newtons per radian and V Is the 
normal load in Newtons. The cornering stiffness for the Ohtsu tire is 
expressed as 
= 5.714 W, 0 < W < 1225 N, (5.10) 
and 
C » 10558.91 - 17.520 W + 1.792 x 10"V 
<x 
- 4.842 X 10~V, W > 1225 N. (5.11) 
A theoretical and experimental Investigation was performed by Kane 
and Man [30] and Kane and Fossman [31] on wheel-roadway Intersection of 
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Figure 5.2. Relationship of cornering stiffness and normal load for the 
22 X 11-8 inch Goodyear and Ohstu tires at 2 psi 
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a pneumatic tire for recreational vehicles. The investigation concluded 
that the Coulomb friction theory vas quite sufficient to predict the 
tire-roadway intersection as compared to theories like modified Coulomb 
friction, classic slip lav, and modified classical slip lav. However, 
in these studies it was assumed that 1) there was only one point contact 
between the tire and roadway, and 2) the roadway has à hard surface like 
asphalt or concrete. However, unlike highway tires, terra tires are 
very different in that they require a much lower inflation pressure, and 
structurally have few plies and no belts. As a result, they have large 
contact area between the tire and the ground, making Kane's assumption 
of point contact Improper when investigating ATVs. In addition, ATVs 
operate on all types of terrain such as sand, gravel, earth road, mud, 
snow, ice and grassland. Presently, no data are available concerning 
low pressure ATV tires interacting with the above-mentioned terrains. 
In this investigation it is assumed that tires travel on smooth, hard 
surface terrains only, like earth road and grassland, and the classical 
slip law theory holds. 
Damping 
A tire parameter necessary for accurate tire modeling is the tire 
damping coefficient. One procedure for finding this damping coefficient 
is found experimentally by performing a "drop test" [26, 29]. In this 
procedure, wherein the damping coefficient is found, an accelerometer is 
attached to the rider/vehicle system which is allowed to fall freely to 
the ground. This results in an amplitude (acceleration) decay trace. 
From the theory of free damped vibration, the logarithmic decrement 
is determined to approximate the damping ratio. For example, 
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*0 
n5 . In —^ , (5.12) 
'^ n 
and 
2nC -
S - - 2riÇ (5.13) 
//T7~ 
where n is the number of cycles, 5 is the logarithmic decrement, XQ is 
the amplitude of the zeroth peak, is the amplitude of the n^^ peak, 
and t is the damping ratio. The damping ratio of an unloaded 1980 Honda 
ATV HOD three-wheeled vehicle equipped with three Ohtsu tires at 2 psi 
inflation pressure was found to be about 0.092. When a person, whose 
mass is about 72 kg, sets or stands on the vehicle, the vehicle/rider 
system becomes more highly damped with the damping ratio estimated at 
0.146 126]. In reference [26], based upon the experiments performed, 
there was little difference in the damping ratio compared the case where 
rider was seated and strapped onto the seat to the case where the rider 
was stood on the vehicle's foot pedals. However, for the case where no 
rider was on the vehicle a low damping ratio was found. These results 
indicate that the rider has a considerable effect on the system's 
damping ratio. 
Formulation of the Tire Model 
The terra tires are critical components of the vehicle/rider 
system. Through these tires the ground level disturbances are 
transmitted to the system. There are several tire models available 
and they are discussed in detail in the paper by Captain et al. [32]. 
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Figure 5.3. Radial spring/damping tire model 
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For application in this study, the selected radial spring/damping tire 
model for use in enveloping irregular terrain features is shown in 
Figure 5.3, because it represents the practical situation of a tire 
terrain interaction in the most realistic manner. According to Davis 
[33], the assumptions underlying this model are: 
1) wheel is a thin circular disk which deforms radially, 
2) terrain is rigid, and 
3) load-deflection relationship of the tire on a rigid flat 
surface is known. 
Each spring deflects radially as required by the terrain within the 
sector of the tire represented by that spring. The resultant force, 
obtained by summing the forces required to deflect the individual 
springs, combines with the original local terrain features to define the 
equivalent tire-terrain relationship. The following criteria were 
selected for use in developing a tire model that accurately met the 
prescribed objectives: 
1) the resultant radial force must reflect the total effect of 
the tire deformations occurring around the tire 
circumference, 
2) the magnitude of the radial tire force must reflect the total 
displaced volume of the tire, 
3) the "equivalent ground plane" must displace the same tire 
volume as does the actual ground surface, and 
4) the orientation of the "equivalent ground plane" must conform 
to both the orientation of the radial force vector and the 
lateral ground surface at the newly defined "ground-contact 
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point." 
The force-deflection relationship for the individual radial spring 
is assumed to be proportional to the force-deflection relationship 
measured for the tire on a rigid planar surface. The radial force 
acting upon each sector of the tire is defined by the deflection of that 
radial spring and the force-deflection relationship for the tire. 
Vector summation of the radial spring forces then provides a resultant 
force vector acting radially toward the wheel center. The magnitude of 
the resultant force vector is adjusted so that the radial-spring tire 
model predicts a radial tire force equal to that measured experimentally 
for the tire having an equal volume (or, area for a thin wheel) 
displaced by the terrain. The direction of the resultant radial force 
vector is assumed to be along the line connecting the centroid of the 
total displaced volume (or, area for a thin wheel) of the tire and the 
center of the tire. 
The magnltude of the resultant force 
When the tire is deformed on a rigid planar surface as shown in 
Figure 5.4, the maximum radial deflection (that used in the force-
deformation relationship) is defined as 
'max " —>• (S 14) 
and the total displaced tire area is 
^ 2 A_ = - r^ (0 - sin ©), (5.15) 
^ 2 
where d^^^ is the maximum radial deflection on a rigid planar surface, 
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(in), and 
Ag is the total tire area displaced by the rigid planar surface 
2 
when the contact arc is 0 radians, (in ). 
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show a tire encountering a ground profile 
of relatively smooth terrain and a sharp bump, respectively. In each 
case, the enclosed ADBEA In Figure 5.5 and PSQTS in Figure 5.6 represent 
the total displaced tire area A^, respectively, which can be calculated 
by using numerical Integration. 
When the total displaced tire area on the Irregular ground surface, 
A^, has been determined, the magnitude of adjusting radial resultant 
force can be accomplished in numerous ways with varying degrees of 
accuracy. The first and simplest method proposed, called the ratio 
method [33], assumed that the ratio of the maximum radial deflection to 
the displaced tire area for the tire on the irregular surface is equal 
to the value of corresponding deflection-to-area ratio for a tire on a 
planar surface having the same arc of contact. Thus knowing the contact 
arc 0 for the Irregular surface. Equations (5.14) and (5.15) are used 
with the following relationship to determine an equivalent maximum 
deflection for the tire on an "equivalent ground plane": 
4. - d.ax <=•"> 
where A^ is the total displaced tire area on the Irregular surface, 
2 (in ), which can be calculated numerically, and 
dg is the equivalent deflection or the maximum deflection of the 
tire on an "equivalent ground plane", (in). 
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Figure 5.4. Mathematical representation of tire interacting with a 
rigid flat surface 
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Figure 5.5. Determination of tire deflection on relatively 
smooth terrain profile 
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Figure 5.6. Determination of tire deflection on a sharp bump 
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The ratio method Is expected to accurately predict the equivalent 
deflection when the Irregular surface does not diverge greatly from a 
planar profile. 
A second approach utilizes the deflected area (but not the measured 
contact arc) In determining the equivalent deflection, d^. Desiring the 
displaced tire area to be equal In both the Irregular surface and 
"equivalent ground plane" conditions, the arc of contact, 6, Is 
determined from Equation (5.15) and then Equation (5.14) Is used to 
define d^. Two series approximation methods can be used for obtaining 
G from Equation (5.15). 
The first series approximation method, called power series method, 
utilizes a truncated power series approximation for sin6 to provide an 
expression for 6 in Equation (5.15). Using the approximation 
Q? e? 
sln@ = 6 - — + — - ... (5.17) 
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truncating this series to two terms and substituting into Equation 
(5.15) yields 
1 2 ^ 
A_ = - r^ ( ). (5.18) 
^2 6 
Equating to Ag and solving for 0 yields . 
e - (IZAf/r^)^^^. (5.19) 
Substitution of 0 into Equation (5.14) then provides the equivalent 
deflection for the power series method 
dg = r ^ 1 - cos(1.447(A^/r^)^^^I \ (5.20) 
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The second series approximation method, Chebyschev method, utilizes 
Chebyschev economization to improve the accuracy of the two-term series 
approximation for sine then proceeds in a manner similar to that of the 
power series method (see Carnahan et al. [34] for a description of 
Chebyschev economization). Utilizing five terms of the power series 
expression for sine and economizing the series to two terms yields 
sine - 1.0025e - 0.15656? + e, (5.21) 
where 
e is an error less than 0.0005. 
Substitution of Equation (5.21) into Equation (5.15) yields 
Ag - -1/2 r^ (0.0025e - 0.15656? + e). (5.22) 
Neglecting the e and e terms and solving for 9 yields 
e = (12.7796 Ag/r2)l/3. (5.23) 
The equivalent deflection for the Chebyschev method is given by 
dg = r ^ 1 - cos[1.1690(Ap/r2)l/3] (5.24) 
The direction of the resultant force 
To determine the direction of the resultant force the centroid 
of the enclosed area between tire and ground must be found. Two 
different cases, up-hill and down-hill, must be considered separately. 
Case 1. Up-hill When the tire encounters an up-hill profile 
(|Z^| > IZgJ), as shown in Figure 5.7, the enclosed area between tire 
and ground profile, APBMA (Ag), can be found by calculating the areas of 
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Figure 5.7. Tire encounters up-hill profile 
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A^AHBB^A^ (Ag) and A^APBB^A^ (Ap), where the area of Aç Is the sum of 
areas of the rectangle A^BgBiA^, the triangle BgABBg, and the sector 
ANBA (Ag). Also area of sector Ag can be found by subtracting area of 
triangle OABO from area of sector OAMBO. Since the centroid of each 
these decomposed areas can be easily determined, the centroid of the 
enclosed area Ag, (x,z), can be expressed as 
Ap Xp — Ap Xp 
X  .  — S —  ( 5 . 2 5 )  
z . -Û£-!5 (5.26) 
where 
1 1 Ax 
*C "c - - < V*R'<==min Û») ' - I to t — ) , As Xj 
(5.27) 
and 
1 1 |AZ I 
*C • - 'min <:mln " 1^1 to + — ) + Ag Zg. 
<5.28) 
The moments of area Ap Xp and Ap Zp can be found by calculating the 
following two integrals, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.8, 
Ap Xp = J^(x z) dx (5.29) 
h 
and 
S "P Ap Zp = Ï® z^ dx (5.30) 
so that the moments of area AgXg and AgZg are found to be 
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Figure 5.8. Moment of area Ap Xp and Ap Zp 
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and 
- 2 sln(e) 
Am Xq . (R e)(x- + - R sin(\|/) 
®  ®  ^ 3 0  
1 5 , 1 / 2  2  
- [ - ((ûz) + (Ax) ) R cos(9)] [x- + - R cos(e)sln(V>)] 
2 ^ 3 
(5.31) 
m 2 sin(e) 
Am Zm - (R 0)(Z« + - R C08(*) 
5  5  ^ 3 0  
1 , - 1 / 2  2  
- [ - ((ûz) + (Ax) ) R cos(0)] (z„ + - R cos(0)sin(\|/)] 
2 ^ 3 
(5.32) 
Case 2. Down-hill When a tire encounters a down-hill profile 
(|z^| < |zgj), as shown in Figure 5.9 the resulting moments of the areas 
are the same as those found for the up-hill profile with only difference 
being two sign changes in the Ag Xg moment of area equation, 
« 2 sin(0) 
Am x_ » (R 0)(x_ R sin(*) 
^  "  ^ 3 0  
1 5 , 1 / 2  2  
- ( - ((Az) + (Ax) ) R cos(0)] [x- R cos(0)sin(\f>)] 
2 ^ 3 
(5.33) 
while the Ag Zg moment of area equation is identical to that found for 
the up-hill case, 
5 2 sin(0) 
Am Zm = (R 0)(z_ + - R cos(t|>) 
s  5  ^ 3 0  
1 , 5 1 / 2  2  
- [ -((Az)^ + (Ax)^) R cos(0)J [z„ + -Rcos(0)sin(*)] 
2 ^ 3 
(5.34) 
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Figure 5.9. Tire encounters down-hill profile 
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CHAPTER 6. ROAD PROFILE MODEL 
ATVs are driven over a variety of arbitrary road conditions. Thus 
it is Important to be able to actually describe the ground profile and 
its adhesion (frictional) properties. The road profile model is 
composed of two parts, a geometry part and an adhesion part. Two 
approaches are used to describe the geometry of the road conditions. 
The first is a description of a two-dimensional ground profile, and the 
second is a description of a three-dimensional ground profile. Next a 
model for the road surface's adhesion properties has to be determined, 
since the value of coefficient of friction, , between the tire and road 
has to be chosen to represent different road surfaces. This is 
important for determining the maximum friction force attainable between 
the tire and the road. The two models for the road profile are 
formulated and described below. 
Two-dimensional Road Profile Model 
Any continuous function, such as rectangle, parabola, half-sine, or 
polynomial, can be chosen to represent a two-dimensional bump road 
profile. When the ATV system runs over the bump profile at a certain 
speed, a simulation result predicting the motion response of an ATV 
system can be computed determining the ATVs corresponding dynamical 
properties. The bump profile's amplitude should be large enough and the 
base length should be long enough to disturb the system sufficiently so 
that significant results can be achieved from the simulations. 
Figure 6.1 shows three kinds of two-dimensional bump profiles 
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Figure 6.1 Two-dlmenslonal bump profiles used as ground disturbance 
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selected by Tan [26] for the ATV to traverse. These bump profiles had 
the shapes of a rectangle, a parabola, and half-sine wave. Each bump 
profile had the same amplitude of 5 inches (0.127 meter) but different 
base lengths. 
The two-dimensional ground profile models are limited to same bump 
across the entire width of the road. In reality however most bumps are 
isolated to specific locations in the road. Therefore a need exists 
for a more general road profile model. Thus, a three-dimensional road 
profile model has been developed in this dissertation. 
Three-dimensional Road Profile Model 
In general, the geometry of a three-dimensional road profile is 
very complex. A systematic approach to study the geometry of the road 
condition from simple case to more general case is described below. 
Three-dimensional straight road segment 
The three-dimensional straight road profile is modeled by dividing 
the road into a matrix of points. Figure 6.2 shows a typical cell and 
the two reference coordinates used In this model. The local coordinate 
system, (x^ g, y^ ,^ Zy^ ) Is parallel to the fixed coordinate system (x, 
y, z), with the origin of the local system located at (x^ (^l), y^ Q(l), 
Zlq(1)). The values for all z^ (^l) corresponding to each node point 
assumed to be known. The z component for any 
arbitrary point P(i,j) is determined by a linear Interpolation method. 
The linear interpolation method works as follows. First, the 
lowest numbered corner (upper left corner) of the cell in which the 
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Figure 6.2. Three-dimensional straight road segment model 
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point P is located can be found by 
1 . 1  +  k S  ( 6 . 1 )  
and 
y - y,r.(i) 
j - 1 + — (6.2) 
yLc(^ ) - fLcd) 
Then, the following linear interpolation formula is used to determine 
the z component of the point P(x,y) 
x , r ( i+ l )  -  X y , r ( j+ i )  -  y  
z(x,y) . ZLc(i,j) * 
+ ZLc(i+l'j) * 
. * 
yLc(J+i) - yLc(j) 
•
H >
 
1 X yLc(j+i) - y 
XLC(1+1) - x^ g(i) yLc(J+l) - yLC<^ > 
XLC(1+1) - X 
• * 
y - yLc(j) 
+ z,p(i,j+l) * 
XLc(i+l) - x^ (i) yLc(j+i) - yLc<J) 
X - x,_(i) y - y,p(j) 
+ Z^ çd + lJ+l) * ^^
XLc(i+l) - x^ g(i) yLc(j+l) - yLc(j) 
(6.3) 
Since the ground force acting on a tire of the vehicle is along the 
normal direction of the road profile, the normal direction at any 
arbitrary point P must be found. From the definition of vector analysis 
[35], an unit vector n for a surface S represented by 
X = X, y = y, z = z(x,y) (6.4) 
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is defined by 
n 
I ÏX " £y I 
where 
r(x,y) - X 1 + y i + z(x,y) k 
(6.5) 
(6 .6 )  
The partial derivatives of r with respect to x and y are given by 
Ix 
and 
-y 
9 r 
9 X 
9 r 
9 y 
9x 9y 3z 
i + j + k 
9x 9x 9x 
i + 
9z 
3x 
9z 9x 9y 9z 
i + j + k = j + k 
9y " 9y 9y " 9y 
(6.7) 
respectively. The vector product of'r^  x r^  is 
Sx * Sy " 
I l k  
8z 
9x 
Bz 
3y 
1 0 
0 1 
8z 9z 
i j + k. 
9x 9y 
(6 .8)  
The magnitude of this cross product is 
12 
I £, * £y I 
r 3z 2^ f  9z y
I 3x J  ^I Qy J 
+ 1 (6.9) 
By substituting Equations (6-8) and (6-9) into Equation (6-5), the unit 
normal vector becomes 
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n 
I £x « £y I 
9z 
3x 
1 -
9z 
3y 
i + k 
9z 
9x •)" • (t + 1 1/2 
(6.10) 
9z 8z 
where and are found by taking the partial derivatives of 
ax 9y 
Equation (6.3) with respect to x and y respectively, thus 
9z 
9x 
r Zj^ j,(i+l,j) - z,p(i,j) LC" 
Xlc(1+1) - \ c ( i )  
yicCJ^ -i) - y 
- yLc(j) 
and 
9z 
9y 
Zj^ j,(i+l,J+l) - z,^ (i,j+l) LC 
Xlc(1+1) - XLc(i) 
ZLc(i+l,j+l) - z,p(i+l,j) LC' 
yLc<J+i) - yLc(j) 
y - yLc(J) 
yLc(J+l) - y,r(j) LC^  
 ^- \c<^ ) 
(6 .11)  
Xlc(1+1) - \ c ( i )  
r ZLc(i,j+l) - ZLc(i,j) 
yLc<J+l) - yrr(j) LC^  Xlc(1+1) - XLC(I) 
(6 .12 )  
Three-dimensional curved road profile 
Figure 6.3 shows a three-dimensional curved road profile which 
contains a straight road segment, AQABBQ, followed by a curved road 
segment, AA^ B^ B, followed by a second straight road segment, A^ AgBgB^ . 
Again, the magnitude of the z component and the normal direction at any 
arbitrary point P(x,y) has to be determined. Equations (6-1) and (6-2) 
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Figure 6.3. Three-dimensional curved road profile 
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calculate the values of i and j which define the lowest numbered corner 
(upper left corner) of the cell where the point P is located. These 
equations are valid for the three-dimensional curved road profile 
provided that the local (natural) coordinates of the profile, and 
Ylc* are determined. The procedure for finding the values of these 
local coordinates, and y^ g, for the three regions is given below. 
For the curved road profile the following information is assumed to 
be known: the starting location of the curve, ^ gç^ v^e' radius of the 
curve, Rcuryg, and the total angle of the curve, If the x value 
of the point P is less than the value for Xg^ urve* then P is located in 
the first straight segment, AQABBQ. In this case, the local 
coordinates, x^  ^and have the same values as the fixed coordinates, 
X and y. Therefore, no additional computation is needed for this 
straight road segment. If the x value is greater than then 
the fixed coordinates, x and y, can be converted into polar coordinates, 
and as follows 
"lC • I - *,cu,re)' * ««curve " 1"^  ' <«•"> 
and 
a.  tan-1 f ' ' 
 ^"curve - y J 
(6.14) 
If the polar coordinate angle of point P, 6^ ,^ is less than the total 
angle of the curve, then the point P is located in the curved 
segment. In this case the local coordinates and y^  ^can be 
determined as follows 
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*LC " *scurve + *curve (6«15) 
and 
L^C " *cuvre " *LC' (6.16) 
However, if the polar coordinate angle of point P, 6^ ,^ is greater the 
total angle of the curve, then the point P is located in the 
second straight segment, AiA2B2^ 1' this case the local coordinates 
of the point P, and can be found as shown below 
»LC - *scucve • "curve «curve " ®curve> 
and 
'LC • "curve " "lc " «curve'' <'•"> 
In order the ATV system to follow a curved road profile, a steering 
control law must be formulated. The general steering angle control law 
used in this dissertation is the one developed by Johnson and Huston 
[36]. This control law allows the ATV system to follow a desired path. 
This is accomplished by calculating the errors in the lateral position 
and heading orientation as compared to the desired path. The steering 
is representing by the following equation 
5 = - - Yg/v (6.19) 
where S is the steering angle, is the error in heading orientation, 
Yg is the error in the lateral position, and v is the velocity of the 
vehicle. 
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Road Adhesion Properties 
Surface conditions of the road together with the tire's design and 
construction are the most important factors effecting the coefficient 
of road adhesion (friction). The average peak and sliding road adhesion 
coefficients,and for various road surfaces are given in Table 
6.1 [29]. 
Table 6.1. Average values of coefficient of road adhesion 
Surface Peak valueSliding value 
Asphalt and concrete (dry) 0.8 - 0.9 0.75 
Asphalt (vet) 0.5 - 0.7 0.45 - 0.6 
Concrete (wet) 0.8 0.7 
Gravel 0.35 - 0.6 0.30 - 0.55 
Earth road (dry) 0.68 0.65 
Earth road (vet) 0.55 0.4 - 0.5 
Snow (hard-packed) 0.2 0.15 
Ice 0.1 0.07 
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CHAPTER 7. MASS AND INERTIA PROPERTIES 
This chapter is divided into three major sections. They are, 
1) the geometry of the model, 2) the mass distribution, including mass 
center and inertia matrix of the system, and 3) the prescribed rider's 
motion. 
Geometry of the Model 
In the stationary rider ATV system models, the rider's 
configuration is prescribed by the orientation of the rider's head, 
upper torso, and lower torso. Each body is connected to the adjacent 
body by a ball-socket joint which allows independent rotation. Figure 
7.1 gives a closer look at two adjoining bodies. 
In Figure 7.1, the P's represent the bottom reference point of each 
body. From these points, the center of mass vectors, the r's, are 
defined along with the vectors to the upper reference points, the ^ 's. 
In general, in order to make an in-depth dynamic analysis of the 
complex system as shown in Figure 7.2, it is extremely helpful to have 
an efficient procedure for organizing and describing the geometry. 
To establish such a procedure, considering a typical pair of 
adjoining bodies. Call these bodies and Bj and let them be free to 
rotate as shown in Figure 7.3. 
The orientation of Bj relative to B^  may be defined in terms of 
three angles as follows. Let n^ j^  and n^  (1=1,2,3) be sets of dextral, 
orthogonal unit vectors fixed in B^  and Bj, respectively. Also let 
these vectors be initially parallel. Then three successive dextral 
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Figure 7.1. A doser look at two adjoining bodies 
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x(i) 
z(k) 
Figure 7.2. An open loop structure 
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Figure 7.3. A typical pair of adjoining bodies 
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right-hand rotations of Bj about axes parallel to Hjg, and n^  ^
through angles , and Y|^ J bring Bj into a general orientation 
with respect to B^ . Let a 3x3 orthogonal matrix called a "shifter" 
matrix be defined as 
^^ im " Sik Smj (7.1) 
SKJ may be expressed in terms of the orientation angles through the 
following matrix: 
[SKJ] . (oKJll(KJLL>KJJ 
where [OKJ], [OKJ], and [YKJ] are defined as 
(7.2) 
and 
1 0 0 
[oKJ] - 0 «:'^ J -s*kj (7.3) 
. 0 ="kj ®^kj • 
c^ J 0 
• 
((KJ] = 0 1 0 (7.4) 
-sfkj 0 
0 
(YKJJ - ®^ KJ 0 (7.5) 
0 0 1 
where s and c are abbreviations for sine and cosine, respectively. 
To obtain the shifter for body Bg in Figure 7.2 with respect to the 
inertial reference frame R, use the chain rule technique of multiplying 
shifters of adjoining lower bodies together. Therefore, 
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[S06] - [S01][S12][S25][S56] (7.6) 
In this stationary rider ATV model, the rider's configuration 
is represented by prescribing the orientation of the rider's head (Bg), 
upper torso (Bg) and lower torso (B^) as shown in Figure 7.4. Body BQ 
represents the ATV. Point P is the middle span of the vehicle's rear 
axle. Point P^  ^is the seat of the vehicle, point is the Joint 
between upper torso and lower torso, and point Pg is the joint between 
upper torso and head. The c^ s represent the mass center locations of 
each part. The symbols for the position vectors are also shown in 
Figure 7.4. 
One can find the following shifters from Equation (7.2) as 
ISOIJ - [oOlHOOlJtYOl] (7.7) 
(S121 - Iod21I(512I[Yl2I (7.8) 
[S23J . Io23I((323J[Y23] (7.9) 
(S02] = [S011[S12] (7.10) 
and 
IS031 = [S01][S12][S23] = [S02|[S23| (7.11) 
The position vectors expressed with respect to different reference 
frames fixed in each segment can be transferred to reference frame A 
fixed in the vehicle as 
W '  =  [ S O U  ( 7 . 1 2 )  
-  [ S O D  J p i  ( 7 . 1 3 )  
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Figure 7.4. Configuration of the stationary rider 
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IpCi*  ^' -ST -LT^   ^ (7 14) 
r._(A) . r..(A) + r (&) 
ippi - ±ST ipf"' (7.15) 
and 
ru^ <^ > - [S021 (7.16) 
- IS02I ip2 (7.17) 
(718) 
IPPZ^ *) - IPPI^ A) + (7.19) 
- IS03J (7.20) 
-PC3^   ^" -PP2 * -HD* ^  (7.21) 
Mass Distribution 
Mass center of the system 
The mass center of the system relative to point P, r^ p, can be 
calculated by virtue of knowing (£pc^ ^^ )i (i-1,2,3), the position 
vectors of center of mass of each segments relative to point P, and 
r (^ ) t 
-PCV ' ^ 
point P as 
-PCV^ ^^ ' the position vector of vehicle's center of mass relative to 
"l-PCl^ ^^  '"2-PC2^ ^^  ^  + ""VEH-PCV^ ^^  „„V tgp = (7.ZZ) 
nij + 1112 + Mg + 
The position vectors (dçp)j» (i=l, 2, 3, and 4), from mass center 
of the system to the center of mass of each segments are 
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(^ p)i " ^-PC^ l ~ (^ sp) (7.23) 
where i > 1 represents the lower torso, i > 2 represents the upper 
torso, i " 3 the head, and i - 4 the ATV. 
Inertia properties 
The principal values of Inertia matrix for each segment of the body 
are calculated from Hanavan's human body model [22]. 
Lower torso model The lower torso model is modeled as a right 
elliptical cylinder as shown in Figure 7.5. The cross section is an 
ellipse when the cutting plane is parallel to the X-Y plane. The total 
torso mass is obtained by subtracting the mass of the head, SM^ p, from 
SHhnti the mass of the head, neck, and trunk. The mass of the lower 
torso, SM^ q,, is calculated by splitting the total torso mass between the 
upper and lower torso according to the ratio of the volumes of the two 
segments. The dimensions and properties of the lower torso are: 
- 0.5 HIPB (7.23) 
RR^ t = 0.25 (WAISD + BUTTD) (7.24) 
SLj^ j . SITH - (STAT - SUBH) (7.25) 
VyT = upper torso volume = n Ry^  RR^  ^SLy^  (7.26) 
\t " lower torso volume = n R^  ^RR^  ^SL^  ^ (7.27) 
SMujfj. » 0.47 + 12.0 (7.28) 
L^T 
SM,, (SM.«T - SM-n) ' (7.29) 
L^T U^T 
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Figure 7.5. Lower torso model 
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SILT (1,1) - (3(Rlt)^  + (SL^ T)^ ) / 12.0 (7.30) 
SI^ T (2,2) - (3(RRlt)^  + (SL^ )^^ ) / 12.0 (7.31) 
and 
SI^ T (3,3) - ((RLT>^  + (RRLT>^  ^ (7.32) 
where HIPB is the dimension of hip breadth, 
VAISD is the dimension of waist depth, 
BUTTD is the dimension of buttock depth, 
SITH is the dimension of setting height, 
STAT is the dimension of stature height, 
SUBH is the dimension of substernal height, and 
(i,i) are the lower torso's princical moments of inertia. 
Upper torso model The upper torso is modeled as a right 
elliptical cylinder as shown in Figure 7.6. The cross section is an 
ellipse when the cutting plane parallel to the X-Y plane. The 
dimensions and properties of the upper torso are: 
(7.33) 
(7.34) 
(7.35) 
(7.36) 
(7.37) 
(7.38) 
= 0.5 CHESB 
RRy^  » 0.25 (CHESD + WAISD) 
= SHLDH - SUBH 
SMUT = (^ H^NT ' GMHD " ®"LT^  
Slyr (1,1) = (3(Rut,)^  + (SLJ^ )2) / 12.0 
Slyr (2,2) = SMy^  (3(RRu^ )^  + (SLy^ )^ ) / 12.0 
and 
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Figure 7.6. Upper torso model 
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Slyr (3,3) - <(Rut>^  + (RRut)^ ) (7.39) 
where CHESB is the dimension of chest breadth, 
CHESD is the dimension of chest depth, 
SHLDH is the dimension of shoulder height, 
Slyj (i,i) are the upper torso's principal moments of inertia 
Head model The head is modeled as a right circular ellipsoid of 
revolution as shown in Figure 7.7. The cross section is a circle when 
the cutting plane is parallel to the X-Y plane and ellipse when the 
cutting plane is perpendicular to the X-Y plane. The dimensions and 
properties of the head are: 
Rhd - 0.5 (STAT - SHLDH) (7.40) 
RRjjjj . HEADC / 2 n (7.41) 
SLjjp = (STAT - SHLDH) (7.42) 
SMgQ = 0.079 (7.43) 
SIjjD (1,1.) = 0.2 SMjjp (Ryp2 + (7.44) 
and 
SIgp (2,2) - Slgo (1,1) (7.45) 
SlgD (3,3) = 0.4 SMjjj, (7.46) 
where HEADC is the dimension of head circumference and 
SIgD(i,i) are the head's principal moments of inertia. 
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Figure 7.7. Head model 
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Anthropometric and Inertia data Table 7.1 shows the 
anthropometric data and Table 7.2 shows the principal moments of inertia 
of each segments for the fifth, twenty-fifth, fiftieth, seventy-fifth, 
and ninety-fifth percentile human. 
The symbols, (i, j = 1, 2, 3) represent the principal 
moments of inertia relative to the local principal axes of each segment, 
corresponding to lower torso, upper torso, and head, respectively. 
The inertia matrix of each segment relative to reference frame A, 
fixed in the vehicle, represented by can be calculated by virtue 
of the shifter matrices as 
[ I C I i  .  I S 0 1 | [ S I ] i | S 0 1 ] T  ( 7 . 4 8 )  
(ICJ2 - [S02|[SI]2[S02|T (7.49) 
and 
(ICI3 - (sosKsiijisoai'^ . (7.50) 
The above inertia matrices together with the inertia matrix of the 
vehicle can be determined with respect to the system's mass center and 
represented by the matrix symbol [IS]^  (1 = 1, ..., 4) as 
[ I S J j  ( 1 , 1 )  =  l I C l j  ( 1 , 1 )  +  M j  ( ( d c p i ( 2 ) ) 2  +  ( d c p i ( 3 ) ) 2 )  ( 7 . 5 1 )  
Ï I S l j  ( 2 , 2 )  =  [ I C J j  ( 2 , 2 )  +  ( ( d c p i ( l ) ) 2  +  ( d ^ p j O ) ) ^ )  ( 7 . 5 2 )  
[ I S l j  ( 3 , 3 )  =  [ I C l j . ( 3 , 3 )  +  M j  ( ( d ^ p j ( l ) ) 2  +  ( d c p i ( 2 ) ) 2 )  ( 7 . 5 3 )  
[ I S l j  ( 1 , 2 )  =  [ I C J j  ( 1 , 2 )  +  ( d ^ p j d ) )  ( d , , p i ( 2 ) )  ( 7 . 5 4 )  
(ISlj (1,3) = [ICli (l,3) + (d^ pjd)) (d^ pi(3)) (7.55) 
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Table 7.1. Anthropometric data 
( mass : kg length: m ) 
NO. DATA 
PERCENTILE 
5 25 50 75 95 
1 SMpt/kg) 60.1 67.4 73.4 80.1 91.1 
2 SMaijCkg) 4.7 5.3 5.8 6.3 7.2 
3 SMuT(kg) 10.6 11.5 12.1 12.6 13.8 
4 SMLT(kg) 25.0 26.9 28.6 30.8 33.8 
5 RJJD (m) 0.1570 0.1590 0.1590 0.1610 0.1640 
6 
^UT 0.1372 0.1461 0.1524 0.1588 0.1702 
7 
^LT 0.1537 0.1613 0.1676 0.1740 0.1829 
8 RRjjjj(m) 0.0870 0.0890 0.0910 0.0930 0.0950 
9 RRurCm) 0.0934 0.1010 0.1073 0.1149 0.1264 
10 RRLT(m) 0.0908 0.0984 0.1060 0.1137 0.1251 
11 SLjj,j(m) 0.3140 0.3180 0.3180 0.3220 0.3280 
12 SLy^(m) 0.1829 0.1930 0.2010 0.2010 0.2057 
13 SLLT(m) 0.3607 0.3810 0.3962 0.4115 0.4318 
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Table 7.2. Principal moments of Inertia 
( kg X m^  ) 
NO. SYMBOL 
PERCENTILE 
5 25 50 75 95 
1 SiHD (1,1) 0.0303 0.0352 0.0389 0.0436 0.0517 
2 (2,2) 0.0303 0.0352 0.0389 0.0436 0.0517 
3 (3,3) 0.0142 0.0168 0.0192 0.0208 0.0260 
4 SIUT (1,1) 0.0794 0.0971 0.1110 0.1219 0.1486 
5 SIUT (2,2) 0.0527 0.0650 0.0756 0.0840 0.1048 
6 S^ UT (3,3) 0.0730 0.0907 0.1051 0.1210 0.1551 
7 S^ LT (1,1) 0.4187 0.5004 0.5750 0.6677 0.8078 
8 S^ LT (2,2) 0.3226 0.3905 0.4545 0.5342 0.6574 
9 S^ LT (3,3) 0.1992 0.2401 0.2812 0.3327 0.4149 
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and 
[ISIj (2,3) - [IClj (2,3) + Mj (<i^ pi(2)) (7.56) 
where the dgp^ (j) (i,j « 1, 2, 3) are the components of the position 
vector from system's center of mass to each segment's center of mass, 
respectively. 
Finally, the inertia matrix of the system relative to reference 
frame A (fixed in vehicle), [IS], is found by summation of corresponding 
terms as 
To describe the rider's motion relative to the vehicle, 'three 
rotational motions, o(t), |3(t), and Y(t), about x, y', and z" reference 
axes respectively need to be specified as shown in Figure 7.8. 
For each of these three rotational motions, a polynomial with 
respect to time t can be prescribed. For example, let |3(t) be the 
rotation about y' axis in the x'z' plane, which satisfies the boundary 
conditions from time t^  to tg. The boundary conditions can be set as 
follows: 
4 
IS (j,k) - E IS. (j,k), (J, k = 1, 2, 3). 
i»l 1 
(7.57) 
Rider's Prescribed Motion 
«tj) -
0(t^ ) = @1 P(t2) = 02 (7.58) 
and 
«tp = e(t2) = &2 
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Figure 7.8. Reference system used to describe rider's motion 
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where and are specified values. 
The rotational displacement |3(t), velocity 0(t), and acceleration 
(3(t) can be formulated as 
(3(t) . bgt^  + b^ t* + bgt^  + bgt^  + bjt + b^  (7.59) 
(3(t) - Sbgt* + 4b^ t^  + Sbjt^  + Zbgt + b^  (7.60) 
and 
g(t) - aObjt^  + 12b^ t^  + Ôbjt + 2b2 (7.61) 
respectively. Substituting Equation (7.58) into Equations (7.59-7.61) 
yields six linear equations with six unknown coefficients, bg, ... bg. 
These six unknowns can thus be determined by any standard linear 
algebraic subroutine. The main computer program developed and used in 
this dissertation calls the subroutine LSLRG from the IHSL [38] program 
library, to determine the rider's given motion based upon a specified 
rotational displacement, velocity, and acceleration. 
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CHAPTER 8. EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The equations of motion associated with the rider ATV models are 
developed in this chapter. These models are a combination of either a 
stationary or movable rider on either a three- or four-wheeled, 
non-suspended, ATV. These models also include the effects of rotating 
versus non-rotating wheels. The dynamical equations governing these 
models are derived using Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's principle [38] 
which is briefly described at the beginning of this chapter. 
Lagrange's Form of d'Alembert's Principle 
For obtaining dynamical equations, although the classical methods 
of Lagrange and Newton-Euler can both be applied to a multi-body 
systems, it has been shown by Kane and Levinson [39] that Lagrange's 
form of d'Alembert's principle (Kane's equations) yield equations of 
motion with the least number of arithmetic operations as compared to the 
dynamical equations derived from the Lagrange's equations or 
Newton-Euler's equations. Hence, the equations of motion generated by 
Kane's equation are desired whenever numerical solutions are required. 
Kane's dynamical equations for an n degree of freedom holonomic 
system can be written as 
Fj. + F^  = 0, (r = l,...,n) (8.1) 
A 
where F^  are the generalized active forces and F^  are the generalized 
Inertia forces, respectively, and are given by 
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N R Cj^  B. R B. B. 
F, - E ( V ' F + w*. T *) (8.2) 
k-1 -q^  - -q^  -
and 
* N R Cj^  *B. R B. *B. 
F^  . E ( V/ • F + w *. T *) (8.3) 
" k-1 -q^  -q, -
th 
where r • index of the r coordinate 
n > total number of degrees of freedom 
N « number of rigid bodies in the system 
k - index of the rigid body 
Cj^  « the mass center of k^  ^rigid body 
q^ . » r^ ** generalized coordinate 
q^  = velocity of the r^  ^generalized coordinate 
R C. th 
• r partial velocity of Cj^  
"^ r 
R 
V = velocity of Cj^  relative to fixed reference frame R 
R B. ,1 
(d = r partial angular velocity of the k body 
"^ r 
R B. . 
Of = angular velocity of the k body relative to fixed 
reference frame R 
\ F = resultant active force of k^ ^^  body acting at C|^  
®k 
T = resultant active torque of k^  ^body 
g 
F* ^  = resultant inertia force of k^  ^body acting at Cj^  
and 
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g 
T* ^  - resultant inertia torque of body. 
The partial velocity and partial angular velocity are expressed 
mathematically as 
and 
R C. 
R 
Y. 
3 7*^  
"r 3 q r  
RB^ 9 w 
w 
Qr 3 q r  
The resultant inertia force and torque can be written 
mathematically as 
and 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
*B. R k 
F - - a (8.6) 
 ^®k R B. B. R B. 
P - w X  I . w - I . a (8.7) 
where » the mass of k^  ^rigid body 
R k 
a - the acceleration vector of C|^  relative to the 
fixed reference frame R 
R B. 
a = the angular acceleration vector of the k^  ^rigid body 
Bk 
I = the inertia dyadic (tensor) of the k^ j^  rigid body, which 
can be expressed as 
\ 3 3 B. 
I =  ^ E "i Iim u™ (8.8) 
1=1 m=l 
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where and are sets of mutually orthogonal unit vectors and are 
the scalar products and moments of inertia of the rigid body. 
Equations of Motion for Stationary Rider ATV Model 
The stationary rider model was previously introduced and described 
in Chapter 4. This model represents a single rigid body (stationary 
rider ATV system) system with no suspension and having six degrees of 
freedom. A procedure for generating the final set of dynamical 
equations for this model using Kane's approaches is presented below. 
Transformation matrix between two reference frames 
First, the transformation between reference frames and kinematics 
of the system must be determined. Figure 8.1 shows a sketch of the mass 
center, C, the front, rear right, and rear left wheels. As mentioned in 
Chapter 7, frame 0 has a fixed set of mutually perpendicular axes X, Y, 
and Z with origin at point 0. Another frame S has a set of axes X^ , Y^ , 
and Zg fixed in the movable system at the mass center of the system. 
0 c 
The position vector r locates the position of C at all times. The 
C P  C  R  C  L  position vectors, r , r , and r , locate the center of the front, 
right, and left wheels, respectively, relative to the mass center of the 
system. Associated with the fixed reference axes X, Y, and Z are unit 
vectors, i, i, and k, respectively. Similarly, unit vectors u, v, and w 
are parallel to the system's axes X^ , Y^ , and Z^ , respectively. 
To obtain rotational transformation between the movable body and 
fixed reference frame it is convenient to have an auxiliary reference 
frame R which is a set of mutually perpendicular axes fixed in the 
o 
X(i) 
c/0 
Left wheel Y(j) 
Z(k) R'/C 
F'/C s-s L/f 
Right wheel 
Front wheel R/R, 
F/F 
Figure 8.1. Generalized orientation of the stationary rider ATV. model 
with respect to fixed reference frame R 
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movable body but parallel to X, Y, and Z with origin at C. To obtain a 
general orientation of the ATV system (frame S) with respect to frame R, 
three successive right-hand rotations, 8, and tf/, are performed about 
each of the mutually perpendicular axes X, Y', and Z** as shown in Figure 
8.2. 
Based upon these rotations, an orthogonal transformation matrix can 
be derived that relates the unit vectors of X^ , Y^ , and Z^  (u, v, and w) 
to the unit vectors of the fixed X, Y, and Z axes (i, and k) and is 
expressed as 
" u ®11 ®12 ®13 •  i  •  '  1  •  
V  
- ®21 ®22 ®23 1 = [ E ] 1  (8.9) 
•  Ï  .  L e^ 2 ®33 • .k . . k  .  
or 
• i • ®11 ®21 ®31 • u ' u 
1 ®12 ®22 ®32 V = [ E? ] V  (8.10) 
• k . 
• ®13 ®23 ®33 • , w . .  W  .  
where e^ j = Cg Cg 
®12 ° ®1 ®2 *^ 3^  
®13 ' (^ 1 ®3 " ®2 ^ 3) 
®21 " "^ 2 ®3 
®22 ° (^ 1 ®3 " ®1 ®2 ®3^  
®23 " (^ 1 *^ 3 *^ 1 ®2 ®3^  
I 
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Y 
s 
Figure 8.2. Transformation of X, Y, and Z axes to the X^ , Y^ , and 
axes by performing three successive right-hand rotations 
about X, Y', and Z" 
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and 
®31 ' ®2 
®32 " "®1 ®2 
®33 • ^1 ^ 2 (8.11) 
and where 
Cj . cos(*), Sj » 8ln(+) 
and 
Cg - cos(©)i Sg • sln(0), 
Cg = cos(t|/), Sg = sin(t|f). (8.12) 
Based upon the fixed reference axes (frame 0), the position vector, 
®r^ , becomes 
- q* 1 + 95 1 + q* k (8.13) 
where q^ , and q^  are the x, y and z coordinates of the system's mass 
center, C, relative to the fixed reference origin, 0. The position 
vector of each wheel can be expressed in terms of unit vectors (u, v, w) 
in frame S or unit vector (i, j^ , k) in frame R. The position vector of 
P front wheel r can be written as 
FF F F 
r » x„ u + y„ V + z„ w 
— S— •'53— S — 
y' <1 
u 
V 
w 
(8.14) 
or 
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r" . 1 + yS 1 + k 
*4 yl ^ 1 
1 
1 
L k 
(8.15) 
F F F 
where (x^ , y^ , z^ ) are the coordinates of front wheel relative to 
F F F 
movable frame S and (x^ , y^ , z^ ) are the coordinates of front wheel 
relative to frame R. From Equation (8.10) one can find the relationship 
between these two sets of components as 
F , 
*R *11 «21 «31 
R^ 
= 
*12 «22 
CM m
 
«
 
=R «13 «23 «33 • 
fx s 
F 
s^ 
F 
z 
s 
[ I 
L z. 
s 
F 
(8.16) 
The relationship of the position coordinates between frame R and 
frame S for either the right wheel or the left wheel is similar to 
Equation (8.16) except the superscript F changes to a superscript R for 
the right rear wheel 
r R 1 
[ R «11 «21 «31 • 
R^ 
= 
«12 «22 «32 
R^ «13 «23 «33 • 
R n 
s 
R [ ] (8.17) 
or to a superscript L for the left rear wheel 
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. L , 
®ii *21 ®31 
4 ®12 ®22 ®32 
• ®13 ®23 ®33 • 
-
rx^ 1 
4 
. 1 E? ] 
L 
J . z. 
s 
L 
(8.18) 
P 
where Xj^ , 4 and 4 are coordinates of right wheel relative to frame R, 
y: and are coordinates of right wheel relative to frame S, 
4. and 4 are coordinates of left wheel relative to frame R, 
and 
xK and are coordinates of left wheel relative to frame S. 
s 's s 
Velocity and acceleration of the system's mass center 
Taking the time first derivative of Equation (8.13) gives the 
velocity of the system's mass center expressed as 
0„C 
. q* 1 + Qs 1 + q* k (8.19) 
and taking the second time derivative of Equation (8.13) gives the 
acceleration of the system's mass center expressed as 
0 C •• J ** 1 . Ê - q* 1 + qs 1 + q* % (8.20) 
where q^ , <{2 8"^  ^ 3 are velocity components and q^ , qg and q^  are 
acceleration components of the system's mass relative to fixed frame 0. 
Angular velocity and angular acceleration of the ATV system 
The angular velocity of the system can be found by initially 
aligning the moving set of axes X^ , Y^ , and to coincide with the 
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fixed reference set of axes X, Y, and Z. Then by performing three 
successive right-hand rotations of angles 6, and * about X, Y', and 
Z", respectively (see Figure 8.2), the final orientation of the system's 
axes Xg, Yg, and Z^  is obtained and the angular velocity of the system 
is represented in vector form as 
. + i + ê 1' + * k" 
" Si 1 + 42 1' + Sg h" (8.21) 
where is a unit vector parallel to the Y' axis and k" is a unit 
vector parallel to the Z" axis. By transforming unit vectors and k" 
in terms of unit vectors i, and k, Equation (5.21) can be rewritten 
as 
• i + 0 (cos* i + sin* k) 
+ * (sinO i^  - COS0 sin* ^  + cos0 cos* k) 
= (* + *s,) i + (0 c. - * s,c,) j + (0 s. + ^  c.c.) k 
^  ^  ^  ^  1 1 /  ( 5 . 2 2 )  
or 
i + Wy i + k (8.23) 
where = * + * Sg = Sg 
<0y = 0 Cj - S^ Cg = qg Ci _ qg SjCg 
and 
*2 = * Si + * c^ Cg = qg Si + qg CjCg . 
From Equations (8.22) and (8.23) above, the relationship between 
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and (O^  and q^ , q^ , and q^  can be expressed in matrix form as 
A • 10 Sg Qi 
m 0 Cj -Sj Cg 2^ 
•«2 . 0 Si Cl Cg . 
• ^ 3 • 
(8.24) 
By differentiating Equation (8.22) with respect to time, the 
angular acceleration of the system is obtained as 
R f! ## ## # # 
o . (+ + * Sg + *6 Cg) i 
+ (ë Cj - y SjCg - ê (* - * Sg) - *4 c^ cg) j 
+ (9 Sj + y CjCg + 8 c^  (+ - * Sg) - *+ SjCg) k (8.25) 
R  C  The angular acceleration, « , can also be expressed in terms of 
the unit vectors i, and k as 
V - «Se i + 1 + «Z k (8 .26)  
From Equations (8.25) and (8.26) above, the relationship between 
the absolute components of and q's and q's is given in matrix form 
as 
' 1 0 Sg •q*! • 
• 
0 Cj -Sj Cg 92 + •J 
0 Si Cl Cg . 
• ^ 3 • •«z • 
(8.27) 
where 
1 , 
1 
1 
z 
-Sj si s2 -cl c2 
Cj -cl s2 -si c2 
' 91^ 2 • 
9293 (8.28) 
• 91^ 3 • 
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Partial angular velocities and partial velocities 
Let the generalized speeds be represented as 
Ql* + 
I2 • ® 
% - * 
4^ - X 
qs - y 
and 
qg « z (8.29) 
By taking the partial derivatives of Equations (8.23) with respect 
to the generalized speeds, q^ , qg, q^ , q^ , qg, and q^ , the partial 
angular velocities can be expressed as 
S ' i 
-9l -
4 
0^  = Cj i + Sj k 
= Sg i -CgSi 1 + c^ cj k 
and 
= 0 « (8.30) 
-94 -95 -qg 
By taking the partial derivatives of Equations (8.19) with respect 
to the generalized speeds, q^ , q^ , q^ , q^ , q^ , and q^ , the partial 
velocities can be expressed as 
V? - vP = V? =0 
-Ql -92 -93 
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and 
vfj-l 
- k . (8.31) 
Active forces and torques acting on the system 
The active forces acting on the system are equivalent to a 
resultant force, whose line of action passes through the mass 
center of the system together with a couple of torque 
The resultant force acting at the system's mass center C can 
be written as 
psys . pF + pL + pR + M g k (8.32) 
P R  L  
where F , F , and F are the forces acting at the tire-terrain interface 
for the front, right and left tires, respectively, and Mg is the total 
weight of the system that always acts towards the center of the earth 
and is assumed parallel to the Z axis. Equation (8.32) can be also 
expressed in terms of unit vectors i, and k as 
s^ys _ pSys ^  ^ pSys ^  ^ pSys ^  (8.33) 
where F®^ ®, F®^ ®, and F®^ ® are components of the active resultant force 
parallel to the axes X, Y, and Z, respectively. 
The resultant torque about the system's mass center C is 
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T® y ® -  X  pF +  X  x F^  
I l k  
i 
F: 'Î i 
I l k  
4 'i 
fx fy 'z 
I l k  
^ 
 ^FJ pj 
(8.34) 
C  F  C L  C  R  
where r , r , and r are position vectors from system's mass center 
to the centers of front, left, and right wheels, respectively. 
Equation (8.34) can also be written in terms of unit vectors i, j^ , 
and k as 
T - i + i + T®y® k 
— X — y "• z  — (8.35) 
where T®^ ®, T®^ ®, and T®^ ® are components of the active torque parallel 
to the unit vectors i, j^ , and k, respectively, and can be rewritten in 
matrix form as 
fSys 
X  
i "z "y 4 
and 
T^ ys 
y 
Z  X  
'z "x 
'I: 
psys 4 i 
fÎ 
L r^  r® y 
L F^  F® y X y 
(8.36) 
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Inertia force and torque acting on the system 
by 
The Inertia force F acting at the system's mass center Is given 
pC* . _ M Oa C 
- H (q* 1 + qg i + qg k) 
or 
- FJ* 1 + FJ* 1 + pC* k (8.37) 
0 c 
where M Is the total mass of the system; a Is the acceleration of the 
mass center given by Equation (8.20); and F^  , Fy , and F^  are the 
coordinates of the Inertia force F relative to unit vectors 1, and 
k and are given by 
,C* F-. = - M q^  
Fy = - M qg 
and 
F^ * = - M qg (8.38) 
The inertia torque about the system's mass center, T , is found 
using the following expression 
Cic 
T = — (0x^*(0— ot*I (8.39) 
where wand a are given by Equations (8.21) and (8.26), and I is the 
Inertia dyadic of the system. 
T can also be expressed in terms of unit vectors 1, ^  and k as 
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iC* _ iC* i + iC* 1 + T** k 
— X — y "• z — (8.40) 
C* g* 
where T^ , , and are coordinates of Inertial torque T relative 
to unit vectors i, and k. 
In order to rewrite Equation (8.38) in matrix form, an inertia 
matrix of the system about mass center C expressed with respect to the 
unit vectors i, and k of the fixed reference frame R, [I*], is needed 
and can be expressed as 
[I*] - lE^ l H^ I [El 
••>11 "12 "13 • 
«>21 °22 "23 
• °31 •^ 32 "33 • 
[0]  (8.41) 
where transformation matrices [E] and [E ] are given by Equations (8.9) 
e 
and (8.10), and [I ] is the inertia matrix of the system about the 
system's mass center C with respect to the unit vectors u, v, and w 
of the vehicle's reference frame S. 
Generalized active forces 
From Equations (8.2), (8.30), and (8.31) the generalized active 
forces are given by 
F = V. • F^ ys + (0.  
q^  -qj - 1^ ~ 
= i . Tsys 
(8.42) 
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V. . F*ys+ _ . 
-92 - -42 -
(Cl i + Si k) . (T®y® 1 + i + T®y® k) 
Ci + Si (8.43) 
V. . psysf ft).. T^ ys 
-*>3 - -Sg -
(=2 1 - =2®1 i + =1=2 ® 1 + 1 k) 
®2 - h 2^ + <^ 1 2^ (8.44) 
V. . F®y% ft). . Tsys 
-*14 - -I4 
i • I • (P^  i " Ff 1 - Ff k) 
(8.45) 
i • F'?'. 1 • <Ff= i 4. 1 . Ff » k) 
Fy*® (8.46) 
V. . F=y% M. • fsys 
"^ 6 " -Ig -
k • F'y». k • (pf « i. Ff = 1. F=y= k) 
— — — X — y z — 
F|r* • (8.47) 
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Generalized inertia forces 
From Equations (8.3), (8.30), and (8.31) the generalized inertia 
forces are given by 
F* . V. ' F^ *+ ftu . T^ * 
1^ ~^ 1 ~ 1^ ~ 
' i ' f *  
(8.48) 
F* . VÎ . pC* + 
2^ -92 - -^2 ~ 
- (Ci i + Sj k) . (if i + T^ * i + k) 
Fqg - ^ 1 + «1 C (8.49) 
» (S2 i - CgSi i + c^ Cg k) . (T^ * 1 + tJ* 1 +T^ * k) 
- =2 - =1=2 + =1=2 (8.50) 
F* = V. • F^ * + w. . T^ * % -94 - -^ 4 -
. i • F<=* . i • (Pf 1 * • Ff k) 
Pg » F^  • - H q (8.51) 
4^ 4 
F* = V. • F^ * + CO. • T^ * 
15 -Qg - -^ 5 
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and 
- 1 ' F** - 1 ' 
Fq^ - FJ* - - M (8.52) 
F* . V. . F^ *+ <à* . T^ * 
% "^6 ~ 6^ " 
- k • F^ *. k . (Ff i + F^ * 1 + pC* k) 
F* - F^ *- - M q . (8.53) 
%  ^ 6 
Equations of motion 
Substituting Equations (8.42) through (8.53) Into Equation (8.1) 
yields the equations of motion as 
F* - Fq^ * " 0 : + T^* . 0 (8.54) 
0^ • \ » Fq, - 0 ' Ty*> * ?:*) ' » 
or 
• (CjT®* + SjT^ *) = 0 (8.55) 
• '->3 ' ''3 " 
or 
S2(T;y=+ T:*) _ s,C2(Tsy=+ + c,C2(T:y=+ T:*) . 0 
<®2Tr-«i-2Tr^ "i^ 2Tr) + («zf - =1^ 2^ ;*+ c^ c^ xf >. 0 
(8.56) 
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+ fq* - 0 : F^ * - M q =0 (8.57) 
and 
'y • \ + ',5 - ° ' 
P_ • F„ + = 0 : 
 ^ ''e 6^ 
F^  - M . 0 
Fg* - M q^  . 0 
(8.58) 
(8.59) 
Simplify the equations of motion 
In order to perform numerical simulation, it is convenient to 
have the matrix expressions of system's dynamical equations. 
Consequently, the coordinates of the vector terms of - w x I » w and 
I • (0 relative to unit vectors i, j^ , and k associated with inertia 
C* CA" torque components and must be expressed explicitly in terms 
of the components of angular velocities and angular accelerations. 
First the vector term, I « w, can be rewritten in terms of unit 
vectors 1, j, and k as 
I . w= I*(l) 1 + I* (2) 1 + l" (3) k (8.60) 
where (1), (2) and (3) are coordinates of the vector, I • w, 
relative to unit vectors 1, and k. 
Substituting Equations (8.23) and (8.41) Into Equation (8.60) 
yields 
l"(l) »11 °12 «>13 
l"(2) = [D] = »21 °22 ®23 
l"(3) L«z J LD31 
"32 ''33 
X  
y 
[ ( 0 ^  
(8 .61)  
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The vector product, - w x I # w, can be written in terms of unit 
vectors 1, and k as 
- w X I •«-T^i + T^j+T^k (8.62) 
— = — X— y* z — 
and can also be written as 
1 1 k 
(0 X I • W a -
*z 
(8.63) 
l"(l) 1^ (2) I*(3) 
c c c 
From Equations (8.62) and (8.63), T^ , and the coordinates 
of the vector, - w x I * w, relative to unit vectors 1, and k, can be 
expressed as 
- Wg l"(2) - fcy l"(3) 
ly . l"(3) - l"(l) (8.64) 
and 
. Wy l"(l) - 0^  1*^ (2) . 
The vector term, I • o, can be written in terms of unit vectors 
1, i, and k as 
I . o - l" (1) i + I® (2) i + l" (3) k (8.65) 
where l" (1), l" (2) and l" (3) are coordinates of the vector, I » a, 
relative to unit vectors 1, i, and k. 
By substituting Equations (8.27), (8.28), and (8.41) into Equation 
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(8.65) the I® (1), I® (2), and I® (3) can be expressed in terms of q's 
and q's as 
• I® (1) • 
I® (2) 
-
. I*(3) . 
"ll "l2 "l3 
"21 "22 "23 
"31 "32 "33 
»11 "12 "13 " 
+ »21 •>22 "^ 23 
LD31 °32 ''33 • 
• 1 0 
0 1^ 
. 0 ®1 
r 1 
1 
•v 
1 
z 
'31 
'32 
"33 
9l 
2^ 
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'11 
'21 
'31 
®l''l2'^ ®l"l3 
®I"22'^ ®I"23 
®l"32'^ ®l"33 
®3l"ll"*^ ®32"l2'^ ®33"l3 
®3l"21+G32"22+*33"23 
*3l"31+*32"32+*33"33 
'«I 
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93 
»11 1^2 ^^ 13 • 
+ 
'>21 C
M 
2^3 
• "31 °32 "33 • L «„ 
(8.66) 
Substituting Equations (8.60) through (8.66) into Equations (8.39) 
and (8.40) yields 
1 1 X  X  
y y 
f . 
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»11 ®l"l2+®l"l3 ®3I"I1"^ ®32"I2*®33°13 •qi • 
"21 '^ I"22'^ ®I"23 ®3l"21+®32D22+®33"23 2^ 
• "31 ®I"32^ ®I"33 ®3l"31+®32"32+®33"33 ' • ^ 3 • 
»11 to
 
"13 
"21 "22 "23 
"31 "32 "33 
4 
4 
1 
(8.67) 
c* 
From Equation (8.67) above, the sub-terms, T^ , c^ Ty + s^ T^  , and 
SgT^ -^s^ CgT^ +^c^ CgTg*, in Equations (8.54), (8.55), and (8.56) can be 
rewritten in terms of q's and q's as 
-(Dll«k + "l2"V + »13«z) (8.68) 
(ClTy+SlTz) 
- (^ l°21+®l"31>*''l 
- [e3i(CiD22+SjD2j)+e32(CjD22+SjD32) 
•'•®33^ l^"23'^ ®l"33^  rq'3 
- [Cl(D2l4k+D22*y+D23*z) 
+ ®1<"31V"32V°33«^ 1 (8.69) 
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and 
+21^ 2*2 " ®3l'^ x +^ 32?^  +^ 33*2 
- <®3iT^ «32T^ «33T2) 
- (*31°ll+*32D21+G33D3l)9l 
" I®31 ^GiDi2+8iDi2)+e22(®l''22'^ ®l''23^ *®33^ ®l''32^ ®'l'*33^ ^^ 2 
• ^®31^ ®3l''ll"^ ®32''l2'^ ®33''l3^ ®^32^ ®3l''21'^ ®32''22"^ ®33''23^  
+®33(®31°31+®32D32+®33D33)i93 
" [®3l(°ll*k+°12*y+Di3«2) +632(^21 <^+0224•^°32®z> 
+®33^ ®31®i'^ ''32°V^ ®33®z^ ' 
Substituting Equations (8.68) through (8.70) into Equations (8.54) 
through (8.56) yields three rotational equations of motion, 
q^  (i = 1, 2 ,  3) in terms o f  q ' s  and q's as 
or 
A(l,l) A(l,2) A(l,3) 
A(2,l) A(2,2) A(2,3) 
A(3,l) A(3,2) A(3,3) 
• • Qi • •RHS(l) • 
*"'2 RHS(2) 
-
• ^ 3 • . RHS(3) . 
• Ql • • RHS(l) • 
92 - lA-^ I RHS(2) 
. Q3 • . RHS(3) . 
where A(l,l) = 
(8.71) 
(8.72) 
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A(l»2) " ®1^ 31 
A(l,3) - ejjDjj + e^ iDgi +633031 
A(2,l) - A(l,2) 
A(2»2) - Cj Dgg +Sj Djj + 2SiCJ_D23 
A(2»3) - ®31<CiD2I+SID3J) + e32(®i®22'^ ®l®32^  ®33^ '^ 1®23^ ®1®33^  
A(3,l) = A(l,3) 
A(3,2) . A(2,3) 
and 
A(3,3) - e3i(®3iDii+e32''i2'^ ®33''l3^  * ®32^ ®3I'^ 21'^ ®32°22'^ ®33°23^  
+®33^ ®31°31"^ ®32°32'^ ®33''33^  
and where 
[A~^ ] = inverse of the matrix and can be found by calling an 
inverse subroutine from any standard program library, 
for example, the IMSL Subroutine LSLRG [37] 
RHSd) = T:y:+ 
RHS(2) . CilT^ ys» TC - (.^ D2j..^ D22t<4023>l 
* 'z - (4=31"^ ''32*'4''33)I 
and 
RHS(3) = - <'t°ll+°y»12+°k°13)l 
I 
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* «33'^ r^  - ('4''31*':^ =32"4''33)l ' 
The three translatlonal differential equations of motion, 
(i • 4, 5, and 6) are given by Equations (8.57) through (8.59) 
% - M (8.73) 
•q*5 - F®y®/ M (8.74) 
and 
*q*6 - Psys/ M (8.75) 
Equations (8.72) are highly nonlinear differential equations. It 
is difficult if not impossible to find an analytical solution to 
Equations (8.72). However, these equations can be solved using 
numerical integration. 
Equations of Motion for Four-Wheeled ATV Model 
The equations of motion for the four-wheeled ATV are similar to 
those of the three-wheeled ATV except now the front wheel of the 
three-wheeled ATV is split into two front wheels for the four-wheeled 
ATV. This means that all of the kinematical terms such as the 
velocities, accelerations, and partial velocities corresponding to the 
mass centers of each front wheel and the angular velocities, angular 
accelerations, and partial angular velocities for each front wheel must 
now be calculated separately. Separate calualations must also be 
performed for the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical forces exerted on 
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the four-wheeled ATV's front wheels. The equations of motion for the 
four-wheeled ATV are contained in the computer program, DST4BV, listed 
in Appendix B. 
Equations of Motion for Movable Rider ATV Model 
For the movable rider ATV system, the equations of motion are 
similar to the equations of motion for the stationary rider ATV system, 
Equations (8.72) through (8.75), except that the inertia dyadic values 
and the mass center location vary with respect to time, T. The movable 
rider equations are contained in the computer program, DC0N3, listed in 
Appendix C. 
Equations of Motion for Wheel Rotation 
In the previous models, it was assumed that the effects on the 
overall motion of an ATV system, due to wheel rotation, were small and 
could thus be neglected In the formulation of the equations of motion. 
It now is desired to quantify these effects. Therefore, in this 
section, the algebraic terms which need to be added to equations of 
motion, due to wheel rotation, are derived. 
The inertia torque for any rigid body can be expressed as 
T* = -  X  I®* . - I®* • y (8.76) 
where 
is the angular velocity of the body 
R B 
a is the angular acceleration of the body 
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and 
n* 
T is the inertia dyadic of the body with respect to the mass 
center. 
When not considering the effects due to wheel rotation, the wheel's 
angular velocity and angular acceleration are the same as the vehicle's 
angular velocity and angular acceleration, 
and 
V - V (8.77) 
. (8.78) 
When considering wheel rotation, the wheel's angular velocity and 
angular acceleration are expressed as 
- V + V = V + V (8.79) 
and 
- V + V + V X V . (8.80) 
The contribution that a wheel makes to the inertia torque, when the 
effects of wheel rotation are not considered, is 
/ = - V X f . V - f • V . (8.81) 
The contribution that a wheel makes to the inertia torque, when the 
effects of wheel rotation are considered, is 
T'*. - (V + V) X (f. (V + V)) 
- •  <  V +  V +  V X  V) 
or 
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T* - -V X . V - V X f. V 
-V X f • V - V X f . V 
-l" • V - • V - f • (V X V). (8.82) 
By substracting Equation (8.81) from Equation (8.82), the terms which 
need to be added to the system's inertia torque are 
ÛT'* - - V X I* . V - V X f . V 
-  V  X  f  .  V  -  f  .  V  _  i W  .  ( R J  ^  V ^ W )  ( B . B 3 )  
Equation (8.83) represents the contribution due to wheel rotation and 
needs to be added to the system's equations of motion, Equations (8.72) 
through (8.75). 
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CHAPTER 9. COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
The equations of motion for the movable rider ATV models were 
derived in Chapter 8. Two main FORTRAN programs are developed to 
simulate these equations of motion and are described in this chapter. 
The first program is for the movable rider on the three-wheeled ATV 
and the second program is for the movable rider on the four-wheeled ATV. 
The program developed for the three-wheeled ATV system is considered the 
base program. The program for the four-wheeled ATV is formed by 
converting the computer codes in the three-wheeled ATV program from one 
front wheel to two front wheels. Because the structure of these two 
programs are parallel and similar, it is unnecessary to present the 
complete program listings of both programs. The entire computer program 
for the three-wheeled ATV program, DST3BV, is listed in Appendix A. 
Appendix B contains only the Main routine, the ZEE subroutine, and the 
FCNl subroutine for the four-wheeled ATV program, DST4BV. In order to 
obtain the complete listing of the four-wheeled ATV program, simply 
replace the Main routine, the ZEE subroutine, and the FCNl subroutine of 
three-wheeled ATV program, DST3BV, with the corresponding routines of 
the four-wheeled ATV program, DST4BV. 
The above three-wheeled ATV program, DST3BV, can be modified to 
allow the rider to move continuously rather than be seated in a 
stationary position. This program is called DC0N3 and is partially 
listed in Appendix C. The three-wheeled ATV program which allows the 
ATV system to negotiate a curve is called DST3C and is partially listed 
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in Appendix D. 
Sample input data and output data statements for a typical 
simulation example are listed In Appendix E and Appendix P, 
respectively. 
The following two sections describe the general algorithm used in 
both ATV programs as veil as the specific purpose of each subroutine and 
function. 
Algorithm of the ATV Computer Programs 
Figure 9.1 shows a flowchart which Illustrates the algorithm 
followed by the ATV movable rider computer programs. The program's Main 
routine reads and echos all of the necessary input data such as 
parameter values and initial values, calls subroutines such as SIS and 
DIVPAG, and writes the response output. 
The SIS subroutine calculates the location of the system's mass 
center and the values of the system's inertia tensor. 
The IMSL library subroutine DIVPAG [37] integrates the equations of 
motion determining the response solutions at desired time increments. 
The response output includes the system's mass center location 
and system's inertia tensor corresponding to the position of the rider 
relative to the vehicle; the position, velocity, and acceleration, 
and the orientation, angular velocity, and angular acceleration of the 
ATV system; the number of integration iterations required for each time 
step; and the root mean square tire forces interacting at tire-ground 
interface. The Main routine also creates output data files used for 
plotting the vehicle's motion and tire forces. The plots are generated 
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DIVPAG(INSL) 
Call 
Call 
SIS 
Increment Time 
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SHIFT ATA ADDV 
PRD33 PRD31 
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Figure 9.1. Flowchart showing the basic algorithm of the ATV program's 
Main routine 
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by using CABAL, an interactive program for plotting data, and drawn on 
the LASER plotter at the Iowa State University Computer Center. 
The above algorithm is repeated and the simulation continues as 
long as the time, T, is less than a specified finish time, The 
program stops when the time, t, exceeds the finish time, T^ ^^ . 
Figure 9.2 shows the levels of subroutines and functions used when 
the INSL Subroutine DIVPAG is called. 
Description of the ATV Main Computer Programs, 
Subroutines and Functions 
The ATV program, DST3BW, the computer program for a three-wheeled 
ATV operated over a bump profile, is listed in its entirety in Appendix 
A. This program is considered to be the base program upon which the 
other ATV programs are constructed. The notation for DST3BV is as 
follows: D stands for double precision, ST stands for stationary rider 
at an arbitrary position relative to vehicle, 3 stands for three-wheeled 
ATV, B stands for bump profile, and V stands for wheel rotation. 
Notation for variations in the program are as follows: CON stands for 
continuously movable rider, 4 stands for four-wheeled ATV, and C stands 
for curved road profile. 
In the program DST3BV, there are a total of thirteen subroutines 
and four function routines used. The thirteen subroutines are DIVPAG, 
FCNl, FCNJ, DLFLRG, DSET, SIS, SHIFT, CROSP, PRD33, PRD31, ATA, ADDV, 
and VADD3. The four function routines are ZEE, ZEEB, FKT, and COEFF. 
These function routines ZEE, ZEEB, FKT and COEFF are called by 
Subroutine FCNl; Subroutines FCNl and FCNJ are called by Subroutine 
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Call 
FCNl FCNJ 
Call 
COEFF 
ZEE 
ZEEB 
Function 
CROSP 
PRD33 
PRD31 
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ADDV 
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DLSLRG 
DSET 
Call 
(IMSL) 
Figure 9.2. Levels of subroutines and functions used when DIVPAG (IMSL) 
is called 
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DIVPAG; Subroutines SHIFT, CROSP, PRD33, PRD31, ATA, and ADDV are called 
by Subroutine SIS; Subroutines DLFLRG, CROSP, PRD33, PRD31, ATA, ADDV, 
and VADD3 are called by Subroutine FCNl; and the IMSL Subroutines DSET, 
DIVPAG, DLFLRG are called by the Main routine. 
The main programs used for the solution of movable rider ATV models 
are listed in Table 9.1. Table 9.2 lists the subroutines and functions 
used in conjunction with the main program DST3B. The purpose of each 
subroutine and function is also described. 
I 
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Table 9.1. Main programs used for Investigating dynamical properties 
for three- and four-wheeled ATVs 
Name of main 
programs 
Purpose Remark 
DST3 
DST4 
three- or four-wheeled 
ATV runs on a prescribed 
3-D road profile 
determines the deflection 
of the tires, calls 
Subroutine ZEE only 
0ST3V 
DST4V 
parallel to above, but 
considering the effects 
of wheel rotation 
same as above 
DC0N3W 
DC0N4V 
rider moves continuously 
relative to vehicle 
same as above 
DST3BV 
DST4BV 
three- or four-wheeled 
ATV runs over a bump or 
rut or other disturbance 
determines deflection of 
the tires, calls both 
Subroutines ZEE and ZEEB 
DST3C 
DST3C 
three- or four-wheeled 
ATV runs on curved road 
follows a curved road 
profile, calls the Function 
DELTAF 
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Table 9.2. Subroutines and Functions used in the main program DST3B 
Subroutine | Function | Purpose 
FCNl develops programming codes of the equations 
of motion, called by INSL subroutine DIVPAG 
FCNJ provides a dummy subroutine used by IMSL 
Subroutine DIVPAG 
DIVPAG solves an initial-value problem for ordinary 
differential equations using either Adams-
Moulton's or Gear's method 
DLSLRG solves a real general system of linear equation 
DSET 1 initializes a matrix to zero 
1 ZEE determines tire deflection over a smooth road 
ZEEB determines tire deflection over a bump, a rut, 
or a specified road disturbance 
FKT calculates the normal load interacting on the 
tire/ground Interface 
COEFF calculates the cornering force interacting on 
the tire/ground interface 
SIS determines system's mass center location and 
system's inertia tensor 
SHIFT computes the individual transformation matrix 
which shifts a vector from the local coordinate 
frame to the fixed or another coordinate frame 
CROSP 1 calculates a matrix cross product 
PRD33 1 calculates a 3 x 3 matrix multiplication 
PRD31 1 calculates a 3 x 1 matrix multiplication 
ATA 1 calculates the transpose of a matrix 
ADDV 1 calculates the sum of two vectors 
VADD3 calculates the sum of three vectors 
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CHAPTER 10. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
In this chapter, the simulated motions of two movable rider ATV 
models, a three-wheeled ATV and a corresponding four-wheeled ATV, are 
compared. The dynamical characteristics of these models are examined by 
simulating their motion over flat ground, a bump profile, a rut profile, 
and a curved road profile. The vehicle's initial velocity and the 
rider's lean angle are varied to determine the system's dynamic 
overturning stability limits over a bump profile. The simulation 
results are presented in graphical form showing the response of the 
rotational and translatlonal coordinates, and the tire/ground 
interaction forces. 
Parameter Values 
In order to investigate the motion of an ATV system, parameter 
values are required for the vehicle, the rider and the ground profile. 
A listing of the parameter values used In this investigation is given 
below. 
The vehicle's parameter values are taken from experimental data 
obtain by Tan [26]: 
my — 137 leg, 
I^ x = 11-4 kgm^ , 
lyy = 19.27 kgm^  
Igg = 26.93 kgm^ , 
\z = 0-138 kgm^ , 
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x^y ' \z ' 
Xy - 0.3556 m, 
Zy = - 0.15490 m, 
L - 1.016 m, and 
B « 0.6858 m, 
where x^  and Zy are measured from point P, the middle span of rear axle 
of the vehicle, to the mass center of the vehicle, L is the vehicle's 
vheelbase, and B is the vehicle's trackwidth. 
The seat of the vehicle is located at 
Xgij, = 0.3167 m, 
yg^  = 0.0 m, and 
ZgY = -0.5 m, 
where Xg^ , yg^  and Zg^  are measured from the point P, the middle span of 
rear axle of the vehicle, to the seat of the vehicle. 
The properties of the rider are taken from Hanavan (22]. For this 
investigation, a fiftieth percentile human body is chosen as the rider. 
The related parameter values for the total human body and the lower 
torso, upper torso, and head body segments are given below: 
for the total body 
m = 75 kg, 
= 5.65 kgm^ , 
lyy = 7.21 kgm^ , 
Igg = 3.09 kgmZ, 
- -2.20 kgm^ , 
x^y ° ^yz = O'O 
Ill 
x„ - 0.2024 m, and Dl 
z_ • 0.6807 tn, 
m 
for the lover torso segment 
"lt '27.5 kg, 
- 0.5529 kgm^ , 
lyy - 0.4370 kgm^ , 
Igg • 0.2708 kgm^ , and 
hy ' ^ yz = :xz = O'O 
for the upper torso segment 
= 12.8 kg, 
x^x " 0.1174 kgm^ , 
lyy . 0.0799 kgm^ , 
Igg - 0.1112 kgm^ , and 
V " V ' ^xz = 
and for the head segment 
m^ jQ = 5.7 kg, 
Ixx = 0.0383 kgm^ , 
lyy = 0.0383 kgra^ , 
Izz = 0.0189 kgm^ , and 
V ° V = Ixz = 
The location of mass center of the lower torso, upper torso and 
head are at the geometric center of each segment, respectively, (see 
Figures 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 and Table 7.1). 
Both the three- and four-wheeled ATV models are mounted with tires 
having characteristics similar to a 22 x 11 - 8 inch Ohtsu tire inflated 
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with 2 psi pressure. Values for the tire's cornering stiffness and 
vertical stiffness were presented in Chapter 5. 
A sine wave bump profile is selected as the disturbance for the ÂTV 
system to traverse. The maximum amplitude of bump is chosen to be of 
the magnitude equal to 0.127 meters (5 inches) and width of sine wave 
bump is 0.2794 meters (11 inches) as shown in Figure 10.1 (a). This 
profile is chosen for comparison purposes because it is the same profile 
used by Tan [26]. Tan found this profile to be large enough to disturb 
the system sufficiently. 
Two other profiles are also selected for the vehicle to traverse, a 
rut profile and a curved road profile. The rut profile is selected as 
the negative mirror image of the bump profile discussed above. The rut 
profile is shown in Figure 10.1 (b). The curved road profile has a 
straight segment, a curved segment, and a straight segment. The road 
profile has a width of 8.4 meters, a radius of curvature of 37 meters 
and a forty-five degree arc, see Figure 10.2. 
The roll, pitch, and pitch/roll static overturning angles of the 
three-wheeled rider/ATV system can be calculated as follows, (see Figure 
10.3). First, the distances from the system's mass center to the left 
roll axis, right roll axis, front pitch axis, and rear pitch axis are 
found from the following equations 
Static Overturning Angles 
(10.2) 
(10.1) 
0.127 m 
0.2794 m 
(a) Sine wave bump profile 
0.2794 m 
0.127 m 
(b) Sine wave rut profile 
Figure 10.1. Bump and rut profiles 
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8 
45 deg 
Y 
Figure 10.2. Curved road profile 
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(a) Top View 
Figure 10.3. Three-wheeled rider/ATV system 
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(c) Rear view 
Figure 10.3. Three-wheeled rider/ATV system 
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Lpi • (*FS  ^
hl2 " (*RS^  * (^ RS * *TIRE)^ )^  ( 1 0 . 4 )  
( 1 0 . 3 )  
where 
I^RE ~ radius of the tire, 
Xpg - the longitudinal distance from the system's mass center 
to the center of the front wheel, 
Xgg - the longitudinal distance from the system's mass center 
to the center of the right rear wheel, 
Yls - the lateral distance from the system's mass center to the 
center of the left rear wheel, 
Yps - the lateral distance from the system's mass center to the 
center of the right rear wheel, 
Zpg - the vertical distance from the system's mass center to 
the center of the front wheel, 
Z^ g - the vertical distance from the system's mass center to 
the center of the left rear wheel, and 
ZRS - the vertical distance from the system's mass center to 
the center of the right rear wheel. 
Next, the system's static left roll, right roll, front pitch, and rear 
pitch overturning angles are found as 
(ROLL)^  - COS-l((Zj_s * 
(ROLL)g . COS-l((Zas . 
(PITCa)p . COS-l((Zpg * and ( 1 0 . 7 )  
(10.6)  
( 1 0 . 5 )  
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(PITCH)* . COS"^ ((Zjjg + RTIRE>''42>- (10.8) 
The system's pitch/roll overturning angles are calculated as follows. 
First, the distances between the center of the left rear wheel and the 
center of the front wheel and the center of the right rear wheel and the 
center of the front wheel are found 
•K - * (ZPS-ZRS)^ )'''- (lO l*) 
where 
X^ g - the longitudinal distance from the mass center to the 
center of the left rear wheel, and 
Yps - the lateral distance from the mass center to the center 
of the front wheel. 
Second, the horizontal distances from the mass center to the left and 
right pitch/roll axes are found 
(PD)FL . (-(Xps-\S>*''FS * (TpS-TLs'+Xps'/lL ' 
<™>FR • <-<''FS-'^ S'*''FS * (TFS-TRS)*XFS ' <!»•"> 
Next, the total distances from the mass center to the left and right 
pitch/roll axes are found 
SpL • ((PWpL^  ' (Zps " (10 13) 
Spj = ((PD)n,2 . (Zp; . (10. u) 
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The system's static left and right pitch/roll overturning angles are 
given by 
(P/R)l - COS-1 ((Zpg +RTIRE)/SpL), and (10.15) 
(P/R)* . COS-l((Zpg +RTIRE^ ®^FR>- (10.16) 
For four-wheeled rider/ATV system, due to the addition of the 
fourth wheel, there are no pitch/roll overturning angles. The static 
roll and pitch overturning angles for the four-wheeled rider/ATV system 
can be calculated by using the same formulas as developed for the 
three-wheeled rider/ATV system Equations (10.1) through (10.8). 
Tables 10.1 and 10.2 list the static overturning angles for the 
three- and four-wheeled rider/ATV systems used in this investigation. 
Figures 10.4, 10.5, and 10.6 show the static roll, pitch, and pitch/roll 
overturning stability plots for the three-wheeled rider/ATV system. The 
static roll and pitch overturning stability plots for the four-wheeled 
rider/ATV system are the same as those shown for the three-wheeled 
rider/ATV system, Figures 10.4 and 10.5. 
Simulation Procedures 
Investigation of the ride and handling characteristics of the 
three-wheeled and four-wheeled movable rider ATV systems are 
accomplished by simulating the governing equations of motion on the 
digital computer. 
The nominal value for the vehicle's initial velocity is chosen at 
8.941 meters per second (20 miles per hour). All simulations start at 
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Table 10.1. Three-wheeled rider/ÂTV system's static roll, pitch, and 
pitch/roll overturning angles 
Rider's (Roll), (Roll), (Pitch), (Pitch)- (P/R), (P/R)_ 
side-lean L R L R L R 
angle(deg.) (deg.) (deg.) (deg.) (deg.) (deg.) (deg.) 
0 29.38 29.38 47.73 29.59 19.39 19.39 
5 29.94 28.85 47.75 29.60 20.01 18.79 
10 30.52 28.33 47.80 29.64 20.63 18.20 
15 31.11 27.85 47.87 29.71 21.27 17.64 
20 31.71 27.39 47.98 29.80 21.91 17.11 
-20 27.39 31.71 47.98 29.80 17.11 21.91 
25 32.32 26.97 48.12 29.92 22.56 16.60 
30 32.94 26.59 48.29 30.07 23.21 16.12 
35 33.56 26.25 48.49 30.24 23.85 15.68 
40 34.18 25.95 48.71 30.44 24.48 15.28 
45 34.79 25.70 48.96 30.66 25.11 14.91 
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Table 10.2. Four-wheeled rider/ATV system's static 
roll and pitch overturning angles 
Rider's (Roll), (Roll), (Pitch), (Pitch), 
side-lean L R L R 
angle(deg.) (deg.) (deg.) (deg.) (deg.) 
0 29.38 29.38 47.73 29.59 
5 29.94 28.85 47.75 29.60 
10 30.52 28.33 47.80 29.64 
15 31.11 27.85 47.87 29.71 
20 31.71 27.39 47.98 29.80 
-20 27.39 31.71 47.98 29.80 
25 32.32 26.97 48.12 29.92 
30 32.94 26.59 48.29 30.07 
35 33.56 26.25 48.49 30.24 
40 34.18 25.95 48.71 30.44 
45 34.79 25.70 48.96 30.66 
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Figure 10.4. Three-wheeled rider ATV static roll overturning stability plot 
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Figure 10.5. Three-wheeled rider ATV static pitch overturning stability plot 
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Figure 10.6. Three-wheeled rider ATV static pitch/roll overturning stability plot 
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time, T - 0.0 seconds, and typically end at time, T • 2.0 seconds. The 
time increment used in the simulations to collect the response results 
is set for every 0.1 seconds. 
Before any runs are performed, the ATV system is placed in static 
equilibrium. Tables 10.3 and 10.4 list the three- and four-wheeled 
rider/ATV systems' equilibrium positions as a function of the rider lean 
angle. 
The initial position of the mass center of the ATV system is 
located four meters from the fixed reference origin, that being at 
XQ - 1.0 meter for the flat ground profile runs and XQ » 2.0 meters for 
the bump profile and rut profile runs to ensure that all wheels are on 
the road profile. The bump profile begins at x - 5.588 meters, close 
enough to the initial position of the vehicle system to minimize 
computation time without having the front wheels in contact with the 
bump. 
The resulting motion, that is, roll displacement * (rotating about 
X axis), pitch displacement 9 (rotating about y' axis), yaw displacement 
V» (rotating about z" axis), lateral displacement y, and vertical 
displacement z, are plotted versus the longitudinal displacement x 
rather than the time T, so that comparisons can be made between 
different initial velocities of the vehicle. Also, longitudinal forces, 
lateral forces, and vertical normal forces acting on the vehicle's tires 
are plotted versus the longitudinal displacement x. These plots are 
helpful to show specific motion characteristics of the ATV system. 
The graphical results show whether or not the vehicle system has 
crashed. A vehicle system Is considered to have crashed (vehicle 
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Table 10.3. Equilibrium displacement values of the three-wheeled 
rider/ATV system 
Rider's Roll 
side-lean angle 
angle(deg.) (rad.) 
Pitch Yaw 
angle angle 
(rad.) (rad.) 
Lateral Vertical 
disp. disp. 
(meters) (meters) 
0 0.0 -0.0008 0.0 0.0 0.0023 
5 0.0028 -0.0008 0.0 0.0010 0.0027 
10 0.0057 -0.0008 0.0 0.0019 0.0038 
15 0.0084 -0.0009 0.0 0.0028 0.0055 
20 0.0111 -0.0009 0.0 0.0037 0.0080 
-20 -0.0111 -0.0009 0.0 -0.0037 0.0080 
25 0.0138 -0.0009 0.0 0.0045 0.0111 
30 0.0164 -0.0010 0.0 0.0052 0.0148 
35 0.0185 -0.0010 0.0 0.0061 0.0192 
40 0.0206 -0.0011 0.0 0.0066 0.0241 
45 .0.0227 -0.0011 0.0 0.0071 0.0295 
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Table 10.4. Equilibrium displacement values of the four-wheeled 
rider/ATV system 
Rider's Roll 
side-lean angle 
angle(deg.) (rad.) 
Pitch Yaw 
angle angle 
(rad.) (rad.) 
Lateral Vertical 
dlsp. disp. 
(meters) (meters) 
0 0.0 0.0132 0.0 0.0 -0.0023 
5 0.0014 0.0132 0.0 0.0004 -0.0020 
10 0.0028 0.0132 0.0 0.0009 -0.0009 
15 0.0042 0.0131 -0.0001 0.0013 0.0008 
20 0.0055 0.0131 -0.0001 0.0017 0.0032 
-20 -0.0055 0.0131 -0.0001 -0.0017 0.0032 
25 0.0068 0.0131 -0.0001 0.0021 0.0062 
30 0.0081 0.0131 -0.0001 0.0025 0.0098 
35 0.0093 0.0131 -0.0001 0.0028 0.0141 
40 0.0104 0.0131 -0.0002 0.0031 0.0189 
45 0.0114 0.0131 -0.0002 0.0034 0.0242 
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overturning has occurred) whenever the roll or pitch angular rotations 
exceed 1.571 radians (90 degrees) or when the vehicle leaves the 
boundaries of the road profile. By examining the pitch rotation and the 
vertical displacement an analysis of the ride and handling 
characteristics of particular vehicle system can be determined. If the 
magnitudes of the displacements are large, then the ride characteristics 
for the ATV system are considered poor. The ATV system is considered to 
have good ride characteristics whenever the system demonstrates little 
or no pitch rotation or vertical displacement regardless of the amount 
of ground level disturbances. Hence, to improve ride characteristics, 
the pitch and vertical displacements must be minimized. 
One measure of the handling characteristics of the ATV system is to 
examine the roll displacements of the system. The magnitude of the roll 
displacements is dependent upon the lean degree angle of the rider, the 
velocity of the system, and the amplitude and length of the bump or 
disturbance. Poor handling characteristics are exhibited when 
relatively large roll angles are generated by a relatively small bump. 
Whenever this occurs, the rider has little or no control of the vehicle. 
A narrow stability margin exists with a high probability that the ATV 
system will overturn and crash. 
Another handling characteristics of the ATV system involves 
steering maneuvers. For proper steering control, it is essential to 
have all wheels of the vehicle in contact with the ground at all times 
with normal loads within 10% of static equilibrium. The front wheel 
needs to be in contact with the ground and properly loaded 
so that in the event of the need for an avoidance maneuver, the rider 
f 
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can steer the vehicle to safety. At a critical moment when steering is 
desired, if the front wheel is off the ground or significantly unloaded, 
then the rider will be unable to handle and control the vehicle, 
thereby, resulting in an accident. Also, if the tires are off the 
ground or significantly unloaded, then the rider will have difficulty 
decelerating or stopping the vehicle in the event of an emergency. 
Therefore, one measure of good handling characteristics for an ATV 
system is to have small roll rotations resulting from riding over a wide 
range of bump sizes and keeping all tire in contact with the ground at 
normal loads close to their static equilibrium values. 
. Simulation - Case Study 
One way to learn something about the dynamical characteristics of a 
vehicle system is to obtain its bounce and pitch natural frequencies. 
For the particular three-wheeled rider ATV system under consideration, 
the bounce and pitch natural frequencies were found to be 2.74 Hertz and 
3.02 Hertz, respectively. Another way to explore the dynamical 
characteristics of the three- and four-wheeled rider ATV systems is to 
examine the results of various computer simulations. A number of 
different cases is investigated in this dissertation. 
Case A. Three-wheeled ATV system operated over smooth flat ground 
Table 10.5 shows the different runs performed for the three-wheeled 
ATV operated over flat ground, (3VFG). The two parameters varied for 
this case study were 1) the direction and value of lean angle of the 
rider relative to vehicle, and 2) the initial velocity of the vehicle. 
I 
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Table 10.5. Case A - 3WFG (three-wheeled ATV flat ground) 
Run Figure #. 
(deg) 
V 
(mph) 
Program 
used 
Comment Remark 
1 10.7 +20 20 DST3 motion no adjusted 
steering 
2 10.8 (a) 
10.8 (b) 
10.8 (c) 
10.8 (d) 
+20 
+20 
+20 
+20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
DST3 
DST3 
DST3 
DST3 
motion 
X forces 
y forces 
z forces 
symmetrical and 
identical with 
Figure 10.9 (a)-
(d) 
3 10.9 (a) 
10.9 (b) 
10.9 (c) 
10.9 (d) 
-20 
-20 
-20 
-20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
DST3 
DST3 
DST3 
DST3 
motion 
X forces 
y forces 
z forces 
symmetrical and 
identical with 
Figure 10.8 (a)-
(d) 
4 1 10.10 1 0 1 20 1 DST3 | motion | straight motion 
5 1 10.11 1 +45 1 20 1 DST3 | motion | increasing a 
6 1 10.12 1 +10 1 20 1 DST3 | motion | decreasing a 
7 1 10.13 1 +20 1 40 1 DST3 | motion | increasing v 
8 1 10.14 1 +20 1 10 1 DST3 | motion | decreasing v 
9 10.15 +20 20 DST3W motion effects of 
wheel rotation 
10 10.16 +20 20 DC0N3V motion rider's position 
changes continuously 
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The nominal parameter values are twenty degrees right or left for values 
of the rider's lean angle and 8.9406 meters per second (20 miles per 
hour) for initial velocity. When the rider leans right or left by the 
same value, the resulting motion and forces acting on the tires, are 
symmetrical and identical. These results are expected since the 
dynamical properties of these two systems are obviously symmetrical and 
Identical. 
When a rider leans sideward, the mass center of the rider ATV 
system also shifts sideward causing the right and left tires to have 
different deflection values. Since the majority of ATVs have a fixed 
rear axle rather than a differential, for each revolution of the axle, 
assuming that there is no tire/road sliding, each rear tire will travel 
through a different longitudinal distance, dependent upon its tire 
radius. This causes the ATV to trace out a circle. In order to account 
for this circumstance, an adjusted steering angle, 6, is included. This 
adjusted steering angle is calculated as follows. 
When the rider leans to the left, the left rear tire's radius has a 
value of and the right rear tire's radius has a value of Rp. The 
following geometrical equations must be satisfied if there is no sliding 
between tires and ground surface 
Rin * 8. 2% * R^ or @= 2% * R^ / R^^^ (10.17) 
(10.18) 
and 
(10.19) 
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where and are the inside radius and outside radius of the 
curvature of the vehicle's track, respectively, and B is vehicle's track 
width. 
By combining Equations (10.17) through (10.19), the adjusted 
steering angle is found to be 
e - 2n * (Rjj -R^) / B . (10.20) 
This is the adjusted steering angle which is then added to the 
front wheel to account for the variations of the radii of two rear 
tires. 
Figure 10.7 shows that the vehicle goes in straight line when rider 
leans 20 degrees if there is no adjusted steering angle added to the 
front wheel. However, Figure 10.8 shows that the vehicle goes in a 
curved path when rider leans 20 degrees if the adjusted steering angle 
was added to the front wheel. For all remaining simulations over the 
flat ground profile, the adjusted steering angle is added to the front 
wheel. 
Figure 10.8 (a) shows the results of system's motion where a rider 
leans a positive 20 degrees about x axis, and the vehicle's initial 
velocity is 20 miles per hour (mph). In this case, the simulation 
results show that the roll displacement of vehicle has a slight 
oscillation about a very small positive equilibrium roll displacement 
(*g ~ 0.0027 radians); the pitch displacement has very small negative 
values (9g ~ -0.0007 radians); the yaw displacement and lateral 
displacement are both positive and increase gradually to trace a 
circular path. The yaw angle tends to a steady value of nearly 0.1 
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radians ~ 9 degrees) with a lateral displacement of 0.84 meters when 
the longitudinal displacement reaches 18.85 meters. The ratio of 
lateral displacement to longitudinal displacement is approximately 4.4 
percent. 
Figures 10.8 (b)> (c), and (d) show the longitudinal, lateral, and 
vertical forces interacting between tire and ground, respectively, for 
Case 3VFG when the rider leans right 20 degrees and the vehicle's 
velocity is 20 miles per hour. These force values are statistical 
quantities calculated using the root mean square (RMS) technique at 
every time interval of 0.1 seconds. Since these force values are RMS 
statistical averages these values are always positive. The advantage of 
calculating the force values in statistical form instead of 
instantaneous form avoids storing these force values at each integration 
iteration while still obtaining average force values. Consequently, the 
force values calculated are only considered to be the mean values of the 
magnitudes of the forces interacting between tire and ground. In this 
particular case, the RMS values found per tire were less than ten 
newtons for the longitudinal forces, less than one hundred newtons for 
the lateral forces and approximately six hundred newtons for the 
vertical normal forces. 
Figure 10.9 (a) shows the motion of the system in which the rider 
leans a negative 20 degrees about x axis with the vehicle's initial 
velocity being 20 mph. In this case, the simulation results show 
symmetrical and identical results when compared with the positive 20 
degree case shown in Figure 10.8 (a). 
Figures 10.9 (b), (c), and (d) show the longitudinal, lateral, and 
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vertical forces interacting between tire and ground, respectively, for 
Case 3VF6 Run 3 when the rider leans left 20 degrees and vehicle's 
velocity is 20 miles per hour. The results of these forces are 
symmetrical and identical when compared with the corresponding forces 
obtained in the positive lean case as shown in Figures 10.8 (b), (c), 
and (d). 
When rider has no lean and the vehicle is operated over flat ground 
with a velocity of 20 mph, Case 3WFG Run 4, the simulation results show 
that the ATV maintains a straight-line heading with a small constant 
pitch displacement (negative 0.0008 radians) and a small constant 
vertical displacement (positive 0.0023 meters) and with no lateral 
displacement, roll displacement, or yaw displacement whatsoever. These 
results are plotted in Figure 10.10. 
By increasing the rider's lean angle, a, to +45 degrees while 
maintaining the vehicle's velocity at 20 mph. Case 3VFG Run 5 results in 
increasing both the yaw angle and lateral displacements to 0.2 radians 
(about 11.5 degrees) and 1.8 meters, respectively, compared to Case 3VFG 
Run 1. The plot of Case 3VFG Run 5's motion is shown in Figure 10.11. 
Notice that the vehicle's circular path is tighter now with a smaller 
radius of curvature compared to Run 2. The ratio of the lateral 
displacement to the longitudinal displacement for Run 5 increases to 
approximately 9.6 percent. 
By decreasing the rider's lean angle to +10 degrees, while 
maintaining vehicle's velocity at 20 mph, Case 3VFG Run 6 shows both the 
yaw angle and the lateral displacement decrease to 0.05 radians (about 
2.9 degrees) and 0.4 meters, respectively, compared to Run 2. The 
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vehicle's circular path has a larger radius of curvature compared to Run 
2 and the ratio of lateral displacement to longitudinal displacement 
decreases to about 2.2 percent. The motion of this simulation is shown 
in Figure 10.12. 
By increasing the vehicle's velocity to 40 mph, but retaining 
rider's lean angle at a equals to +20 degrees, results in a motion where 
the yaw angle has a slight oscillation about a very small equilibrium 
yaw displacement (about 0.01 radians, or 0.6 degrees) and the lateral 
displacement reaches 0.23 meters when the longitudinal displacement 
reaches 18.88 meters. The ratio of lateral displacement to longitudinal 
displacement at this point approaches 1.2 percent. This motion which is 
Case 3VFG Run 7 is shown in Figure 10.13. 
When the vehicle's velocity is decreased to 10 mph with the 
rider's lean angle, a, held constant +20 degrees, the resulting motion 
of Case 3VF6 Run 8, shows the yaw angle increasing to 0.14 radians 
(about 8 degrees) and the lateral displacement increasing to 0.6 meters 
when the longitudinal displacement reaches to 9.9 meters. Run 8 results 
in a slightly tighter circular motion and a slightly higher ratio of 
lateral displacement to longitudinal displacement, 6.2 percent. The 
resulting motion is shown in Figure 10.14. 
The effects that the ATV's three rotating wheels have on the motion 
of the ATV system are determined through Case 3VFG Run 9. This case 
uses the same nominal parameter values that were used in Run 2. The 
resulting motion of Run 9, shown In Figure 10.15, shows that the overall 
general motion of Run 9 is very similar yet slightly smaller to that 
obtained for Run 2. For example, one difference which was found 
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occurred in the value of the lateral displacement. For Run 9 the 
lateral displacement corresponding to a longitudinal displacement of 
18.85 meters was 0.82 meters compared to 0.84 meters for Run 2. This 
resulted in a slight decrease in the ratio of the lateral to 
longitudinal displacement from 4.5 percent to 4.3 percent for Run 2 and 
9, respectively. The effects then that the ATV's rotating wheels have 
on the motion of the ATV system tend to yield slightly more accurate but 
less conservative results as compared the results when neglecting these 
effects. 
Case 3VF6 Run 10 investigates the motion response when rider moves 
his or her body to the right from 0 degrees gradually to 20 degrees in 
equal stepsizes. Under this condition, the resulting simulation motion 
shows that 1) both the roll and pitch displacements are very small (less 
than one degree), and 2) the yaw and lateral displacements are both ' 
positive and increase gradually to trace a circular path. The yaw angle 
reaches a value of nearly 0.05 radians (about 3 degrees) and the lateral 
displacement reaches a values of 0.24 meters when longitudinal 
displacement is at 18.85 meters. The ratio of lateral displacement to 
longitudinal displacement is approximately 1.3 percent. The resulting 
simulation motion for Run 10 is plotted in Figure 10.16. The motion in 
this case shows the same general response as in Run 2 but with the 
values of the yaw and lateral displacements being significantly smaller. 
Case B. Four-wheeled ATV system operated over smooth flat ground 
Table 10.6 shows the different runs for the four-wheeled ATV 
operated over smooth flat ground. Again, the two parameters varied for 
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Table 10.6. CASE B - 4VFG (four-wheeled ATV flat ground) 
Run Figure #. 
(deg) 
V 
(mph) 
Program 
used 
Command Remark 
1 10.17 (a) 
10.17 (b) 
10.17 (c) 
10.17 (d) 
+20 
+20 
+20 
+20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
DST4 
DST4 
DST4 
DST4 
motion 
X forces 
y forces 
z forces 
symmetrical and 
identical with 
Figure 10.18 (a)-
(d) 
2 10.18 (a) 
10.18 (b) 
10.18 (c) 
10.18 (d) 
-20 
-20 
-20 
-20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
DST4 
DST4 
DST4 
DST4 
motion 
X forces 
y forces 
z forces 
symmetrical and 
identical with 
Figure 10.17 (a)-
(d) 
3 1 10.19 1 0 1 20 1 DST4 | motion | straight motion 
4 1 10.20 1 +45 1 20 1 DST4 | motion | increasing a 
5 1 10.21 1 +10 1 20 1 DST4 | motion | decreasing a 
6 1 10.22 1 +20 1 40 1 DST4 | motion | Increasing v 
7 1 10.23 1 +20 1 10 1 DST4 | motion | decreasing v 
8 10.24 +20 20 DST4V motion effects of 
wheel rotation 
9 10.25 +20 20 DC0N4V motion rider's position 
changes continuously 
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this case study were 1) the direction and value of lean angle of the 
rider relative to vehicle and 2) initial velocity of the vehicle. The 
nominal parameter values are the same as those used in Case A. 
Figure 10.17 (a) shows the results of system's motion where a rider 
leans a positive 20 degrees about x axis and the initial value of 
vehicle's velocity is 20 miles per hour (mph). In this case, the 
simulation results show that the roll displacement of the vehicle has a 
slight oscillation about a very small positive equilibrium roll 
displacement ~ 0.0001 radians); the pitch displacements has very 
small positive values (0^ ~ +0.0013 radians); the yaw displacement and 
lateral displacement are both positive and increase gradually to trace a 
circular path. The yaw angle reaches to a steady value of nearly 0.09 
radians ~ 5.2 degrees) with a lateral displacement of 0.74 meters 
when the longitudinal displacement is at 18.86 meters. The ratio of 
lateral displacement to longitudinal displacement is approximately 3.9 
percent. 
Figures 10.17 (b), (c), and (d) show the longitudinal, lateral, and 
vertical forces interacting between tire and ground, respectively, for 
Case 4VFG when the rider leans right 20 degrees and the vehicle's 
velocity is 20 miles per hour. In this particular case, the RMS values 
of the longitudinal forces are less than two newtons, the lateral forces 
are less than thirty newtons, and the vertical normal forces are 
approximately three hundred newtons per front tire and six hundred 
newtons per rear tire. 
Figure 10.18 (a) shows the motion of the system in which the rider 
leans a negative 20 degrees about x axis with the vehicle's initial 
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velocity being 20 mph. In this case, the simulation results show 
symmetrical and identical results when compared with the positive 20 
degree case shown in Figure 10.17 (a). 
Figures 10.18 (b), (c), and (d) show the longitudinal, lateral, and 
vertical tire forces, respectively, in case 4VFG Run 2 when the rider 
leans left 20 degrees and the vehicle's velocity is 20 miles per hour. 
The results of these forces are symmetrical and identical when compared 
with corresponding forces obtained in the positive lean case as shown in 
Figures 10.17 (b), (c), and (d). The results show that the longitudinal 
and lateral tire forces on four-wheeled ATV are much smaller than the 
corresponding tire forces on three-wheeled ATV, and the vertical front 
tire forces for each front wheel on the four-wheeled ATV are 
approximately one half of the vertical front tire forces on the 
three-wheeled ATV. 
When the rider has no lean and the vehicle is operated over a 
smooth flat ground with a velocity of 20 mph Case 4WFG Run 3, the 
simulation results show that the vehicle maintains a straight-line 
heading with a small constant pitch displacement (positive 0.0013 
radians) and a small constant vertical displacement (negative 0.0023 
meters) and with no lateral displacement, roll displacement, or yaw 
displacement whatsoever. These results are plotted in Figure 10.19. 
By increasing the rider's lean angle, oc, to +45 degrees while 
maintaining the vehicle's velocity at 20 mph, Case 4VFG Run 4 results in 
increasing the yaw angle to 0.18 radians (about 10.3 degrees) and 
lateral displacement to 1.5 meters, compared to Case 4VFG Run 1. The 
plot of Case 4VFG Run 4's motion is shown in Figure 10.20. Note that 
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the vehicle's circular path is now tighter with a smaller radius of 
curvature compared to Run 1. The ratio of the lateral displacement to 
the longitudinal displacement for Run 4 increases to approximately 8.2 
percent. 
By decreasing the rider's lean angle, «, to +10 degrees, while 
maintaining vehicle's velocity at 20 mph. Case 4VFG Run 5 shows both the 
yaw angle and the lateral displacement decrease to 0.04 radians (about 
2.3 degrees) and 0.36 meters, respectively, compared to Run 1. The 
vehicle's circular path has a larger radius of curvature compared to Run 
1 and the ratio of lateral displacement to longitudinal displacement 
decreases to about 1.9 percent. The motion of this simulation is shown 
in Figure 10.21. 
Increasing the vehicle's velocity to 40 mph, but retaining rider's 
lean angle at a equals to +20 degrees, results in a motion where the yaw 
angle has a slight oscillation about a very small equilibrium yaw 
displacement (about 0.03 radians, 1.7 degrees) and the lateral 
displacement reaches 0.21 meters when the longitudinal displacement is 
at 18.88 meters. The ratio of lateral displacement to longitudinal 
displacement approaches to about 1.1 percent. This motion which is Case 
4VFG Run 4 is shown in Figure 10.22. 
When the vehicle's velocity is decreased to 10 mph with rider's 
lean angle, a, held constant at +20 degrees, the resulting motion. Case 
4VFG Run 7, shows that the yaw angle increases to 0.10 radians (about 6 
degrees) and the lateral displacement increases to 0.44 meters when the 
longitudinal displacement reaches to 9.9 meters. Run 7 results in a 
slightly tighter circular motion and a slightly higher ratio of lateral 
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displacement to longitudinal displacement, 4.4 percent. The resulting 
motion is shown in Figure 10.23. 
The effects that the ATV's four rotating wheels have on the motion 
of the ATV system are determined through Case 4WFG Run 8. This case 
uses the same nominal parameter values that were used in Run 1. The 
resulting motion of Run 8, shown in Figure 10.24, shows that the overall 
general motion of Run 8 is very similar yet slightly smaller to that 
obtained for Run 1. For example, the lateral displacement corresponding 
to a longitudinal displacement of 18.86 meters was 0.68 meters for Run 8 
compared to 0.74 meters for Run 1. This resulted in a slight decrease 
in the ratio of the lateral to longitudinal displacement from 3.9 to 3.6 
percent for Run 1 and Run 8, respectively. The effects that of the 
ATV's rotating wheels have on the motion of the ATV system tend to yield 
slightly more accurate but less conservative results as compared to 
neglecting these effects. These effects accumulate very gradually being 
noticable only towards the end of the simulation time period. 
Case 4VFG Run 9 investigates the motion response when rider moves 
his or her body to the right from 0 degrees gradually to 20 degrees in 
equal stepsizes. Under this condition, the resulting simulation motion 
shows that 1) both roll and pitch displacements are very small (less 
than one degree) and 2) yaw and lateral displacements are both positive 
and increase gradually to trace a circular path. The yaw angle reaches 
a value of nearly 0.04 radians (about 2.3 degrees) and the lateral 
displacement reaches a value of 0.20 meters when longitudinal 
displacement is at 18.85 meters. The ratio of lateral displacement to 
longitudinal displacement is approximately 1.1 percent. The resulting 
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simulation motion for Run 9 is plotted in Figure 10.25. The motion in 
this case shows the same general response as in Run 1 but with the 
values of the yaw and lateral displacements being significantly smaller. 
Case C. Three-wheeled ATV system operated over a bump profile 
Case C Investigates the performance of the three-wheeled ATV system 
operated over a 0.13 meter (S inch) bump profile. The two parameters 
varied for this case study were 1) a, the direction and value of the 
rider's lean angle relative to the vehicle, and 2) v, the vehicle's 
initial velocity. The runs were performed with and without the effects 
of wheel rotation. 
Figure 10.26 plots the overturning stability limit of the 
three-wheeled rider ATV system, with no wheel rotation effects, over the 
0.13 meter (5 inch) bump profile as a function of vehicle speed and 
rider's side lean angle. Notice that at 5 mph the vehicle system stops 
at the bump. This means that there was not enough energy in the system 
to successfully negotiate the bump profile. At 10 mph, regardless of 
the rider's lean angle, the vehicle system crashed by overturning within 
the road profile. For speeds from 15 mph to 30 mph, the vehicle 
successfully negotiated the bump profile for rider lean angles of 0 and 
5 degrees. However, for rider lean angles of 10 degrees or greater, the 
vehicle system crashed by overturning within the road profile. 
Figure 10.27 shows the corresponding overturning stability limit 
plot when the effects of wheel rotation are considered. These results 
are very similar to those obtained without considering wheel rotation. 
The differences occurred at a rider lean angle of 10 degrees and vehicle 
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Figure 10.26. Overturning stability limit plot of a three-wheeled 
rider ATV system (without wheel rotation) over a 
bump profile 
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speeds of 20, 25, and 30 mph. In the first two incidences, at 20 and 25 
mph, the vehicle system still crashed by overturning except now the 
vehicle system also left the road profile. Whereas, at 30 mph, the 
vehicle system crashed by leaving the road profile but did not overturn. 
This indicates, for the speeds tested, that the gyroscopic torque 
generated by the rotating wheels had little or no effect in improving 
the overall overturning stability of the three-wheeled rider ATV system. 
As expected, the noticeable differences occurred at the higher vehicle 
speeds. 
Since there were numerous runs performed, too many to present a 
complete motion and force analysis of each, only a selected few are 
chosen to illustrate the common types of motion. Table 10.7 lists those 
runs chosen. 
When the rider's lean angle is zero does and the three-wheeled 
vehicle is operated over the bump profile at a velocity of 20 mph. Case 
3WBF Run 1, the simulation results show that there is no crash. The 
vehicle's motion is shown in Figure 10.28 (a), and the vehicle's 
longitudinal and lateral tire forces are shown in Figures 10.28 (b) and 
(c), respectively. The results of the vertical tire forces in Case 3WBP 
Run 1, Figure 10.28 (d), show that both two rear tires came off the 
ground after hitting the bump. This time period when the tires lose 
contact with the ground is critical for the rider to handle and maintain 
control the vehicle. 
Figure 10.29 (a) shows the results of system's motion where a rider 
leans a positive 10 degrees about x axis and the vehicle's initial 
velocity is 20 mph. In this case, the simulation results show that the 
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Table 10.7. CASE C - 3VBP (three-wheeled ATV bump profile) 
Run Figure #. « O) V h. *0 Program Remark (Deg) (mph) (InCh) (mV) used 
1 10.28 (a) 0 20 5 2 DST3B motlon(no crash) 
10.28 (b) 0 20 5 2 DST3B X forces 
10.28 (c) 0 20 5 2 DST3B y forces 
10.28 (d) 0 20 5 2 DST3B z forces 
2 10.29 (a) +10 20 5 2 DST3B motlon(crash) 
10.29 (b) +10 20 5 2 DST3B X forces 
10.29 (c) +10 20 5 2 DST3B y forces 
10.29 (d) +10 20 5 2 DST3B z forces 
3 10.30 (a) -10 20 5 2 DST3B motion(crash) 
10.30 (b) -10 20 5 2 DST3B X forces 
10.30 (c) -10 20 5 2 DST3B y forces 
10.30 (d) -10 20 5 2 DST3B z forces 
4 10.31 (a) 0 20 5 2 DST3BV motlon(no crash) 
10.31 (b) 0 20 5 2 DST3BV X forces 
10.31 (c) 0 20 5 2 DST3BV y forces 
10.31 (d) 0 20 5 2 DST3BV z forces 
5 10.32 (a) +10 20 5 2 DST3BV motion(crash) 
10.32 (b) +10 20 5 2 DST3BV X forces 
10.32 (c) +10 20 5 2 DST3BV y forces 
10.32 (d) +10 20 5 2 DST3BV z forces 
6 10.33 (a) (-45) 20 5 2 DST3B motlon(no crash) 
(lean forward) 
10.33 (b) (-45) 20 5 2 DST3B z forces 
7 10.34 (a) (+45) 20 5 2 DST3B motion(no crash) 
(lean backward) 
10.34 (b) (+45) 20 5 2 DST3B z forces 
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vehicle's roll displacement obtained a positive value of 1.81 radians 
(104 degrees), which means that the vehicle overturned and crashed. 
This occurred when the longitudinal displacement reached 16.16 meters at 
a time of 1.8 seconds. Other parameter values, at time equal 1.8 
seconds, were the pitch displacement at a negative 0.64 radians (about 
37 degrees), the yaw angle at a positive 0.47 radians, the lateral 
displacement at a negative 1.49 meters, and the vertical displacement at 
approximately 0.17 meters. The sign of the lateral displacement changed 
from a positive sign to a negative sign when the vehicle was operated 
over the bump. The left wheel was off the ground when vehicle 
overturned. 
Figures 10.29 (b), (c), and (d) show the longitudinal, lateral, and 
vertical forces interacting between the tire and the ground, 
respectively, for Case 3VBP Run 2 when the rider leans right 10 degrees 
about X axis and the vehicle's velocity is 20 miles per hour. The 
figures for the motion and the forces, when used in combination, 
determine the vehicle's overturning characteristics for the specific 
conditions set forth in Run 2. 
Case 3VBP Run 3 is parallel to Case 3VBP Run 2, except the rider 
now leans 10 degrees left while the vehicle's velocity is retained at 20 
mph. The results of system's motion are shown in Figure 10.30 (a) and 
the tire forces are shown in Figures 10.30 (b), (c), and (d), 
respectively. The simulation results show that the vehicle's motion and 
tire forces for Case 3VBP Run 3 are symmetrical and identical compared 
with the corresponding motion and tire forces for Case 3VBP Run 2. The 
overturning configuration in Case 3VBP Run 3 is the mirror image of Case 
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3VBP Run 2. 
To determine in more detail the effects of wheel rotation, the 
conditions of Runs 1 and 2 are repeated, this time incorporating wheel 
rotation. Case 3VBP Run 4 is for the situation when the rider does not 
lean and the three-wheeled vehicle has a velocity of 20 mph. Again, as 
with the no wheel rotation case, Run 1, the simulation results show that 
the vehicle system did not crash. The vehicle's motion is shown in 
Figure 10.31 (a), and the vehicle's longitudinal, lateral, vertical tire 
forces are shown in Figures 10.31 (b), (c), and (d), respectively. 
Figure 10.32 (a) shows the results of system's motion where a rider 
leans a positive 10 degrees about x axis and the vehicle's initial 
velocity is 20 mph, this time incorporating the effects of wheel 
rotation. In this case, the simulation results show that the vehicle's 
roll displacement obtained an increasing positive value of 0.95 radians 
(54 degrees), which means that the vehicle is overturning. This 
occurred when the longitudinal displacement reached 23.64 meters at a 
time of 2.8 seconds. Other values at that time were the pitch 
displacement at a negative 0.44 radians (about 25 degrees), the yaw 
angle at a positive 0.07 radians, the vertical displacement at 
approximately 0.01 meters, and the lateral displacement at a negative 
3.38 meters. The large value for the lateral displacement Indicates 
that the vehicle is crashing off of the road profile. In addition, the 
sign of lateral displacement changed from a positive sign to a negative 
sign when the vehicle was operated over the bump. The left wheel was 
off the ground as the vehicle crashed and overturned. 
Figures 10.32 (b), (c), and (d) show the longitudinal, lateral, and 
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vertical forces interacting between the tire and the ground, 
respectively, for Case 3VBP Run 5 when the rider leans right 10 degrees 
about X axis and the vehicle's velocity Is 20 miles per hour. 
The next two runs, Run 6 and Run 7, investigate the responses 
of the rider ATV system when rider leans forward or rearward while 
encountering a bump profile, (no wheel rotation). When the rider leans 
forward 45 degrees and the vehicle's velocity is 20 mph. Case 3VBP Run 6 
shows that the roll displacement, the yaw displacement, and the lateral 
displacement are all zero. The pitch displacement oscillates about a 
small equilibrium position of 0.01 radians (0.1 degrees), and the 
vertical displacement oscillates about a positive 0.030 meters 
displacement as shown in Figure 10.33 (a). Figure 10.33 (b) shows the 
vertical tire forces when rider leans forward 45 degrees. 
When the rider leans rearward 45 degrees and the vehicle's velocity 
is 20 mph, Case 3WBP Run 7 shows that the roll displacement, the yaw 
displacement, and the lateral displacement are all zero. The pitch 
displacement again oscillates about same equilibrium value (0.1 degrees) 
as in the Run 6 where the rider leaned forward. The vehicle has a 
slightly larger oscillated vertical displacement, a positive 0.33 
meters, compared with 0.30 meters as in Case 3WBP Run 6, see Figure 
10.34 (a). Figure 10.34 (b) shows the vertical tire forces when rider 
leans rearward 45 degrees. Run 7. 
Case D. Four-wheeled ATV system operated over a bump profile 
Case D investigates the performance of the four-wheeled ATV system 
operated over a 0.13 meter (5 inch) bump profile. The two parameters 
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varied for this case study were 1) a, the direction and value of the 
rider's lean angle relative to the vehicle, and 2) v, the vehicle's 
initial velocity. The runs were performed with and without the effects 
of wheel rotation. 
Figure 10.35 plots the overturning stability limit of the 
four-wheeled rider ATV system, with no wheel rotation effects, over a 
0.13 meter (5 inch) bump profile as a function of vehicle speed and 
rider's side lean angle. Notice that at 5 mph the vehicle system stops 
at the bump. This means that there was not enough energy in the system 
to successfully negotiate the bump profile. This is the same result as 
was found for the three-wheeled ATV system, see Figure 10.26. At 10 
mph, regardless of the rider's lean angle, the vehicle system 
successfully negotiated the bump profile. This is exactly opposite to 
that found for the three-wheeled ATV system. For speeds from 15 mph to 
30 mph, the vehicle system successfully negotiated the bump profile for 
rider lean angles of 0 or 5 degrees. However, for rider lean angles of 
10 degrees or greater the vehicle system crashed by overturning within 
the road profile, crashed by overturning off of the road profile, or 
crashed by running off the road profile. The four-wheeled ATV system 
was more stable than the three-wheeled ATV system since it did not 
overturn in every one of these situations. 
Figure 10.36 shows the corresponding overturning stability limit 
plot when the effects of wheel rotation are considered. These results 
are similar to those obtained without considering wheel rotation except 
now the vehicle system overturns less frequently and only at high values 
of the rider's side lean angle, (30 degrees or greater). 
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Figure 10.35. Overturning stability limit plot of a four-wheeled 
rider ATV system (without wheel rotation) over a 
bump profile 
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Comparison of Figures 10.26 and 10.35 or Figures 10.27 or 10.36 
clearly shows that the four-wheeled ATV system is more stable than the 
corresponding three-wheeled ATV system in negotiating the bump profile. 
Table 10.8 lists the different runs selected to illustrate the 
typical motion and forces plots of the four-wheeled ATV system operated 
over a bump profile (4WBP). 
Figure 10.37 (a) shows the results of the four-wheeled rider ATV 
system's motion where the rider does not lean and the vehicle is 
operated over the bump profile with a velocity of 20 mph, (no wheel 
rotation), Case 4VBP Run 1. The simulation results show that vehicle 
system successfully negotiated the bump profile. The vehicle system's 
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical tire forces are shown in Figure 
10.37 (b), (c), and (d), respectively. Note that the resulting 
responses of the vehicle's motion and tire forces in 4VBP Run 1 are much 
smaller than the corresponding ones in 3VBP Run 1. Again, this shows 
that the dynamical characteristics of four-wheeled ATV system are much 
better than the corresponding three-wheeled ATV system. 
Figure 10.38 (a) shows the system's motion where a rider leans a 
positive 10 degree about x axis and the vehicle's initial velocity is 20 
mph, (no wheel rotation). Case 4WBP Run 2. In this case, the simulation 
results show that the vehicle system crashes by running off the road 
profile but does not overturn. Figures 10.38 (b), (c), and (d) show the 
longitudinal, lateral, and vertical forces interacting between the tire 
and the ground, respectively, for this same run. Note that the 
four-wheeled ATV system for Case 4WBP Run 2, does not overturn whereas 
the corresponding three-wheeled ATV system for Case 3VBP Run 2 does 
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Table 10.8. CASE D - 4VBP (four-wheeled ATV bump profile) 
Run Figure #. V 1 hg 1 Xg Program Remark 
(Deg) (mph) l(lnSh) |(mV) used 
1 10.37 (a) 0 20 5 2 DST4B motlon(no crash) 
10.37 (b )  0 20 5 2 DST4B X forces 
10.37 (c) 0 20 5 2 DST4B y forces 
10.37 (d) 0 20 5 2 DST4B z forces 
2 10.38 (a) +10 20 5 2 DST4B motlon(crash) 
10.38 (b )  +10 20 5 2 DST4B X forces 
10.38 (c) +10 20 5 2 DST4B y forces 
10.38 (d) +10 20 5 2 DST4B z forces 
3 10.39 (a) +25 20 5 2 DST4B motion(crash) 
10.39 (b )  +25 20 5 2 DST4B X forces 
10.39 (c) +25 20 5 2 DST4B y forces 
10.39 (d) +25 20 5 2 DST4B z forces 
4 10.40 (a) 0 20 5 2 DST4BV motion(no crash) 
10.40 (b )  0 20 5 2 DST4BV X forces 
10.40 (c) 0 20 5 2 DST4BV y forces 
10.40 (d) 0 20 5 2 DST4BV z forces 
5 10.41 (a) +10 20 5 2 DST4BV motion(crash) 
10.41 (b )  +10 20 5 2 DST4BV X forces 
10.41 (c) +10 20 5 2 DST4BV y forces 
10.41 (d) +10 20 5 2 DST4BV z forces 
6 10.42 (a) +25 20 5 2 DST4BV motlon(crash) 
10.42 (b )  +25 20 5 2 DST4BV X forces 
10.42 (c) +25 20 5 2 DST4BV y forces 
10.42 (d) +25 20 5 2 DST4BV z forces 
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overturn. 
Figures 10.39 (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the motion and force 
plots of the four-wheeled rider ATV system, (ho wheel rotation), over 
the bump profile when the rider leans 25 degrees and the vehicle's 
initial speed is 20 mph. Case 4WBP Run 3. In this case, the system 
crashed by overturning within the road profile. 
The conditions associated with Runs 1, 2, and 3, that being the 
rider's side lean angle of 0, 10, and 25 degrees, and the vehicle's 
initial velocity of 20 mph, respectively, are repeated for Runs 4, 5, 
and 6 this time incorporating the effects of wheel rotation. The motion 
and force plots for Runs 4, 5, and 6 of the four-wheeled rider ATV 
system over the bump profile are shown in Figures 10.40, 10.41, and 
10.42, respectively. 
The major difference in the wheel rotation versus no wheel rotation 
motion can be seen by comparing the 25 degree rider lean angle cases. 
Run 6 and Run 3. In the wheel rotation case. Run 6, the vehicle system 
crashed by running off of the road profile, whereas in the no wheel 
rotation case. Run 3, the vehcile system crashed by overturning within 
the road profile. Again this demonstrates that the four-wheeled rider 
ATV system is more stable than the corresponding three-wheeled rider ATV 
system. 
Case E. Three-wheeled ATV system operated over a rut profile 
Table 10.9 shows the different runs performed for the three-wheeled 
ATV operated over a rut profile. The parameters varied for this case 
study were 1) (3, the value of rider's lean angle (forward) relative to 
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Table 10.9. CASE E - 3VRP (three-wheeled ATV rut profile) 
Run Figure #. e 
(Deg) 
V 1 hg 1 Xn 
(mph) |(lnch) |(m.) Program used Remark 
1 10.43 (a) -45 10 5 2 DST3B motion 
10.43 (b) -45 10 5 2 DST3B X forces 
10.43 (c) -45 10 5 2 DST3B y forces 
10.43 (d) -45 10 5 2 DST3B z forces 
2 10.44 (a) 
10.44 (b) 
10.44 (c) 
10.44 (d) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
10 
10 
10 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
DST3B 
DST3B 
DST3B 
DST3B 
motion 
X forces 
y forces 
z forces 
Table 10.10. CASE F - 4URP (four-wheeled ATV rut profile) 
Run Figure #. e 
(Deg) (mph) (ln?h)|(m?) 
Program 
used 
Remark 
1 10.45 (a) -45 10 5 2 DST4B motion 
10.45 (b) -45 10 5 2 DST4B X forces 
10.45 (c) -45 10 5 2 DST4B y forces 
10.45 (d) -45 10 5 2 DST4B z forces 
2 10.46 (a) 
10.46 (b) 
10.46 (c) 
10.46 (d) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
10 
10 
10 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
DST4B 
DST4B 
DST4B 
DST4B 
motion 
X forces 
y forces 
z forces 
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the vehicle, and 2) v, the vehicle's initial velocity. The nominal 
parameter values are the rider's lean angle of either 45 degrees lean 
forward or zero degrees (no lean) and vehicle's initial velocity of 
4.4704 meters per second (10 miles per hour), the rut depth, hg, of 0.13 
meters (5 Inches) and the vehicle's initial position, Xq, of 2 meters. 
Figure 10.43 (a) shows the results of system's motion for Case 3VRP 
Run 1 when a rider leans forward 45 degrees, vehicle's initial velocity 
is 10 mph, amplitude of the sine wave rut is 0.13 meters with length of 
0.286 meters (11 inches), and vehicle's initial position is 2 meters. 
The simulation results show that the vehicle's roll, yaw, and lateral 
displacements are all zero. This is expected since there is no lateral 
disturbance. The pitch angle reached a negative 0.045 radians (2.5 
degrees) when the longitudinal displacement is at 5.57 meters and a 
positive 0.023 radians (1.3 degrees) when longitudinal displacement is 
at 6.42 meters. 
Figure 10.43 (b) shows the longitudinal tire forces are zero except 
for a peak value of nearly 1280 Newtons occurring when the front tire 
and 1050 Newtons occurring when the rear tires hit the rut. Figure 
10.43 (c) shows that the lateral forces are all zero since there is no 
lateral disturbance for Case 3VRP Run 2. Figure 10.43 (d) shows the 
vertical normal forces reach a peak value of 1475 Newtons when the front 
tire hits the rut and a peak value of 1000 Newtons per rear tire when 
the two rear tires hit the rut. 
Figure 10.44 (a) shows the results of system's motion for Case 3WRP 
Run 2 when the rider is not leaning when striking the rut. The 
vehicle's velocity is 10 mph, the amplitude of the sine wave rut is 0.13 
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meters with a length of 0.286 meters (11 inches), and the vehicle's 
initial position is 2 meters. The simulation motion for Case 3VRP Run 2 
shows that the vehicle's roll, yaw, and lateral displacements are all 
zero. The vehicle's vertical displacement reaches a positive 0.0213 
meters, and the pitch angle ranges from a negative 0.0267 radians to a 
positive 0.0243 radians. 
Figure 10.44 (b) shows that the longitudinal tire forces are zero 
except for a peak value of nearly 1170 Newtons when front tire hits the 
rut and a peak value of 1130 Newtons per tire when the two rear tires 
hit the rut. Figure 10.44 (c) shows the lateral forces are all zero 
since there is no lateral disturbance for Case 3WRP Run 2. Figure 10.44 
(d) shows the vertical normal force reaches a peak value about 1250 
Newtons per tire when the front or rear tires hit the rut. 
Case F^  Four-wheeled ATV system operated over a nu profile 
Table 10.10 shows the different runs performed for the four-wheeled 
ATV operated over a rut profile (4VRP). Again the parameters varied for 
this case study were 1) 9, the value of rider's lean angle (forward) 
relative to the vehicle, and 2) v, vehicle's initial velocity. The 
nominal parameter values are 45 degrees lean forward or zero degrees (no 
lean) for values of rider's lean angle and 4.4704 meters per second (10 
miles per hour) for vehicle's initial velocity. The rut depth, hg, and 
the vehicle's initial position, Xq, are 0.13 meters (5 inches) and 2 
meters, respectively. 
Figure 10.45 (a) shows the results of system's motion for Case 4WRP 
Run 1 when a rider leans forward 45 degrees, the vehicle's initial 
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velocity is 10 mph, the amplitude of the sine wave rut is 0.13 meters 
with length of 0.286 meters (11 inches), and the vehicle's initial 
position is 2 meters. The simulation results show that the vehicle's 
roll, yaw, and lateral displacements are all zero. This is expected 
since there is no side disturbance. The pitch angle peaks at a positive 
0.025 radians (1.4 degrees) and the vertical displacement peaks at 
0.0426 meters when longitudinal displacement is at 6.41 meters. 
Figure 10.45 (b) shows that the longitudinal tire forces are zero 
except for a peak value of nearly 1130 Newtons occurred when the front 
tires hit the rut. Figure 10.45(c) shows the lateral forces are all 
zero, since there is no lateral disturbance for Case 3WRP Run 2. Figure 
10.45 (d) shows the vertical normal forces reaches a peak value of 1125 
Newtons per tire when front tires hit the rut. 
Figure 10.46(a) shows the results of system's motion for Case 4VRP 
Run 2 when the rider does not lean. The vehicle's velocity is 10 mph, 
the amplitude of the sine wave rut is 0.13 meters with length of 0.286 
meters (11 inches), and the vehicle's Initial position is 2 meters. The 
simulation motion for Case 4VRP Run 2 shows that the vehicle's roll, 
yaw, and lateral displacements are all zero. The vehicle's vertical 
displacement reaches a positive 0.0201 meters, and the pitch angle 
reaches about 0.032 radians (1.8 degrees) when longitudinal displacement 
reaches 6.41 meters. 
Figure 10.46 (b) shows the longitudinal tire forces are zero except 
for a peak value of nearly 1100 Newtons per tire when two front tires 
hit the rut, and a peak value of 1100 Newtons per tire when two rear 
tires hit the rut. Figure 10.46 (c) shows the lateral forces are all 
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zero since there is no lateral disturbance for Case 4VRP Run 2. Figure 
10.46 (d) shows the vertical normal force reaches a peak value about 
1140 Newtons per tire when the rear tires hit the rut. 
Case G. Three-wheeled ATV system operated over a curved road 
Table 10.11 shows the different runs performed for the 
three-wheeled ATV operated over a curved road (3VCR). The four 
parameters varied for this case study were 1) a, the value of rider's 
side lean angle relative to the vehicle, 2) v, the vehicle's initial 
velocity, and 3) R, the radius of the curved road. The nominal 
parameter values for this case are a +30 degrees lean angle and a 8.9406 
meters per second (20 miles per hour) vehicle initial velocity. The 
values for R and Xq are 37 meters and 2 meters, respectively. 
Figure 10.47 shows the results of system's motion for Case 3VCR 
Run 1 when the rider's lean angle is +30 degrees (lean right), the 
vehicle's initial velocity is 20 mph, the radius of the curved road is 
37 meters, and the vehicle's initial position is 2 meters. The steering 
control law introduced in Chapter 6 was used to direct the vehicle along 
the center line of the 37 meter circular path. The simulation results 
show that the three-wheeled vehicle traced a circular path of radius 42 
meters. This caused the lateral displacement to grow to a value of 
2.9749 meters when vehicle's longitudinal displacement reached 17.64 
meters. This resulted in a path displacement error of 13.5 percent. 
Figure 10.48 shows the results of system's motion for Case 3VCR 
Run 2 when the rider's lean angle is zero degrees (no side lean), the 
vehicle's initial velocity is 20 mph, the radius of a curved road is 37 
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Table 10.11. CASE G - 3WCR (three-wheeled ATV curved road) 
Run Figure #. 
(Deg) 
V 
(mph) 
R 
(m.) (m?) 
Program 
used 
Remark 
1 1 10.47 1 +30 20 37 1 2 1 DST3C | motion 
2 10.48 0 20 37 2 DST3C motion 
meters, and the vehicle's initial position is 2 meters. In this case, 
the simulation results show that the vehicle traces about the same 
circular path as in Run 1. The vehicle's lateral displacement is 2.9723 
meters when the vehicle's longitudinal displacement reaches 17.64 
meters. 
The simulation results for Case 3VCR Run 1 and Run 2 show that the 
vehicle's motion was controlled by the steering control law regardless 
of whether on not the rider leaned. 
Case IL Four-wheeled ATV system operated over a curved road 
Table 10.12 shows the different runs performed for the four-wheeled 
ATV operated over a curved road (4VCR). The four parameters varied for 
this case study were 1) «, the value of rider's side lean angle relative 
to the vehicle, 2) v, the vehicle's initial velocity, 3) R, the radius 
of the circular curve road, and 4) XQ, the vehicle's initial position. 
The nominal parameter values a, v, R, and XQ are +30 degrees, 8.9406 
meters per second (20 miles per hour), 37 meters and 2 meters, 
respectively. 
Figure 10.49 shows the results of system's motion for Case 4WCR 
Run 1 when the rider's lean angle is +30 degrees (lean right), the 
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Table 10.12. CASE H - 4WCR (four-wheeled ATV curved road) 
Run Figure #. 
(Deg) 
V 
(raph) 
R 
(m.) (m?) 
Program 
used 
Remark 
1 1 10.49 1 +30 20 37 1 2 1 0ST4C 1 motion 
2 10.50 1 0 20 37 2 DST4C motion 
vehicle's initial velocity is 20 mph, the radius of the curved road is 
37 meters, and the vehicle's initial position is 2 meters. In this 
case, the simulation results show that the four-wheeled vehicle traced a 
circular path of radius 37.26 meters. The lateral displacement had a 
value of 3.3593 meters when vehicle's longitudinal displacement reached 
17.56 meters. This resulted in a path displacement error of 
approximately 0.7 percent. 
Figure 10.50 shows'the motion for Case 4VCR Run 2 when the rider 
does not lean. Again, the vehicle's initial velocity is 20 mph, the 
radius of the curved road is 37 meters, and the vehicle's initial 
position is 2 meters. In this case, the vehicle traced a slightly 
larger radius of 37.78 meters compared with 37.26 meters in Run 1. The 
vehicle's lateral displacement is 3.3084 meters when the vehicle's 
longitudinal displacement reaches 17.56 meters. The path displacement 
error is about 2.1 percent. 
Comparing the simulation results obtained for four-wheeled ATV, 
Case 4VCR Run 1 and 2, with the three-wheeled ATV operated over a curved 
road. Case 3VCR Run 1 and 2, shows that the four-wheeled ATV maneuvers 
better. 
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CHAPTER 11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Through the development and simulation of these various rider ATV 
models, the research provides a mechanism for studying the operational 
characteristics of these ATV systems. The results provide a better 
understanding on how these vehicles should be designed to improve their 
overturning stability and what riders should do to control these 
vehicles under normal operating conditions and in avoidance maneuvers. 
The information gained from this study will be useful in efforts to 
reduce the number of serious accidents which occur. In addition, these 
vehicles are of such a simple design that they allow for the study of 
the rider vehicle interaction at a basic level. The knowledge gained 
from this work can also be applicable in the design of more complicated 
vehicle systems. 
Specific conclusions reached in this dissertation are as follows. 
1. The results obtained from the simulation of the equations 
of motion show that the three-wheeled ATV is more unstable 
than the four-wheeled ATV in overturning stability whenever 
the ATV encounters a common road disturbance such as a bump. 
2. The rider's position and orientation relative to the vehicle 
have significant effects on the ATV system's ride, handling, 
and maneuver characteristics. 
3. The ATV system's overturning stability limits are directly 
affected by the rider's side lean angle. 
4. The best position for the rider to maintain when encountering a 
bump is in the upright position (no lean) to avoid overturning. 
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5. If for any reason the rider cannot control his/her position, 
and leans to one side of the vehicle when encountering a bump 
conditions are favorable at certain vehicle speeds and bump 
amplitudes for an overturning accident to occur. 
6. When the rider leans to one side of the ATV on flat ground, 
both the three-wheeled and four-wheeled ATVs trace out a 
circular path. The three-wheeled ATVs path has a larger 
radius of curvature than the four-wheeled ATV. 
Although much has been learned in this study, a great deal of work 
remains to be done. Recommendations for future research are as follows. 
1. Incorporate the rider model into the Tan's Model B ATV 
suspension model. 
2. Incorporate suspension into the four-wheeled ATV model. 
3. Incorporate all of the vehicle, rider, and road profile models 
into a single program. 
4. Investigate the effects of a differential versus a fixed axle 
have of the operational characteristics of ATVs. 
5. Incorporate rider feedback and control into the models. 
6. Investigate different initial configuration of the vehicle 
and rider by simulating more case studies. 
7. Investigate different ground profiles by simulating more 
case studies. 
8. Perform experimental tests on actual ATV to gather data to 
validate the models. 
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APPENDIX A. DST3BW PROGRAM 
PROGRAM DST3BV 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM INVESTIGATES THE 3-D BEHAVIOR OF A THREE-WHEELED 
C OFF-ROAD MOTORCYCLE 
C 
C DEFINITION OF TERMS AND VARIABLES 
C 
C T.TIME 
C V-VELOCITT OF MOTORCYCLE IN HORIZONTAL DIRECTION 
C M-MASS OF MOTORCYCLE 
C G-GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT 
C IXX.MOMENT OF INERTIA WITH RESPECT TO THE X-AXIS THROUGH THE 
C CENTER OF MASS 
C lYY-MOMENT OF INERTIA WITH RESPECT TO THE Y-AXIS THROUGH THE 
C CENTER OF MASS 
C IZZ-MOMENT OF INERTIA WITH RESPECT TO THE Z-AXIS THROUGH THE 
C CENTER OF MASS 
C (IXY,IXZ,IYZ).PRODUCT OF INERTIA WRT THE CG. OF THE SYSTEM 
C (XCP,YCP,ZCP)-MAGNITUDE OF THE COMPONENT OF THE POSITION VECTOR 
C FROM CENTER OF REAR AXLE, POINT P, TO MASS CENTER OF 
C THE SYS. 
C (XFP,YFP,ZFP),(XRP,YRP,ZRP),(XLP,YLP,ZLP) 
C - MAGNITUDE OF THE COMPONENT OF THE POSITION VECTOR 
C FROM POINT P TO THE FRONT, REAR RIGHT AND LEFT C 
C WHEELS. 
C RTIRE.RADIUS OF THE TIRE 
C KT-TIRE STIFFNESS CONSTANT 
C CT-TIRE DAMPING CONSTANT 
C X-TOTAL HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT OF CG FROM THE STARTING REF. 
C XF-TOTAL DISP. OF FRONT AXLE FROM REF. IN X-DIRECTION. 
C YF-TOTAL DISP. OF FRONT AXLE FROM REF. IN Y-DIRECTION. 
C ZF-TOTAL DISP. OF FRONT AXLE FROM REF. IN Z-DIRECTION. 
C XL-TOTAL DISP. OF LEFT REAR WHEEL CENTER FROM REF. IN X-DIR. 
C YL-TOTAL DISP. OF LEFT REAR WHEEL CENTER FROM REF. IN Y-DIR. 
C ZL-TOTAL DISP. OF LEFT REAR WHEEL CENTER FROM REF. IN Z-DIR. 
C XR-TOTAL DISP. OF RIGHT REAR WHEEL CENTER FROM REF. IN X-DIR. 
C YR-TOTAL DISP. OF RIGHT REAR WHEEL CENTER FROM REF. IN Y-DIR. 
C ZR-TOTAL DISP. OF RIGHT REAR WHEEL CENTER FROM REF. IN Z-DIR. 
C FDEL-DEFLECTION OF THE FRONT TIRE 
C RDEL.DEFLECTION OF THE REAR TIRES 
C FFX-FORCE IN THE X-DIRECTION ON THE FRONT WHEEL 
C FFY-FORCE IN THE Y-DIRECTION ON THE FRONT WHEEL 
C FFZ-FORCE IN THE Z-DIRECTION ON THE FRONT WHEEL 
C FLX-FORCE IN THE X-DIRECTION ON THE REAR LEFT WHEEL 
C FLY-FORCE IN THE Y-DIRECTION ON THE REAR LEFT WHEEL 
C FLZ.FORCE IN THE Z-DIRECTION ON THE REAR LEFT WHEEL 
C FRX-FORCE IN THE X-DIRECTION ON THE REAR RIGHT WHEEL 
C FRY-FORCE IN THE Y-DIRECTION ON THE REAR RIGHT WHEEL 
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C FRZ.FORCE IN THE Z-DIRECTION ON THE REAR RIGHT WHEEL 
C FVEL-VELOCITY OF THE FRONT WHEEL 
C RVEL-VELOCITY OF THE REAR WHEELS 
C XVBL-VELOCITY OF THE MOTORCYCLE IN THE X-DIRECTION 
C YVEL-VELOCITY OF THE MOTORCYCLE IN THE Y-DIRECTION. 
C ZVEL-VELOCITY OF THE MOTORCYCLE IN THE Z-DIRECTION 
C TVEUTOTAL VELOCITY OF THE MOTORCYCLE 
C Q(1)-PHI(R0LL) 
C Q(2)-THETA(PITCH) 
C Q(3)-PSI(YAW) 
C Q(4).X 
C Q(5).Y 
C Q(6)-Z 
C Q(7)-PHID0T 
C Q(8)-THETAD0T 
C Q(9)-PSID0T 
C Q(10)-XD0T 
C Q(11)-YD0T 
C Q(12).ZD0T 
C DQ-THE DERIVATIVE OF Q 
C NRUN-NUMBER OF RUNS 
C 
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 KT,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ,IWXX,IWYY 
REAL*8 LBOl,LB12,ICI,IS,DCMP,ISMI,ISMAN 
CHARACTER*80 TITLE1,TITLE2 
CHARACTERS ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ,ANSP,IANS 
DIMENSION AA(3),BB(3),GG(3),RSTP(3),RLT0(3),LB01(3),RUT01(3), 
1 RHD02(3),LB12(3),RPC(4,3),SM(4),ICI(4,3,3),RSP(3),IS(3,3), 
2 RSMP<3),DCMP(3,3),ISMI(3,3,3),ISMAN(3,3) 
DIMENSION XLOC(18),YLOC(21),ZL0C(18,21),XLOCB(101),YL0CB(21), 
1 ZLOCB(101,21),SNU(3),SHU(3),SLU(3) 
DIMENSION A(12,12),PARAM(50) 
DIMENSION Q(12),DQ(12),PFFZ(IOOO),PFLZ(IOOO),PFRZ(1000), 
1 CFZ(1000),CLZ(1000),CRZ(1000) 
COMMON /PRM/ XT,YT,ZT,X0,X1,DELTA,XB0,XB1,YB0,YB1,IWXX,IWYY 
COMMON /VAR/ H,KT,CT,RTIRE,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ, 
1 G,XFS,YFS,ZFS,XRS,YRS,ZRS,XLS,YLS,ZLS,BETA,YRP,XFP 
COMMON /RMS/ SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,SFFY,SFLY,SFRY,SFFX,SFLX,SFRX,HRMS, 
1 IRMS,VREP,TST 
COMMON /CONTOR/ ICONT,NXLOC,NYLOC,XLOC,YLOC,ZLOC, 
& XLOCB,YLOCB,ZLOCB 
COMMON /CONVEC/ SNU,SHU,SLU 
COMMON /XFLR/ X0F,X1F,X0L,X1L,X0R,X1R 
COMMON /SMI/ AA,BB,GG,RSTP,RLTO,LBOl,RUT01,RHD02,LB12,RFC, 
1 SM,ICI,SMTL,RSP,IS,SMAN,RSMP,DCNP,ISMI,ISMAN 
EXTERNAL FCN1,FCNJ 
0PEN(UNIT.13,FILE='DST3BW.LSP',STATUS.'NEW') 
OPEN(UNIT-14,FILE»'DST3BW.LSX',STATUS»'NEW') 
0PEN(UNIT=15,FILE-'DST3BW.LSY',STATUS»'NEW') 
OPEN(UNIT.16,FILE-'DST3BW.LSZ',STATUS-'NEW') 
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DATA IANS/' Y'/ 
PI.3.1415926D00 
C 
C READ INPUT DATA FOR CALCULATING INERTIA MATRICES 
C OF THE MOVABLE RIDER/VEHICLE SYSTEM. 
C 
READ(5,3510) (AA(I), 1-1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (BB(I), 1-1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (GG(I), 1-1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (RSTP(I), 1-1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (RLTO(I), 1-1,3) 
READ(5,3S10) (LBOl(I), 1-1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (RUTOl(I), 1-1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (RHD02(I), 1-1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (LB12(I), 1-1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (RPC(4,J), J-1,3) 
READ(5,3514) (SM(I), 1-1,4) 
READ(5,3510) ICI(1,1,1),ICI(1,2,2),ICI(1,3,3) 
READ(5,3510) ICI(2,1,1),ICI(2,2,2),ICI(2,3,3) 
READ(5,3510) ICI(3,1,1),ICI(3,2,2),ICI(3,3,3) 
READ(5,3510) (ICI(4,1,K), K-1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (ICI(4,2,K), K-1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (ICI(4,3,K), K-1,3) 
C 
C PRINT INPUT DATA AND RESULTING DATA: 
C C.G. OF SYSTEM, (RSP), AND INERTIA MATRIX OF SYSTEM, [IS] 
C 
WRITE 6,3531) 
WRITE 6,3520) (AA(I), 1.1,3) 
WRITE 6,3532) 
WRITE 6,3520) (BB(I), 1=1,3) 
WRITE 6,3533) 
WRITE 6,3520) (GG(I), 1=1,3) 
WRITE 6,3541) 
WRITE 6,3520) (RSTP(I), 1=1,3) 
WRITE 6,3542) 
WRITE 6,3520) (RLTO(I), 1=1,3) 
WRITE 6,3543) 
WRITE 6,3520) (LBOl(I), 1=1,3) 
WRITE 6,3544) 
WRITE 6,3520) (RUTOl(I), 1-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3545) 
WRITE 6,3520) (RHD02(I), 1=1,3) 
WRITE 6,3546) 
WRITE 6,3520) (LB12(I), 1-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3547) 
WRITE 6,3520) (RPC(4,J),J=1,3) 
WRITE 6,3600) 
WRITE 6,3524) (SM(J), J-1,4) 
WRITE 6,3610) 
WRITE 6,3520) ICI(1,1,1),ICI(1,2,2),ICI(1,3,3) 
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WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
CALL ! 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
6,3520) ICI(2,1,1),ICI(2,2,2),ICI(2,3,3) 
6,3520) ICI(3,1,1),ICI(3,2,2),ICI(3,3,3) 
6.3620) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,1,K), K.1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,2,K), K.1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,3,K), K.1,3) 
S 
6,3605) 
6,3520) (RSP(I), 1-1,3) 
6.3621) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,1,K), K.1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,2,K), K.1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,3,K), K.1,3) 
6.3622) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,1,K), K.1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,2,K), K.1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,3,K), K.1,3) 
6.3623) 
6,3520) (ICI(3,1,K), K.1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(3,2,K), K.1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(3,3,K), K.1,3) 
6.3624) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,1,K), K.1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,2,K), K.1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,3,K), K.1,3) 
6,3630) 
6,3520) (IS(1,J), J-1,3) 
6,3520) (IS(2,J), J.1,3) 
6,3520) (IS(3,J), J-1,3) 
6,3700) SMTL 
6,3800) SHAN 
6,3810) 
6,3520) (RSMP(I), 1-1,3) 
6,3820) 
6,3520) (ISMAN(1,J), J-1,3) 
6,3520) (ISMAN(2,J), J-1,3) 
6,3520) (ISMAN(3,J), J-1,3) 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR READING AND PRINTING DATA. 
C 
3510 FORMAT (3G10.9) 
3514 FORMAT (4G10.9) 
3520 FORMAT (3G17.9) 
3524 FORMAT (4F10.5) 
3531 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE ALPH(I),1-1,3',/) 
3532 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE BETA(I),1-1,3',/) 
3533 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE GAMMA(I),I-1,3',/) 
3541 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE POSITION VECTOR RSTP, 
1 FROM POINT P TO SEAT OF VEHICLE',/) 
3542 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RLTO, FROM SEAT TO C.G. 
1 LOWER TORSO',/) 
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3543 FORMAT ('9','POSITION VECTOR LBOl, FROM SEAT TO 01',/) 
3544 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RUTOl, FROM 01, TOP CENTER 
1 OF LOVER TORSO,',/,5X,'TO C.6. OF UPPER TORSO',/) 
3545 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RH002, FROM 02, TOP CENTER 
1 OF UPPER TORSO, TO C.G. OF HEAD',/) 
3546 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR LB12, FROM 01 TO 02',/) 
3547 FORMAT ('C,'POSITION VECTOR RPC(4,J),J-1,3, WHICH IS 
1 MEASURED FROM POINT P,',/,5X,'THE MIDDLE SPAN OF REAR AXLE, 
2 TO C.G. OF VEHICLE',/) 
3600 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE THE MASSES OF EACH PART: 
1 SM(J), J-1,4'/) 
3605 FORMAT ('0','C.G. OF THE SYSTEM RELATIVE TO POINT P:-',/) 
3610 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE PRINCIPAL INERTIA VALUES 
1 OF EACH PART OF BODY, THAT IS,',/,5X,'1—FOR LOWER TORSO, 
2 2—FOR UPPER TORSO, 3--F0R HEAD',/) 
3620 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE INERTIA MATRIX OF VEHICLE 
1 ICI(4,J,K) J,K-1,3',/) 
3621 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR 
1 LOWER TORSO, ICI(1,J,K) J,K-1,3',/) 
3622 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR 
1 UPPER TORSO, ICI(2,J,K) J,K-1,3',/) 
3623 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR 
1 HEAD, ICI(3,J,K), J,K.1,3',/) 
3624 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR 
1 VEHICLE, ICI(4,J,K), J,K-1,3',/) 
3630 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE INERTIA MATRIX OF THE 
1 MAN/VEHICLE SYSTEM',/) 
3700 FORMAT ('0','THE TOTAL MASS OF THE SYSTEM IS: SMTL . ',F10.5,/) 
3800 FORMAT ('0','THE MASS OF RIDER"S TRUNK IS: SMAN - ',F10.5,/) 
3810 FORMAT ('0','THE COMPONENTS OF MASS CENTER OF RIDER"S TRUNK 
1 RELATIVE TO POINT P, VECTOR (RSMP), IS :',/) 
3820 FORMAT ('0',' THE INERTIA MATRIX OF TRUNK RELATIVE TO ITS 
1 MASS CENTER, [ISMAN], IS :',/) 
C 
C CONTINUE TO READ AND WRITE DATA FOR SIMULATION. 
C 
READ (5,400) TITLEl 
READ (5,400) TITLE2 
WRITE (6,410) TITLEl,TITLE2 
READ (5,501) N 
G-9.81D00 
READ (5,420) ANSP 
READ (5,420) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ 
WRITE (6,430) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ 
C 
C GET MASS DATA OF THE SYSTEM FROM COMMON FIELD 
C 
M.SMTL 
IXX-IS(1,1) 
IXY-IS(1,2) 
IXZ-IS(1,3) 
IYY-IS(2,2) 
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IYZ-IS(2,3) 
IZZ.IS(3,3) 
WRITE (6,601) M,IXX,IYY,IZZ 
WRITE (6,600) IXY,IXZ,IYZ 
XCP-RSP(l) 
YCP-RSP(2) 
ZCP-RSP(3) 
C 
READ (5,505) XFP,YFP,ZFP 
READ (5,505) XRP,YRP,ZRP 
READ (5,505) XLP,YLP,ZLP 
READ (5,505) BETA,DELTA 
READ (5,505) KT,CT 
WRITE (6,602) XCP,YCP,ZCP,XFP,YFP,ZFP,XRP,YRP,ZRP, 
1 XLP,YLP,ZLP,BETA 
WRITE (6,604) KT,CT,DELTA 
READ (5,505) (Q(I),I.1,N) 
READ (5,505) VREF 
READ (5,505) X0F,X1F 
READ (5,505) X0L,X1L 
READ (5,505) X0R,X1R 
WRITE (6,605) X0F,X1F,X0L,X1L,X0R,X1R 
READ (5,505) RTIRE 
WRITE (6,606) RTIRE 
READ (5,505) H 
WRITE (6,607) H 
READ (5,505) HSS 
READ (5,501) MXSTEP 
READ (5,501) METH 
READ (5,501) MITER 
READ (5,505) T,T0L 
READ (5,505) TEND,TST0P 
WRITE (6,610) T,TEND,TST0P,T0L 
WRITE (6,720) HSS,N,METH,MITER,MXSTEP 
C 
C PARAMETER OF THE SPINNING WHEELS 
C 
READ (5,505) IWXX,IWYY 
WRITE (6,506) IWXX,IWYY 
506 F0RMAT('0',2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA OF THE WHEEL ABOUT X-AXIS 
& (IN PLANE), IWXX- ',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/,2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
& OF THE WHEEL ABOUT SPINNING AXLE, IWYY> ',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/) 
READ (5,501) NXLOC 
READ (5,501) NYLOC 
READ (5,505) (XLOC(I), 1=1,NXLOC) 
READ (5,505) (YLOC(J), J=l,NYLOC) 
READ (5,505) ((ZLOC(I,J), J=l,NYLOC), 1=1,NXLOC) 
C 
READ (5,505) XB0,XB1 
READ (5,505) YB0,YB1 
WRITE (6,791) XB0,XB1 
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791 FORMAT (2X/THE BUMP PROFILE BEGINS AT XBO- ',G12.5,2X,/, 
& 2X,'THE BUMP PROFILE ENDS AT XBl» ',G12.5,/) 
WRITE (6,792) YBO,YBl 
792 FORMAT (2X,'THE BUMP PROFILE BEGINS AT YBO- ',G12.5,2X,/, 
& 2X,'THE BUMP PROFILE ENDS AT YBl- ',G12.5,/) 
READ (5,501) NXLOCB 
READ (5,501) NYLOCB 
READ (5,505) (XLOCB(I), I«l,NXLOCB) 
READ (5,505) (YLOCB(J), J-l,NYLOCB) 
READ (5,505) ((ZLOCB(I,J), J-l,NYLOCB), I-l,NXLOCB) 
XL0CB(11).5.8674D00 
DXL0CB-0.02794D00 
YLOCB(l)—3.048D00 
DYL0CB-0.3048D00 
DO 798 J-l,20 
798 YL0CB(J+1)=YL0CB(J)+DYL0CB 
DO 797 1-11,100,1 
XL0CB(I+1).XL0CB(I)+DXLOCB 
DO 799 J-0,20 
799 ZLOCB(I+1,J+1)=O.ODOO 
797 CONTINUE 
C1-DC0S(Q(1)) 
C2-DC0S(Q(2)) 
C3-DC0S(Q(3)) 
51-DSIN(Q(1)) 
52-DSIN(Q(2)) 
53-DSIN(Q(3)) 
XFS-XFP-XCP 
YFS-YFP-YCP 
ZFS-ZFP-ZCP 
XRS-XRP-XCP 
YRS-YRP-YCP 
ZRS-ZRP-ZCP 
XLS-XLP-XCP 
YLS-YLP-YCP 
ZLS-ZLP-ZCP 
XF=Q(4)+XFS*C2*C3-YFS*C2*S3+ZFS*S2 
YF.Q(5)+XFS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YFS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZFS*S1*C2 
ZFmQ(6)+XFS*(Sl*S3-Cl*S2*C3)+YFS*(Sl*C3+Cl*S2*S3)+ZFS*Cl*C2 
XR.Q(4)+XRS*C2*C3-YRS*C2*S3+ZRS*S2 
YR.Q(5)+XRS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YRS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZRS*S1*C2 
ZR.Q(6)+XRS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YRS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZRS*C1*C2 
XL-Q(4)+XLS*C2*C3-YLS*C2*S3+ZLS*S2 
YL.Q(5)+XLS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YLS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZLS*S1*C2 
ZL.Q(6)+XLS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YLS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZLS*C1*C2 
JCOUNT-1 
JNUM-0 
DL2-0.0D00 
lEND-O 
NUMPLT-O 
IND-1 
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ICOUNT.l 
TDEL-TEND 
TDELS-TEND 
INDEX-1 
ISTOP-0 
WRITE (6,608) 
WRITE (6,603) T,0(4),0(10),0(5),0(11),0(6),0(12),0(1),0(7), 
1 Q(2),Q(8),0(3),0(9),XL,YL,ZL,XF,YP,ZF,XR,YR,ZR 
WRITE (13,6613) T,0(1),0(2),0(3),0(4),0(5),0(6) 
WRITE (14,6613) T,SFFX,SPLX,SFRX,0(4) 
WRITE (15,6613) T,SFFY,SFLY,SPRY,0(4) 
WRITE (16,6613) T,SFPZ,SFLZ,SPRZ,0(4) 
6613 P0RMAT(10(F9.4,1X)) 
C INITIALIZED INPUT DATA TO CALL IMSL DIVPAG SUBROUTINE 
IDO - 1 
HINIT - l.OD-7 
INORN . 0 
INETH = 1 
MAXORD « 12 
FLOOR - l.ODOO 
EPS « l.OD-14 
HTRIAL - l.OD-9 
HMINC - O.OOOOIDOO 
HMAXC - O.OOIDOO 
NSTEP . 10000 
NFCN . 12 
NJE - 12 
CALL DSET (50, O.ODOO, PARAM, 1) 
PARAM(l) - HINIT 
PARAN(4) = NXSTEP 
PARAM(6) = MAXORD 
PARAM(IO) = INORM 
PARAM(ll) . FLOOR 
PARAM(12) . IMETH 
PARAH(18) - DSORT(EPS) 
PARAM(31) « HTRIAL 
PARAM(32) . HMINC 
PARAM(33) - HMAXC 
PARAM(34) = NSTEP 
PARAM(35) - NFCN 
PARAM(36) = NJE 
10 IF (TEND.GT.TSTOP.OR.XF.GT.XIF) GO TO 100 
TDEL.TDELS 
IRMS=0 
HRMS-O.ODOO 
TST=T 
SFFZ=0.0D00 
SFLZ=0.0D00 
SFRZ=O.ODOO 
SFFYsO.ODOO 
SFLYaO.ODOO 
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SFRY-O.ODOO 
SFFX-O.ODOO 
SFLX-O.ODOO 
SFRX-0.0000 
CALL DIVPAGdDO, N, FCNl, FCNJ, A, T, TEND, TOL, PARAM, Q) 
IF (IRMS.EQ.O) GO TO 3 
SFFZ-DSQRT(SFFZ/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLZ-DSQRT(SFLZ/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRZ>DSQRT(SFRZ/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFFY-DSQRT(SFFY/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLY.DSQRT(SFLY/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRY-DSQRT(SFRY/DFLOAT(IRNS)) 
SFFX-DSQRT(SFFX/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLX-DSQRT(SFLX/DFLOAT(IRHS)) 
SFRX-DSQRT(SFRX/DFLOAT(IRNS)) 
HRMS-DSQRT(HRMS/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
3 IF (ANSZ.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,510) SFLZ,SFFZ,SFRZ,IRMS 
IF (ANSY.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,520) SFLY,SFFY,SFRY,IRMS 
IF (ANSX.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,530) SFLX,SFFX,SFRX,IRMS 
C1-DC0S(Q(1)) 
C2-DC0S(Q(2)) 
C3-DC0S(Q(3)) 
S1.DSIN(Q(1)) 
S2-DSIN(Q(2)) 
S3.DSIN(Q(3)) 
XF-0(4)+XFS*C2*C3-YFS*C2*S3+ZFS*S2 
YF.Q(5)+XFS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YFS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZFS*S1*C2 
ZF.Q(6)+XFS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YFS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZFS*C1*C2 
XR-Q(4)+XRS*C2*C3-YRS*C2*S3+ZRS*S2 
YR.Q(5)+XRS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YRS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZRS*S1*C2 
ZR.Q(6)+XRS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YRS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZRS*C1*C2 
XL-Q(4)+XLS*C2*C3-YLS*C2*S3+ZLS*S2 
YL.Q(5)+XLS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YLS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZLS*S1*C2 
ZL.Q(6)+XLS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YLS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZLS*C1*C2 
IF (ANSP.EQ.IANS) 
& WRITE (6,603) T,Q(4),Q(10),Q(5),Q(11),Q(6), 
1 Q(12),Q(1),0(7),Q(2),Q(8),Q(3),Q(9),XL,YL,ZL,XF,YF,ZF,XR,YR,ZR 
WRITE (13,6613) T,Q(1),Q(2),Q(3),Q(4),Q(5),Q(6) 
WRITE (14,6613) T,SFFX,SFLX,SFRX,Q(4) 
WRITE (15,6613) T,SFFY,SFLY,SPRY,0(4) 
WRITE (16,6613) T,SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,Q(4) 
TEND.TEND+TDEL 
ICOUNT-ICOUNT+l 
JCOUNT.JCOUNT+1 
IF (DABS(Q(1)).GT.PI.0R.DABS(Q(2)).GT.PI) IST0P=1 
IF (ICOUNT.EQ.l.AND.ISTOP.EQ.l) GO TO 100 
GO TO 10 
100 WRITE (6,613) TOL 
WRITE (6,614) N 
WRITE (6,615) (Q(I),I=1,N) 
WRITE (6,616) TEND 
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IF (ISTOP.EO.l) WRITE (6,750) 
CL0SE(UNIT.13,DISP.'SAVE') 
CL0SE(UNIT.14,DISP.'SAVE') 
CL0SE(UNIT.15,DISP.'SAVE') 
CL0SE(UNIT.16,DISP.'SAVE') 
STOP 
c« • • 
C....FORMAT STATEMENTS.... 
c« • • 
400 FORMAT (A80) 
410 FORMAT ('1',A80,/,1X,A80,/) 
420 FORMAT (3A4) 
430 FORMAT ('0',IX,'OUTPUT RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES :-',4X,A4,/, 
1 2X,'OUTPUT RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES :-',9X,A4,/, 
2 2X,'OUTPUT RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES ,10X,A4,/) 
501 FORMAT (15) 
505 FORMAT (3G10.9) 
510 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES (L,F,R) :',6X, 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
520 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES (L,F,R) :',5X, 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
530 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS LONGITUOINAL(X) FORCES (L,F,R) 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
600 F0RMAT('0',1X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXY) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M', 
1 /,2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M', 
2 /,2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IYZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/) 
601 F0RMAT('0',1X,'THE MASS OF THE MOTORCYCLE IS',G12.5,'KG',/,2X, 
1 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXX) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/,2X, 
2 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IYY) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/,2X, 
3 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IZZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/) 
602 F0RMAT(2X,'C0MP. OF POSITION VECTORS FROM POINT P TO',/, 
1 5X,'l) MASS CENTER OF THE SYS.(XCP,YCP,ZCP): ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
2 5X,'2) FRONT WHEEL (XFP,YFP,ZFP): ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
3 5X,'3) RIGHT REAR WHEEL (XRP,YRP,ZRP): ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
4 5X,'4) LEFT REAR WHEEL (XLP,YLP,ZLP): ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
5 2X,'TILT OF PROFILE (BETA) : ',G12.5,' RAD.',/) 
603 F0RMAT(/,7(' ',G11.4),/,12X,6(' ',G11.4),/,12X,9(' ',G11.4),/) 
604 F0RMAT(2X,'THE TIRE STIFFNESS IS ',G12.5,'N/M',/,2X, 
1 'THE TIRE DAMPING IS ',G12.5,'N.SEC/M',/,2X, 
2 'FRONT STEER ANGLE IS ',G12.5,' RADIANS',/) 
605 FORMAT (2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF BUMP IS AT', 
1 ' X0-',1PG12.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF BUMP IS AT X1=',2X, 
2 1PG12.5,'M (FRONT)',/, 
3 2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF BUMP IS AT', 
4 ' X0b',1PG12.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF BUMP IS AT X1=',2X, 
5 1PG12.5,'M (LEFT)',/, 
6 2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF BUMP IS AT', 
7 ' X0=',1PG12.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF BUMP IS AT X1=',2X, 
8 1PG12.5,'M (RIGHT)') 
606 F0RMAT(2X,'THE TIRE RADIUS (RTIRE) IS ; ',G12.5,'M',/) 
607 F0RMAT(2X,'THE CG HEIGHT',G12.5,'M',/) 
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608 FORMAT ('l',2X,'TIME',llX,'X',8X,'XD0T',8X,'Y',10X,'YD0T', 
1 9X,'Z',10X,'ZD0T',/,' ',12X,'PHI(R0LL)',3X,'PHID0T',5X, 
2 'THETA(PITCH)',2X,'THETADOT',3X,'PSI(YAW)',6X,'PSIDOT', 
3 /,' ',15X,'XL',10X,'YL',8X,'ZL',11X,'XF',10X,'YF',8X,'ZF',6X, 
4 'XR',10X,'YR',8X,'ZR',/) 
610 F0RMAT(2X,'THE INTEGRATION TIME PARAMETERS :',//,3X,'T.',G12.5, 
1 /,3X,'TEND.',G12.5,/,3X,'TST0P.',G12.5,/,3X,'T0L.',G12.5,/) 
613 F0RMAT(2X/T0L.%G12.5) 
614 P0RMAT(2X,'N-',I5) 
615 F0RMAT(2X,'Y3',4(G12.5,2X)) 
616 F0RMAT(2X,'TEND',G12.5) 
619 F0RMAT(3X,'THE AMPLITUDE(S) OF THE BUMP IS/ARE ',11X,5(G12.5,2X)) 
620 F0RMAT(3X,'THE WAVELENGTH MODIFIER(S) OF THE BUMP IS/ARE 
1 5(G12.5,2X)) 
621 FORMAT('0',1X,'THE NUMBER OF DATA PROFILES.',IX,12,/) 
622 F0RMAT(/,2X,'THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DEGREE',12,' POLY. ARE :', 
1 /,10(46X,1PE14.7,/),/) 
623 FORMAT (/,2X,'SQUARE BUMPS IN USED 7 : ',I2,5X,'(1-YES; O-NO)',/) 
700 FORMAT </,6X,'RMS STEPSIZE :',1PE14.7) 
710 FORMAT (///,6X,'WARNING ERROR # ',13,' HAS BEEN ISSUED.',//) 
720 FORMAT (/,2X,'THE INITIAL STEPSIZE ; ',lPEi4.7,//, 
1 2X,'TRE NUMBER OF 1ST ORDER ODES : ',13,//, 
2 2X,'MBTH . ',12,' (I.ADAMS ; 2.GEAR)',//, 
3 2X,'MITER . ',12,' (0-NFCNJ ; l.UFCNJ ; 2,3.DFCNJ)',//, 
4 2X,'MXSTEP. ',15,//) 
750 FORMAT (//,6X,'VEHICLE"S PITCH OR ROLL ANGLES HAVE EXCEEDED ', 
1 '90 DEGREES.',//,6X,'CRASH OF VEHICLE ANTICIPATED AND ', 
2 'SIMULATION TERMINATED.',//) 
END 
SUBROUTINE FCNJ (N,T,Q,PQ) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
INTEGER N 
REAL*8 Q(N),PQ(N,N),T 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FCN1(N,T,Q,DQ) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 0(N),D0(N) 
REAL*8 IR,L,DUM,LDUM 
REAL*8 KT,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ 
REAL*8 KX,KY,KZ,LX,LY,LZ 
DIMENSION RPF(3),RPL(3),RPR(3),FF(3),FL(3),FR(3),TF(3),TL(3),TR(3) 
DIMENSION ET(3,3),E(3,3),IR(3,3),A1(3,3),A2(3,3),A3(3,3), 
& ETI(3,3),ETIE(3,3),ETIEA1(3,3),ADQ(3,3),AQQ(3,3), 
& ETIEA2(3,3),L(3),DUM(3),LDUM(3),QQ(3),TXYZ(3), 
& V1(3),V2(3),V3(3),RHS(3),XX(3) 
DIMENSION XLOC(18),YLOC(21),ZLOC(18,21),XLOCB(lOl),YLOCB(21), 
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& ZLOCB(101,21),SNU(3),SHU(3),SLU(3) 
COMMON /PRM/ XT,YT,ZT,XO,X1,DELTA,XBO,XB1,YBO,YB1,IWXX,IWYY 
COMMON /VAR/ H,KT,CT,RTIRE,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ, 
1 G,XPS,YFS,ZFS,XRS,YRS,ZRS,XLS,YLS,ZLS,BETA,YRP,XFP 
COMMON /RMS/ SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,SFFY,SFLY,SFRY,SFFX,SFLX,SFRX,HRMS, 
1 IRMS,VREF,TST 
COMMON /CONTOR/ ICONT,NXLOC,NYLOC,XLOC,YLOC,ZLOC 
& XLOCB,YLOCB,ZLOCB 
COMMON /CONVEC/ SNU,SHU,SLU 
COMMON /XFLR/ X0F,X1F,X0L,X1L,X0R,X1R 
COMMON /DEPTH/ HMA,TDEL,TDELS 
REAL*8 IWXX,IWYY,IW(3,3),IWE(3,3),ETIWE(3,3),WVW(3),IWVW(3), 
& IDUM(3),V4(3),V5(3),V6(3),WCR0S(3) 
FRICT-0.5D00 
PXF-O.ODOO 
PXL.0.0D00 
PXR-O.ODOO 
PYF-O.ODOO 
PYL-O.ODOO 
PYR-O.ODOO 
PZF-O.ODOO 
PZL-O.ODOO 
PZR-O.ODOO 
FFX-O.ODOO 
FFY-O.ODOO 
FFZ-O.ODOO 
FLX-O.ODOO 
FLY-O.ODOO 
FLZ.O.ODOO 
FRX-O.ODOO 
FRY-O.ODOO 
FRZ-O.ODOO 
FFYN.O.ODOO 
FLYN.0.0D00 
FRYN.0.0D00 
FFZN-O.ODOO 
FLZN-O.ODOO 
FRZN-O.ODOO 
ALFHAF-O.ODOO 
ALPHAL=O.ODOO 
ALPHAR-O.ODOO 
C1«DC0S(Q(1)) 
C2.DC0S(0(2)) 
C3-DCOS(Q(3)) 
51-DSIN(0(1)) 
52-DSIN(Q(2)) 
53-DSIN(Q(3)) 
E1.C2*C3 
E2.C1*S3+S1*S2*C3 
E3.S1*S3-C1*S2*C3 
E4.C2*S3 
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E5-C1*C3-S1*S2*S3 
E6.S1*C3+C1*S2*S3 
E7-S1*C2 
E8.C1*C2 
C MATRIX [E]—TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
E(1,1).E1 
E(1,2).E2 
E(1,3).E3 
E(2,l).-E4 
E(2,2).E5 
E(2,3).E6 
B(3,1).S2 
E(3,2)—E7 
E(3,3).E8 
C MATRIX DUM(3)—ANGULAR VELOCITY 
DUM1-Q(7)+Q(9)*S2 
DUM2-0(8)*C1-Q(9)*E7 
DUM3-Q(8)*S1+Q(9)*E8 
DUM(1)-DUM1 
DUM(2)-DUM2 
DUM(3)-DUM3 
RXF.XFS*C2*C3-YFS*C2*S3+ZFS*S2 
RYP-XFS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YFS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZFS*S1*C2 
RZF-XFS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YFS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZFS*C1*C2 
RXR.XRS*C2*C3-YRS*C2*S3+ZRS*S2 
RYR.XRS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YRS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZRS*S1*C2 
RZR.XRS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YRS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZRS*C1*C2 
RXL-XLS*C2*C3-YLS*C2*S3+ZLS*S2 
RYL=XLS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YLS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZLS*S1*C2 
RZL»XLS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YLS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZLS*C1*C2 
XF.Q(4) + RXF 
YF»Q(5) + RYF 
ZF.Q(6) + RZF 
XL-Q(4) + RXL 
YL-Q(5) + RYL 
ZL«Q(6) + RZL 
XR=Q(4) + RXR 
YR.Q(5) + RYR 
ZR-Q(6) + RZR 
Q 
C CALCULATE SLIP ANGLES. 
Q 
S=O.ODOO 
VFX-Q(10)+DUM2*RZF-DUM3*RYF 
VFY-Q(11)+DUM3*RXF-DUM1*RZF 
VFZ-Q(12)+DUN1*RYF-DUM2*RXF 
VLX.Q(10)+DUM2*RZL-DUM3*RYL 
VLY.Q(11)+DUM3*RXL-DUM1*RZL 
VLZ=Q(12)+DUM1*RYL-DUM2*RXL 
VRX.Q(10)+DUM2*RZR-DUM3*RYR 
VRY=Q(ll)+DUM3*RXR-DUM1*RZR 
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VRZ.Q(12)+DUM1*RYR-DUM2*RXR 
IF (IRMS.GE.1.0R.XF.LT.25.0D00) GO TO 5 
5 KX - E1*DUM1+E2*DUM2+E3*DUM3 
KY . -E4*DUM1+B5*DUM2+E6*DUM3 
KZ « S2*DUM1-E7*DUM2+E8*DUM3 
LX - KX*(IXX*E1-IXY*E4+IXZ*S2) 
1 +KY*(IXY*E1-IYY*E4+IYZ*S2) 
2 +KZ*(IXZ*E1-IYZ*E4+IZZ*S2) 
LY - KX*(IXX*B2+IXY*E5-IXZ*E7) 
1 +KY*(IXY*E2+IYY*E5-IYZ*E7) 
2 +KZ*(IXZ*E2+IYZ*E5-IZZ*E7) 
LZ - KX*(IXX*E3+IXY*E6+IXZ*E8) 
1 +KY*(IXY*E3+IYY*E6+IYZ*E8) 
2 +KZ*(IXZ*E3+IYZ*E6+IZZ*E8) 
C 
C VECTOR (L) - INERTIA MATRIX [IR] * ANGULAR VELOCITY(DUH) 
C 
L(1)-LX 
L(2)-LY 
L(3)-LZ 
XFPR-XF+RTIRE 
XFNR-XF-RTIRE 
XRPR-XR+RTIRE 
XRHR.XR-RTIRE 
XLPR.XL+RTIRE 
XLNR-XL-RTIRE 
ZFPR.ZF+RTIRE 
ZRPR-ZR+RTIRE 
ZLPR.ZL+RTIRE 
c* • • 
C FORCE CALCULATIONS OVER THE CONTOUR FOR FRONT WHEEL. 
C • • * 
XO-XOF 
Xl-XIF 
XT-XF 
YT-YF 
ZT-ZF 
SUB - ZF+RTIRE-ZEE(XF,YF) 
IF (XF.GE.XBO .AND. XF.LE.XBl) SUB = ZF+RTIRE-ZEEB(XF,YF) 
IF (SUB.LE.O.ODOO) GO TO 15 
XVEL>Q(10)+RZF*DUM2-RYF*DUM3 
YVEL«Q(11)+RXF*DUM3-RZF*DUM1 
ZVEL-Q(12)+RYF*DUM1-RXF*DUM2 
PXF.RTIRE*SNU(1) 
PYF.RTIRE*SNU(2) 
PZF.RTIRE*SNU(3) 
RVEL.XVEL*SNU(1)+YVEL*SNU(2)+ZVEL*SNU(3) 
FKTS«FKT(SUB) 
FNOR=FKTS+CT*RVEL 
FN0RX.-FN0R*SNU(1) 
FNORY—FN0R*SNU(2) 
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FNORZ—FN0R*SNU(3) 
FFX-FFX+FNORX 
FFY-FFY+FNORY 
FFZ.FFZ+FNORZ 
FFZN-FNOR 
SHU(1).DC0S(DELTA)*E1-DSIN(DELTA)*E4 
SHU(2).DC0S(DELTA)*E2+DSIN(DELTA)*E5 
SHU(3).DC0S(DELTA)*E3+DSIN(DELTA)*E6 
CALL CROSP(SNU,SHU,SLU) 
CALL CROSP(SLU,SNU,SHU) 
c* • • 
C LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CORNERING STIFFNESS. 
Ca • • 
VFYP-VFX*SLU(1)+VFY*SLU(2)+VFZ*SLU(3) 
VFXP-VFX*SHU(1)+VFY*SHU(2)+VFZ*SHU(3) 
ALPHAF-DATAN(VFYP/VFXP)-DELTA 
IF (DABS(FFZN).LT.l.ODOO) GO TO 20 
FFYNCS—COEFF(DABS(FFZN))*ALPHAF 
20 FFYNMX-FRICT*FFZN 
IF (DABS(FFYN).LT.DABS(FFYNMX) .OR. FFYN.LT.l.ODOO) GO TO 14 
FFYNCS - DABS(FFYNMX)*FFYNCS/DABS(FFYNCS) 
14 CONTINUE 
PFX.FFX+FFYNCS*SLU(1) 
FFY.FFY+FFYNCS*SLU(2) 
FFZ-FFZ+FFYNCS*SLU(3) 
c* • • 
c!!..FORCE CALCULATION OVER THE CONTOUR FOR LEFT REAR WHEEL. 
C* t • 
15 CONTINUE 
XO-XOL 
X1.X1L 
XT-XL 
YT-YL 
ZT-ZL 
SUB . ZL+RTIRE-ZEE(XL,YL) 
IF (XL.GE.XBO .AND. XL.LE.XBl) SUB . ZL+RTIRE-ZEEB(XL,YL) 
IF (SUB.LE.O.ODOO) GO TO 25 
XVEL.Q(10)-RYL*DUM3+RZL*DUM2 
YVEL.Q(11)-RZL*DUM1+RXL*DUM3 
ZVEL-0(12)-RXL*DUM2+RYL*DUM1 
PXL.RTIRE*SNU(1) 
PYL.RTIRE*SNU(2) 
PZL.RTIRE*SNU(3) 
RVEL.XVEL*SNU(1)+YVEL*SNU(2)+ZVEL*SNU(3) 
FKTS-FKT(SUB) 
FNOR-FKTS+CT*RVEL 
FNCRX—FN0R*SNU(1) 
FN0RY.-FN0R*SNU(2) 
FN0RZ.-FN0R*SNU(3) 
FLX.FLX+FNORX 
FLY-FLY+FNORY 
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PLZ.PLZ+FNORZ 
FLZN-FNOR 
SHU(1)-E1 
SHU(2)-E2 
SHU(3).E3 
CALL CROSP(SNU,SHU,SLU) 
CALL CROSP(SLU,SNU,SHU) 
C» • • 
C....LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CORNERING STIFFNESS. 
C» • • 
VLYP-VLX*SLU(1)+VLY*SLU(2)+VLZ*SLU(3) 
VLXP-VLX*SHU(1)+VLY*SHU(2)+VLZ*SHU(3) 
ALPHAL-DATAN(VLYP/VLXP) 
IF (DABS(FLZN).LT.l.ODOO) GO TO 23 
FLYNCS—COEFF(DABS(FLZN))*ALPHAL 
23 FLYNMX-FRICT*FLZN 
IF (DABS(FLYN).LT.DABS(FLYNMX) .OR. FLYN.LT.l.ODOO) GO TO 24 
FLYNCS - DABS(FLYNMX)*FLYNCS/DABS(FLYNCS) 
24 CONTINUE 
FLX-FLX+FLYNCS*SLU(1) 
FLY-FLY+FLYNCS*SLU(2) 
FLZ.FLZ+FLYNCS*SLU(3) 
C... 
C NORMAL FORCE CALCULATION OVER THE CONTOUR FOR RIGHT REAR WHEEL. 
C.. « 
25 CONTINUE 
XO-XOR 
Xl-XIR 
XT.XR 
YT-YR 
ZT=ZR 
SUB = ZR+RTIRE-ZEE(XR,YR) 
IF (XR.GE.XBO .AND. XR.LE.XBl) SUB = ZR+RTIRE-ZEEB(XR,YR) 
IF (SUB.LE.0.0000) GO TO 35 
XVEL-Q(10)-RYR*DUM3+RZR*DUM2 
YVEL»Q(11)-RZR*DUMl+RXR*DUM3 
ZVEL.Q(12)-RXR*DUM2+RYR*DUM1 
PXR.RTIRE*SNU(1) 
PYR.RTIRE*SNU(2) 
PZR.RTIRE*SNU(3) 
RVEL.XVEL*SNU(1)+YVEL*SNU(2)+ZVEL*SNU(3) 
FKTS-FKT(SUB) 
FNOR.FKTS+CT*RVEL 
FN0RX.-FN0R*SNU(1) 
FN0RY=-FN0R*SNU(2) 
FN0RZ=-FN0R*SNU(3) 
FRX-FRX+FNORX 
FRY-FRY+FNORY 
FRZ.FRZ+FNORZ 
FRZN=FNOR 
SHU(1).E1 
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SHU(2).E2 
SHU(3)-E3 
CALL CROSP(SNU,SHU,SLU) 
CALL CROSP(SLU,SNU,SHU) 
C....LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CORNERING STIFFNESS. 
c« • • 
VRYP-VRX*SLU(1)+VRY*SLU(2)+VRZ*SLU(3) 
VRXP-VRX*SHU(1)+VRY*SHU(2)+VRZ*SHU(3) 
ALPHAR-DATAN(VRTP/VRXP) 
IF (FRZN.LT.l.ODOO) GO TO 26 
FRYNCS—COEFF(FRZN)AALPHAR 
26 PRYNMX.FRICT*FRZN 
IP (DABS(FRYN).LT.DABS(FRYNMX) .OR. FRYN.LT.l.ODOO) GO TO 34 
FRYNCS - DABS(FRYNMX)*FRYNCS/DABS(FRYNCS) 
34 CONTINUE 
FRX.FRX+FRYNCS*SLU(1) 
FRY-FRY+FRYNCS*SLU(2) 
FRZ.FRZ+FRYNCS*SLU(3) 
35 SFFZ.SFFZ+FFZ*FFZ 
SFLZ-SFLZ+FLZ*FLZ 
SPRZ.SFRZ+PRZ*FRZ 
SPFY.SFFY+FFY*FFY 
SFLr-SFLY+FLY*FLY 
SFRY-SFRY+FRY*FRY 
SPFX-SFFX+FFX*FFX 
SFLX.SFLX+FLX*FLX 
SFRX.SPRX+FRX*FRX 
HRMS.HRMS+(T-TST)*(T-TST) 
TST-T 
IRMS.IRMS+1 
RPXF-RXF+PXF 
RPYF-RYF+PYF 
RPZF-RZF+PZF 
RPXL.RXL+PXL 
RPYL-RYL+PYL 
RPZL.RZL+PZL 
RPXR.RXR+PXR 
RPYR-RYR+PYR 
RPZRmRZR+PZR 
RPF(l)-RPXF 
RPF(2)-RPYF 
RPF(3)-RPZF 
RPL(1)-RPXL 
RPL(2)-RPYL 
RPL(3)-RPZL 
RPR(1)=RPXR 
RPR(2)-RPYR 
RPR(3)»RPZR 
FF(1)-FFX 
FF(2)-FFY 
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FF(3)-FFZ 
FL(1).FLX 
FL(2)-FLY 
FL(3)-FLZ 
FR(1).FRX 
FR(2)-FRY 
PR(3)-FRZ 
CALL CROSP(RPF,FF,TF) 
CALL CROSP(RPL,FL,TL) 
CALL CROSP(RPR,FR,TR) 
TXYZ(1)-TF(1)+TL(1)+TR(1) 
TXYZ(2)-TF(2)+TL(2)+TR(2) 
TXYZ(3)-TP(3)+TL(3)+TR(3) 
C 
C DERIVE EQUATIONS OF MOTION USING MATRIX METHOD 
C 
IR(1,1).IXX 
IR(1,2)-IXY 
IR(1,3).IXZ 
IR(2,1).IR(1,2) 
IR(2,2).IYY 
IR(2,3)-IYZ 
IR(3,1).IR(1,3) 
IR(3,2).IR(2,3) 
IR(3,3).IZZ 
C 
A1(1,1).1.0D00 
A1(1,2).O.ODOO 
A1(1,3)=S2 
A1(2,1)-0.0D00 
A1(2,2).C1 
A1(2,3)=-S1*C2 
A1(3,1)=0.0D00 
A1(3,2)-S1 
A1(3,3).C1*C2 
C 
A2(1,1)=O.ODOO 
A2(1,2).C2 
A2(1,3)=0.0D00 
A2(2,l)—SI 
A2(2,2).S1*S2 
A2(2,3).-C1*C2 
A2(3,1).C1 
A2(3,2).-C1*S2 
A2(3,3)=-S1*C2 
C 
A3(1,1)=1.0DOO 
A3(1,2)=0.0D00 
A3(1,3)»0.0D00 
A3(2,1)=0.0D00 
A3(2,2).C1 
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A3(2,3)-S1 
A3(3,1).S2 
A3(3,2).-S1*C2 
A3(3,3).C1*C2 
C 0Q(1)—Q(7)*Q(8) 
00(2)—Q(8)*Q(9) 
00(3)—Q(7)*0(9) 
C 
CALL ATA(ET,E) 
CALL PRD33(ET,IR,ETI) 
CALL PRD33(ETI,E,ETIE) 
CALL PRD33(ETIE,A1,ETIEA1) 
CALL PRD33(ETIE,A2,ETIEA2) 
CALL PRD33(A3,ETIEA1,AD0) 
CALL PRD33(A3,ETIEA2,AQQ) 
CALL CROSP(L,DUM,LDUM) 
CALL PRD31(A3,LDUM,V1) 
CALL PRD31(AQQ,0Q,V2) 
CALL PRD31(A3,TXYZ,V3) 
CALL VADD3(V1,V2,V3,V4) 
C 
C CALCULATE THE EFFECTS OF THE SPINNING WHEELS 
C 
DO 36 1.1,3 
DO 36 J.1,3 
36 IV(I,J).0.0D00 
IW(1,1)-3.0D00*IWXX 
IW(2,2)-3.0D00*IWYY 
IW(3,3)-3.0D00*IWYY 
U-DABS( E1*Q(10)+E2*Q(11)+E3*Q(12) ) 
WVW(1)»E4*U/RTIRE 
WVW(2)—E5*U/RTIRE 
WVW(3)—E6*U/RTIRE 
CALL PRD33(IW,E,IVE) 
CALL PRD33(ET,IWE,ETIWE) 
CALL PRD31(ETIWE,WVW,IWVW) 
CALL PRD31(ETIWE,DUN,IDUM) 
CALL CR0SP(I%VW,DUM,V5) 
CALL PRD31(A3,V5,V6) 
CALL ADDV(V4,V6,RHS) 
CALL CR0SP(IWVW,WVW,V5) 
CALL PRD31(A3,V5,V6) 
CALL ADDV(V6,RHS,RHS) 
CALL CR0SP(IDUM,WVW,V5) 
CALL PRD31(A3,V5,V6) 
CALL ADDV(V6,RHS,RHS) 
CALL CROSP(WVW,DUM,WCROS) 
CALL PRD31(ETIWE,WCR0S,V5) 
CALL PRD31(A3,V5,V6) 
CALL ADDV(V6,RHS,RHS) 
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C 
C CALL IMSL/LIB SUBROUTINE—DLSLRG TO SOLVE DQ(J) J.7,8,9 
C 
CALL DLSLRGO, ADO, 3, RHS, 1, XX) 
DQ(1)-Q(7) 
DQ(2)-Q(8) 
DQ(3)-Q(9) 
DQ(4)-Q(10) 
DQ(5)-Q(11) 
D0(6).Q(12) 
DQ(7)-XX(1) 
DQ(8)-XX(2) 
DQ(9)-XX(3) 
DQ(10)-(FFX+FLX+FRX)/M 
DQ(11)-(FFY+FLY+FRY)/M 
DQ(12)-(FFZ+FLZ+FRZ+M*G)/M 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CROSP(A,B,C) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE CROSS PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION A(3),B(3),C(3) 
C(1)-A(2)*B(3)-B(2)*A(3) 
C(2).A(3)*B(1)-B(3)*A(1) 
C(3).A(1)*B(2)-B(1)*A(2) 
RETURN 
END 
REAL FUNCTION ZEE(X,Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 KT,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,lYZ,DELTA 
DIMENSION XLOC(18),YLOC(21),ZLOC(18,21),XLOCB(101),YLOCB(21), 
& ZLOCB(101,21),SNU(3),SHU(3),SLU(3) 
COMMON /PRM/ XT,YT,ZT,X0,X1,DELTA,XB0,XB1,YB0,YB1,IWXX,IWYY 
COMMON /VAR/ H,KT,CT,RTIRE,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ, 
1 G,XFS,YFS,ZFS,XRS,YRS,ZRS,XLS,YLS,ZLS,BETA,YRP,XFP 
COMMON /CONTOR/ ICONT,NXLOC,NYLOC,XLOC,YLOC,ZLOC, 
& XLOCB,YLOCB,ZLOCB 
COMMON /CONVEC/ SNU,SHU,SLU 
I-1+(X-XL0C(1))/(XL0C(2)-XL0C(1)) 
J-1+(Y-YL0C(1))/(YL0C(2)-YL0C(1)) 
SUM - ZL0C(I,J)*(XL0C(I+1)-X)/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
1 (YLOC(J+l)-y)/(YLOC(J+l)-YLOC(J)) 
2 +ZL0C(I+1,J)*(X-XL0C(I))/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
3 (YL0C(J+1)-Y)/(YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J)) 
4 +ZL0C(I,J+1)*(XL0C(I+1)-X)/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
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5 (Y-YL0C(J))/(YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J)) 
6 +ZL0C(I+1,J+1)*(X-XL0C(I))/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
7 (Y-YL0C(J))/(YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J)) 
ZEE.H + SUM 
FX - -(1.0D00/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))*(YL0C(J+1)-Y)/ 
1 (YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J))*(ZL0C<I+1,J)-ZL0C(I,J)) 
2 +1.0D00/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))*(Y-YL0C(J))/ 
3 (YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J))*(ZL0C(I+1,J+1)-ZL0C(I,J+1))) 
FY - -<1.0DOO/(YLOC(J+1)-YLOC(J))*(X-XLOC(I))/ 
1 (XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))*(ZL0C(I+1,J+1)-ZL0C(I+1,J)) 
2 +1.0D00/(YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J))*(XL0C(I+1)-X)/ 
3 <XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))*(ZL0C(I,J+1)-ZL0C(I,J))) 
FZ - +1.0DOO 
TDEM2 - FX**2 + PY**2 + FZ**2 
IDEM - DSQRT(TDEN2) 
SNU(l) - FX/TDEN 
SNU(2) - FY/TDEM 
SNU(3) - FZ/TDEM 
100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
REAL FUNCTION C6EFF(X) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
IF (X.LT.1225.0D00) C0EFF=5.714D00*X 
IF (X.GE.1225.ODOO.AND.X.LE.2644.5D00) C0EFF=10588.91D00 
1 -17.52D00*X+0.01792D00*X*X-0.000004842DOO*X*X*X 
IF (X.GT.2644.5D00) COEFF=O.ODOO 
RETURN 
END 
REAL FUNCTION FKT(X) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
IF (X.LT.0.107DOO) FKT=16.78000+18100.OODOO*X+91851.82DOO*X*X 
IF (X.GE.0.107D00) FKT=222400.0DOO*(X-0.107DOO)+3002.0DOO 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PRD33(A,B,C) 
C 
C SUBROUTINE PRD33—MATRIX MULTIPLICATION [A][B]=[C], ALL 3X3 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION A(3,3), B(3,3), C(3,3) 
DO 10 1.1,3 
DO 10 J.1,3 
C(I,J)=O.ODOO 
DO 20 K.1,3 
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20 C(I,J).C(I,J)+A(I,K)*B(K,J) 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PRD31(A,V,AV) 
C 
C SUBROUTINE PRD31—MATRIX [A] (V) = (AV) 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION A(3,3),V(3),AV(3) 
DO 10 1.1,3 
AV(I)-0.0D00 
DO 20 K.1,3 
20 AV(I)-AV(I)+A(I,K)*V(K) 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ATA(AT,A) 
C 
C SUBROUTINE ATA, (AT] IS THE TRANSPOSE OF [A] 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION A(3,3),AT(3,3) 
DO 10 1-1,3 
DO 10 J=l,3 
AT(I,J)=A(J,I) 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE VADD3<V1,V2,V3,SUM) 
C 
C SUBROUTINE VADD3--SUM OF THREE VECTORS 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION V1(3),V2(3),V3(3),SUM(3) 
DO 10 J- 1,3 
SUM(J)-V1(J)+V2(J)+V3(J) 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SIS 
C 
C SUBROUTINE SIS CALCULATES MASS PROPERTY OF THE MAN AND 
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C RIDER/VEHICLE SYSTEM — SMTL, (RSP), {IS]. 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 LBOl,LB12,ICI,LBOIR,LB12R,DCP,ISI,IS,DCMP,ISMI,ISMAN 
DIMENSION AA(3),BB(3),GG(3),RSTP(3),RLT0(3),LB01(3),RUT01(3), 
1 RHD02(3),LB12(3),RPC(4,3),SM(4),ICI(4,3,3) 
DIMENSION A01(3,3),B01(3,3),G01(3,3),BG01(3,3),A12(3,3),B12(3,3), 
1 G12(3,3),BG12(3,3),A23(3,3),B23(3,3),G23(3,3),BG23(3,3) 
DIMENSION S01(3,3),S02(3,3),S03(3,3),S12(3,3),S23(3,3), 
1 S01T(3,3),S02T(3,3),S03T(3,3),S12T(3,3),S23T(3,3) 
DIMENSION RLTR(3),LB01R(3),RP01R(3),RUTR<3),LB12R(3), 
1 RP02R(3),RHDR(3),RPC1R(3),RPC2R(3),RPC3R<3),DCP(4,3),RSP(3) 
DIMENSION ISI(4,3,3),IS(3,3),WKIC1(3,3),WKIC2(3,3), 
1 VKIC3(3,3),VKA(3,3),VKIS1(3,3),VKIS2(3,3),VKIS3(3,3) 
DIMENSION RSMP(3),DCMP(3,3),ISMI(3,3,3),ISMAN(3,3) 
COMMON /SMI/ AA,BB,GG,RSTP,RLTO,LBOl,RUT01,RHD02,LB12,RFC, 
1 SM,ICI,SMTL,RSP,IS,SMAN,RSMP,DCMP,ISMI,ISMAN 
C 
C CALCULATE SHIFTING MATRICES: SOI, S12, AND S23, WHICH DEFINE 
C THE RELATIVE ORIENTATION OF EACH SEGMENT OF THE MAN. 
C [S021-[S01HS12], {S031.[S01][S12HS23].[S02]IS23I 
C 
CALL SHIFT(A01,AA(1),1) 
CALL SHIFT(B01,BB(1),2) 
CALL SHIFT(G01,GG(1),3) 
CALL SHIFT(A12,AA(2),1) 
CALL SHIFT(B12,BB(2),2) 
CALL SHIFT(G12,GG(2),3) 
CALL SHIFT(A23,AA(3),1) 
CALL SHIFT(B23,BB(3),2) 
CALL SHIFT(623,GG(3),3) 
CALL PRD33(B01,G01,BG01) 
CALL PRD33(A01,BG01,S01) 
CALL PRD33(B12,G12,BG12) 
CALL PRD33(A12,BG12,S12) 
CALL PRD33(B23,G23,BG23) 
CALL PRD33(A23,BG23,S23) 
CALL PRD33(S01,S12,S02) 
CALL PRD33(S02,S23,S03) 
C 
C CALCULATE POSITION VECTORS OF EACH SEGMENT'S C.G. 
C RELATIVE TO A POINT P, VEHICLE'S MIDDLE SPAN OF REAR AXLE., 
C THOSE ARE: RPCIR RPC2R,RPC3R, AND RPCVR. 
C NOTE: REFERENCE FRAME R IS FIXED ON THE VEHICLE. 
C 
CALL ATA(S01T,S01) 
CALL ATA(S12T,S12) 
CALL ATA(S23T,S23) 
CALL PRD33(S12T,S01T,S02T) 
CALL PRD33(S23T,S02T,S03T) 
CALL PRD31(S01,RLT0,RLTR) 
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CALL PRD31(S01,LB01,LB01R) 
CALL ADDV(RSTP,RLTR,RPCIR) 
CALL ADDV(RSTP,LB01R,RP01R) 
CALL PRD31(S02,RUT01,RUTR) 
CALL PRD31(S02,LB12,LB12R) 
CALL ADDV(RP01R,RUTR,RPC2R) 
CALL ADDV(RP01R,LB12R,RP02R) 
CALL PRD31(S03,RHD02,RHDR) 
CALL ADDV(RP02R,RHDR,RPC3R) 
C 
C CALCULATE C.G. OF SYSTEM RELATIVE TO POINT P, THE MIDDLE SPAN 
C OF REAR AXLE. 
C 
SMTL.SM(1)+SM(2)+SM(3)+SM(4) 
DO S J.1,3 
RSP(J)-(SM(1)*RPC1R(J)+SM(2)*RPC2R(J)+SM(3)*RPC3R(J)+ 
1 SM(4)*RPC(4,J))/SMTL 
5 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE C.G. OF RIDER'S TRUNK RELATIVE TO POINT P 
C 
SMAN.SM(1)+SM(2)+SM(3) 
DO 6 J»l,3 
RSMP(J).(SM(1)*RPC1R(J)+SM(2)*RPC2R(J)+SM(3)*RPC3R(J))/SMAN 
6 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE THE DISTANCES BETWEEN C.G. OF EACH SEGMENT AND 
C C.G OF THE SYSTEM 
C 
DO 10 J=l,3 
RPC(1,J)=RPC1R(J) 
RPC(2,J)=RPC2R(J) 
RPC(3,J).RPC3R(J) 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 1=1,4 
DO 20 J.1,3 
DCP(I,J)-RPC(I,J)-RSP(J) 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE THE DISTANCES BETWEEN C.G. OF EACH SEGMENT AND 
C C.G. OF TRUNK 
DO 21 1-1,3 
DO 21 J=l,3 
DCMP(I,J)-RPC(I,J)-RSMP(J) 
21 CONTINUE 
C 
C SHIFT INERTIA MATRICES TO THE REFERENCE FRAME R FIXED ON VEHICLE. 
C 
DO 30 1=1,3 
DO 30 J=l,3 
DO 30 K=l,3 
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IF (J.EQ.K) GO TO 30 
ICI(I,J,K)-O.ODOO 
CONTINUE 
DO 40 J.1,3 
DO 40 K.1,3 
WKIC1(J,K).ICI(1,J,K) 
WKIC2(J,K).ICI(2,J,K) 
WKIC3(J,K).ICI(3,J,K) 
CONTINUE 
CALL PRD33(S01,WKIC1,WKA) 
CALL PRD33(WKA,S01T,WKIS1) 
CALL FRD33(S02,VKIC2,VKA) 
CALL PRD33(WKA,S02T,WKIS2) 
CALL PRD33(S03,WKIC3,WKA) 
CALL PRD33(VKA,S03T,VKIS3) 
DO 50 J.1,3 
DO 50 K.1,3 
ICI(1,J,K)-WKIS1(J,K) 
ICI(2,J,K)-WKIS2(J,K) 
ICI(3,J,K)-WKIS3(J,K) 
CONTINUE 
DO 60 1-1,4 
DO 60 J.1,3 
DO 60 K.1,3 
ISI(I,1,1)-ICI(I,1,1)+SM(I)*(DCP(I,2)**2+DCP(I,3)**2) 
ISI(I,2,2).ICI(I,2,2)+SM(I)*(DCP(I,1)**2+DCP(I,3)**2) 
ISI(I,3,3).ICI(I,3,3)+SM(I)*(DCP(I,1)**2+DCP(I,2)**2) 
ISI(I,1,2)=ICI(I,1,2)+SM(I)*DCP(I,1)*DCP(I,2) 
ISI(I,1,3)=ICI(I,1,3)+SM(I)*DCP(I,1)*DCP(I,3) 
ISI(I,2,3)-ICI(I,2,3)+SH(I)*DCP(I,2)*DCP(I,3) 
ISI(I,2,1)-ISI(I,1,2) 
ISI(I,3,1)=ISI(I,1,3) 
ISI(I,3,2).ISI(I,2,3) 
CONTINUE 
DO 70 J.1,3 
DO 70 K.1,3 
IS(J,K).ISI(1,J,K)+ISI(2,J,K)+ISI(3,J,K)+ISI(4,J,K) 
CONTINUE 
CALCULATE AND PRINT THE INERTIA MATRIX OF RIDER'S TRUNK 
DO 71 1-1,3 
DO 71 J-1,3 
DO 71 K-1,3 
ISMI(I,1,1).ICI(I,1,1)+SM(I)*(DCMP(I,2)**2+DCMP(I,3)**2) 
ISMI(I,2,2)=ICI(I,2,2)+SM(I)*(DCMP(I,1)**2+DCMP(I,3)**2) 
ISMI(I,3,3)=ICI(I,3,3)+SM(I)*(DCMP(I,1)**2+DCMP(I,2)**2) 
ISMI(I,1,2)=ICI(I,1,2)+SM(I)*DCMP(I,1)*DCMP(I,2) 
ISMI(I,1,3)-ICI(I,1,3)+SM(I)*DCMP(I,1)*DCMP(I,3) 
ISMI(I,2,3)=ICI(I,2,3)+SM(I)*DCMP(I,2)*DCMP(I,3) 
ISMI(I,2,1)-ISMI(I,1,2) 
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ISMI(I,3,1)=ISMI(I,1,3) 
ISMI(I,3,2).ISMI(I,2,3) 
71 CONTINUE 
DO 72 J.1,3 
DO 72 K.1,3 
ISMAN(J,K).ISMI(1,J,K)+ISMI(2,J,K)+ISMI(3,J,K) 
72 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SHIFT(SMAT,SMI,MA) 
C 
C SUBROUTINE SHIFT IS USED TO COMPUTE THE INDIVIDUAL 
C TRANSFORMATION MATRICES 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION SMAT(3,3) 
C 
C COMPUTE ALPHA TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
C 
CS - DCOS(SMI) 
SS - DSIN(SMI) 
DO 1 1.1,3 
DO 1 J.1,3 
1 SMAT(I,J)-O.ODOO 
IF (MA.EG.2) GO TO 2 
IF (MA.EQ.3) GO TO 3 
SMAT(1,1)=1.0D00 
SMAT(2,2)«CS 
SMAT(3,3)=CS 
SMAT(3,2)=SS 
SMAT(2,3)=-SS 
GO TO 50 
C 
C COMPUTE BETA TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
C 
2 SMAT(1,1)=CS 
SMAT(2,2)=1.0D00 
SMAT(3,3)-CS 
SMAT(1,3)-SS 
SMAT(3,1).-SS 
GO TO 50 
C 
C COMPUTE GAMMA TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
C 
3 SMAT(1,1)=CS 
SMAT(2,2)=CS 
SMAT(3,3)-1.0D00 
SMAT(2,1)=SS 
SMAT(1,2)=-SS 
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50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ADDV(A,B,C) 
C 
C SUBROUTINE ADDV IS USED TO FORM VECTOR ADDITION (C).(A)+(B), 
C WHERE A,B, AND C ARE 3*1 VECTOR 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION A(3),B(3),C(3) 
DO 1 1.1,3 
C(I)-A(I)+B(I) 
1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
REAL FUNCTION ZEEB(X,Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 KT,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ 
DIMENSION XLOC(18),YL0C(21),ZLOC(18,21),XLOCB(101),YL0CB(21), 
& ZL0CB(101,21),SNU(3),SHU(3),SLU(3) 
COMMON /PRM/ XT,YT,ZT,X0,X1,DELTA,XB0,XB1,YB0,YB1,IWXX,IWYY 
COMMON /VAR/ H,KT,CT,RTIRE,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ, 
1 G,XFS,YFS,ZFS,XRS,YRS,ZRS,XLS,YLS,ZLS,BETA,YRP,XFP 
COMMON /CONTOR/ ICONT,NXLOC,NYLOC,XLOC,YLOC,ZLOC, 
& XLOCB,YLOCB,ZLOCB 
COMMON /CONVEC/ SNU,SHU,SLU 
I=1+(X-XL0CB(1))/(XL0CB(2)-XLOCB(1)) 
J=1+(Y-YL0CB(1))/(YLOCB(2)-YLOCB(1)) 
SUM = ZL0CB(I,J)*(XL0CB(I+1)-X)/(XL0CB(I+1)-XL0CB(I))* 
1 (YL0CB(J+1)-Y)/(YL0CB(J+1)-YL0CB(J)) 
2 +ZLOCB(I+1,J)*(X-XLOCB(I))/(XLOCB(I+1)-XLOCB(I))* 
3 (YL0CB(J+1)-Y)/(YL0CB(J+1)-YL0CB(J)) 
4 +ZLOCB(I,J+1)*(XLOCB(I+1)-X)/(XLOCB(I+1)-XLOCB(I))* 
5 (Y-YL0CB(J))/(YL0CB(J+1)-YL0CB(J)) 
6 +ZL0CB(I+1,J+1)*(X-XL0CB(I))/(XL0CB(I+1)-XL0CB(I))* 
7 (Y-YL0CB(J))/(YL0CB(J+1)-YL0CB(J)) 
ZEEB-H + SUM 
FX . -(1.0D00/(XL0CB(I+1)-XL0CB(I))*(YL0CB(J+1)-Y)/ 
1 (YL0CB(J+1)-YL0CB(J))*(ZL0CB(I+1,J)-ZL0CB(I,J)) 
2 +1.0D00/(XL0CB(I+1)-XL0CB(I))*(Y-YL0CB(J))/ 
3 (YL0CB(J+1)-YL0CB(J))*(ZL0CB(I+1,J+1)-ZL0CB(I,J+1))) 
FY » -(1.0D00/(YL0CB(J+1)-YL0CB(J))*(X-XL0CB(I))/ 
1 (XL0CB(I+1)-XL0CB(I))*(ZL0CB(I+1,J+1)-ZL0CB(I+1,J)) 
2 +1.0D00/(YL0CB(J+1)-YL0CB(J))*(XL0CB(I+1)-X)/ 
3 (XL0CB(I+1)-XL0CB(I))*(ZL0CB(I,J+1)-ZL0CB(I,J))) 
FZ = +1.0D00 
TDEM2 = PX**2 + FY**2 + FZ**2 
TDEH . DSQRT(TDEH2) 
SNU(l) . FX/TDEM 
SNU(2) - FY/TDEM 
SNU(3) - FZ/TDEM 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX B. DST4BW PROGRAM 
PROGRAM DST4BV 
IMPLICIT RBAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 KT,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ,IWXX,IWYY 
REAL*8 LB01,LB12,ICI,IS,DCMP,ISMI,ISMAN 
CHARACTER*80 TITLE1,TITLE2 
CHARACTERS ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ,ANSP,lANS 
DIMENSION AA(3),BB(3),GG(3),RSTP(3),RLT0(3),LB01(3),RUT01(3), 
1 RHD02(3),LB12(3),RPC(4,3),SM(4),ICI(4,3,3),RSP(3),IS(3,3), 
2 RSMP(3),DCMP(3,3),ISMI(3,3,3),ISMAN(3,3) 
DIMENSION XL0C(18),YL0C(21),ZLOC(18,21),XLOCB(101),YL0CB(21), 
1 ZL0CB(101,21),SNU(3),SHU(3),SLU(3) 
DIMENSION A(12,12),PARAM(50) 
DIMENSION Q(12),DQ(12) 
COMMON /PRM/ XT,YT,ZT,X0,X1,Y0,Y1,DELTA,XB0,XB1,YB0,YB1, 
& IWXX.IWYY 
COMMON /VAR/ H,KT,CT,RTIRFL,RTIRFR,RTIRRL,RTIRRR,M, 
1 IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ, 
2 G,XFLS,YFLS,ZFLS,XFRS,YFRS,ZFRS,XRLS,YRLS,ZRLS,XRRS,YRRS,ZRRS, 
3 BETA,YRRP,XFRP 
COMMON /RMS/ SFFLZ,SFFRZ,SFRLZ,SFRRZ,SFFLY,SFFRY,SFRLY,SFRRY, 
1 SFFLX,SFFRX,SFRLX,SFRRX,HRMS,IRMS,VREF,TST 
COMMON /CONTOR/ ICONT,NXLOC,NYLOC,XLOC,YLOC,ZLOC, 
1 XLOCB,YLOCB,ZLOCB 
COMMON /CONVEC/ SNU,SHU,SLU 
COMMON /XFLR/ X0FL,X1FL,X0FR,X1FR,X0RL,X1RL,X0RR,X1RR 
COMMON /SMI/ AA,BB,GG,RSTP,RLT0,LB01,RUT01,RHD02,LB12,RPC, 
1 SM,ICI,SMTL,RSP,IS,SMAN,RSMP,DCMP,ISMI,ISMAN 
EXTERNAL FCN1,FCNJ 
OPEN(UNIT.13,FILE='DST4BV.LSP',STATUS»'NEW') 
0PEN(UNIT.14,FILE.'DST4BW.LSX',STATUS.'NEW') 
0PEN(UNIT.15,FILE.'DST4BW.LSY',STATUS»'NEW') 
0PEN(UNIT.16,FILE.'DST4BW.LSZ',STATUS.'NEW') 
DATA lANS/' Y'/ 
IEDGFL-0 
IEDGFR.0 
IEDGRL.0 
lEDGRR-O 
RELERR.l.OD-04 
ABSERR-l.OD-04 
PI.3.1415926D+00 
C 
C READ INPUT DATA FOR CALCULATING INERTIA MATRICES 
C OF THE MOVABLE RIDER/VEHICLE SYSTEM. 
C 
READ(5,3510) (AA(I), 1=1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (BB(I), 1=1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (GG(I), 1=1,3) 
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C 
C CONTINUE TO READ AND WRITE THE INPUT DATA 
C 
READ (5,400) TITLEl 
READ (5,400) TITLE2 
WRITE (6,410) TITLEl,TITLE2 
READ (5,501) N 
G-9.81D+00 
READ (5,420) ANS? 
READ (5,420) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ 
WRITE (6,430) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ 
M-SNTL 
IXX-IS(1,1) 
IXY-IS(1,2) 
IXZ.IS(1,3) 
IYY-IS(2,2) 
IYZ-IS(2,3) 
IZZ=IS(3,3) 
WRITE (6,601) M,IXX,IYY,IZZ 
WRITE (6,600) IXY,IXZ,IYZ 
XCP-RSP(l) 
YCP-RSP(2) 
ZCP.RSP(3) 
6.3621) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,1,K), K=l,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,2,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,3,K), K-1,3) 
6.3622) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,1,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,2,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,3,K), K-1,3) 
6.3623) 
6,3520) (ICI(3,1,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(3,2,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(3,3,K), K-1,3) 
6.3624) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,1,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,2,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,3,K), K-1,3) 
6,3630) 
6,3520) (IS(1,J), J-1,3) 
6,3520) (IS(2,J), J-1,3) 
6,3520) (IS(3,J), J-1,3) 
6,3700) SMTL 
6,3800) SNAN 
6,3810) 
6,3520) (RSMP(I), 1-1,3) 
6,3820) 
6,3520) (ISMAN(1,J), J-1,3) 
6,3520) (ISMAN(2,J), J-1,3) 
6,3520) (ISMAN(3,J), J-1,3) 
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READ (5,505) XFLP,YFLP,ZFLP 
READ (5,505) XFRP,YFRP,ZFRP 
READ (5,505) XRLP,YRLP,ZRLP 
READ (5,505) XRRP,YRRP,ZRRP 
READ (5,505) BETA,DELTA 
READ (5,505) KT,CT 
WRITE (6,602) XCP,YCP,ZCP,XFLP,YFLP,ZFLP,XFRP,YFRP,ZFRP, 
1 XRLP,YRLP,ZRLP,XRRP,YRRP,ZRRP,BETA 
WRITE (6,604) KT,CT,DELTA 
C 
READ (5,505) (Q(I),I-1,N) 
READ (5,505) VREF 
READ (5,505) X0FL,X1FL 
READ (5,505) X0FR,X1FR 
READ (5,505) X0RL,X1RL 
READ (5,505) X0RR,X1RR 
WRITE (6,605) X0FL,X1FL,X0FR,X1FR,X0RL,X1RL,X0RR,X1RR 
READ (5,505) RTIRFL,RTIRFR 
READ (5,505) RTIRRL,RTIRRR 
WRITE (6,606) RTIRFL,RTIRFR,RTIRRL,RTIRRR 
READ (5,505) H 
WRITE (6,607) H 
READ (5,505) HSS 
READ (5,501) MXSTEP 
READ (5,501) METH 
READ (5,501) MITER 
READ (5,505) T,TOL 
READ (5,505) TEND,TSTOP 
WRITE (6,610) T,TEND,TSTOP,TOL 
WRITE (6,720) HSS,N,METH,MITER,MXSTEP 
C 
C PARAMETER OF THE SPINNING WHEELS 
C 
READ (5,505) IWXX,IWYY 
WRITE (6,506) IWXX,IWYY 
506 F0RMAT('0',2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA OF THE WHEEL ABOUT X-AXIS 
& (IN PLANE), IWXX= ',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/,2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
& OF THE WHEEL ABOUT SPINNING AXLE, IWYY- ',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/) 
READ (5,501) NXLOC 
READ (5,501) NYLOC 
READ (5,505) (XLOC(I), 1=1,NXLOC) 
READ (5,505) (YLOC(J), J=l,NYLOC) 
READ (5,505) ((ZLOC(I,J), J=l,NYLOC), 1=1,NXLOC) 
READ (5,505) XB0,XB1 
READ (5,505) YB0,YB1 
WRITE (6,791) XB0,XB1 
791 FORMAT (2X,'THE BUMP PROFILE BEGINS AT XBO= ',G12.5,2X,/, 
& 2X,'THE BUMP PROFILE ENDS AT XB1= ',G12.5,/) 
WRITE (6,792) YB0,YB1 
792 FORMAT (2X,'THE BUMP PROFILE BEGINS AT YBO= ',G12.5,2X,/, 
& 2X, 'THE BUMP PROFILE ENDS AT YB1= ',G12.5,/) 
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IND-1 
TDEL-TEND 
TDELS-TEND 
ISTOP-0 
WRITE (6,608) 
WRITE (6,603) T,Q(4),0(10),0(5),0(11),Q(6),0(12),0(1),Q(7), 
1 0(2),Q(8),Q(3),Q(9),XFL,YFL,ZFL,XFR,YFR,ZFR, 
2 XRL,YRL,ZRL,XRR,YRR,ZRR 
WRITE (13,6613) T,0(1),0(2),0(3),0(4),0(5),0(6) 
6613 FORMAT(10(F9.4,1X)) 
WRITE (14,6613) T,SFFLX,SFFRX,SFRLX,SFRRX,0(4) 
WRITE (15,6613) T,SFFLY,SFFRY,SFRLY,SFRRY,Q(4) 
WRITE (16,6613) T,SFFLZ,SFFRZ,SFRLZ,SFRRZ,0(4) 
C INITIALIZED INPUT DATA TO CALL IMSL DIVPA6 SUBROUTINE 
IDO . 1 
HINIT - l.OD-3 
INORM . 0 
IMETH = 1 
HAXORD . 12 
FLOOR - 1.0 
EPS - l.OD-14 
HTRIAL - O.OOOOOIDOO 
HMINC - O.OOOOIDOO 
HHAXC - O.OOIDOO 
NSTEP - 10000 
NFCN . 12 
NJE . 12 
CALL DSET (50, O.OD+00, PARAM, 1) 
PARAM(l) = HINIT 
PARAM(4) = MXSTEP 
PARAM(6) . HAXORD 
PARAM(IO) = INORM 
PARAM(ll) = FLOOR 
PARAM(12) = IMETH 
PARAM(13) = MITER 
PARAM(18) = DSQRT(EPS) 
PARAM(31) . HTRIAL 
PARAM(32) = HMINC 
PARAM(33) = HMAXC 
PARAM(34) = NSTEP 
PARAM(35) - NFCN 
PARAM(36) = NJE 
10 IF (TEND.GT.TSTOP.OR.XFL.GT.XIFL.OR.XFR.GT.XIFR) GO TO 100 
TDEL-TDELS 
IRMS-0 
HRMS-O.OD+OO 
TST-T 
SFFLZ.0.OD+00 
SFFRZ.O.OD+00 
SFRLZ-O.OD+OO 
SFRRZ=0.0D+00 
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SPFLY.O.OD+00 
SFFRY-O.OD+OO 
SFRLY.O.OD+00 
SFRRY.O.OD+00 
SPPLX-O.OD+OO 
SFFRX-O.OD+00 
SFRLX-O.OD-fOO 
SFRRX-O.OD+00 
CALL DZVPAG(IDO, N, FCNl, FCNJ, 
IF (IRNS.EQ.O) GO TO 3 
SFFLZ-DSQRT(SFFLZ/DFL0AT(1RMS)) 
SFFRZ-DSQRT(SFFRZ/DFLOAT(IRHS)) 
SFRLZ-DSQRT(SFRLZ/DFLOAT(IRNS)) 
SFRRZ-DSQRT(SFRRZ/DFLOAT(IRHS)) 
SFFLY-DSQRT(SFFLY/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFFRY-OSQRT(SFFRY/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRLY-DSQRT(SFRLY/DFLOAT(IRNS)) 
SFRRY-DSQRT(SFRRY/DFLOAT(IRHS)) 
SFFLX-DSQRT(SFFLX/DFLOAT(IRHS)) 
SFFRX«DSQRT(SFFRX/DFLOAT(IRHS)) 
SFRLX-DSQRT(SFRLX/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRRX.DSORT(SFRRX/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
HRHS-DSQRT(HRNS/OFLOAT(IRMS)) 
3 IF (ANSZ.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,510) 
IF (ANSY.EO.IANS) WRITE (6,520) 
IF (ANSX.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,530) 
C1.DC0S(Q(1)) 
C2.DCOS(Q(2)) 
C3-DCOS(Q(3)) 
S1-DSIN(Q(1)) 
S2«DSIN(Q(2)) 
S3.DSIN(Q(3)) 
XFLS-XFLP-XCP 
YFLS-YFLP-YCP 
ZFLS-ZFLP-ZCP 
XFRS-XFRP-XCP 
YPRS-YFRP-YCP 
ZFRS-ZFRP-ZCP 
XRLS-XRLP-XCP 
YRLS-YRLP-YCP 
ZRLS.ZRLP-ZCP 
XRRS.XRRP-XCP 
YRRS-YRRP-YCP 
ZRRS-ZRRP-ZCP 
XFL.Q(4)+XFLS*C2*C3-YFLS*C2*S3+ZFLS*S2 
YFL.Q(5)+XFLS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YFLS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZFLS*S1*C2 
ZFL.Q(6)+XFLS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YFLS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZFLS*C1*C2 
XFR.Q(4)+XFRS*C2*C3-YFRS*C2*S3+ZFRS*S2 
YFR.Q(5)+XFRS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YFRS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZFRS*S1*C2 
ZFR.Q(6)+XFRS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YFRS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZFRS*C1*C2 
XRL-Q(4)+XRLS*C2*C3-YRLS*C2*S3+ZRLS*S2 
A, T, TEND, TOL, PARAH, Q) 
SFFLZ,SFFRZ,SFRLZ,SFRRZ,IRMS 
SFFLY,SFFRY,SFRLY,SFRRY,IRMS 
SFFLX,SFFRX,SFRLX,SFRRX,IRMS 
303 
YRL-Q(5)+XRLS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YRLS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZRLS*S1*C2 
ZRL.Q(6)+XRLS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YRLS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZRLS*C1*C2 
XRR-Q(4)+XRRS*C2*C3-YRRS*C2*S3+ZRRS*S2 
YRR.Q(5)+XRRS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YRRS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZRRS*S1*C2 
ZRR.Q(6)+XRRS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YRRS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZRRS*C1*C2 
IF (ANSP.EQ.IANS) 
& WRITE (6,603) T,Q(4),Q(10),Q(5),Q(11),Q(6),Q(12),Q(1),Q(7), 
1 Q(2),Q(8),Q(3),Q(9),XFL,YFL,ZFL,XFR,YFR,ZPR, 
2 XRL,YRL,ZRL,XRR,YRR,ZRR 
WRITE (13,6613) T,0(1),0(2),Q(3),0(4),0(5),0(6) 
WRITE (14,6613) T,SFFLX,SFFRX,SFRLX,SFRRX,0(4) 
WRITE (15,6613) T,SFFLÏ,SFFRY,SFRLÏ,SFRRY,0(4) 
WRITE (16,6613) T,SFFLZ,SFFRZ,SFRLZ,SFRRZ,0(4) 
TEND-TEND+TDEL 
IF (DABS(0(1)).GT.PI.0R.DABS(0(2)).GT.PI) ISTOP-1 
IF (ICOUNT.EO.l.AND.ISTOP.EO.l) GO TO 100 
GO TO 10 
100 WRITE (6,613) TOL 
WRITE (6,614) N 
WRITE (6,615) (0(I),I.1,N) 
WRITE (6,616) TEND 
IF (ISTOP.EQ.l) WRITE (6,750) 
CL0SE(UN1T-13,DISP-'SAVE') 
CL0SE(UNIT-14,DISP-'SAVE') 
CLOSE(UNIT.15,DISP.'SAVE') 
CL0SE(UNIT.16,DISP.'SAVE') 
STOP 
C 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR READING AND WRITING GEOMETRIC DATA. 
C 
3510 FORMAT (3G10.9) 
3514 FORMAT (4G10.9) 
3520 FORMAT (3F10.5) 
3524 FORMAT (4F10.5) 
3530 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE AATL, BBTL, AND GGTL :',/) 
3531 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE ALPH(I),1-1,3',/) 
3532 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE BETA(I),1=1,3',/) 
3533 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE GAMMA(I),I-1,3',/) 
3541 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE POSITION VECTOR RSTP, 
1 FROM POINT P TO SEAT OF VEHICLE',/) 
3542 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RLTO, FROM SEAT TO C.G. OF 
1 LOWER TORSO',/) 
3543 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR LBOl, FROM SEAT TO 01',/) 
3544 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RUTOl, FROM 01, TOP CENTER 
1 OF LOWER TORSO,',/,5X,'TO C.G. OF UPPER TORSO',/) 
3545 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RHD02, FROM 02, TOP CENTER 
1 OF UPPER TORSO, TO C.G. OF HEAD',/) 
3546 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR LB12, FROM 01 TO 02',/) 
3547 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RPC(4,J),J=1,3, WHICH IS 
1 MEASURED FROM POINT P,',/,5X,'THE MIDDLE SPAN OF REAR AXLE, 
2 TO C.G. OF VEHICLE',/) 
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3600 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE MASSES OF EACH PART: 
1 SM(J), J-1,4'/) 
3605 FORMAT ('0','C.G. OF THE SYSTEM RELATIVE TO POINT P:-',/) 
3610 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE PRINCIPAL INERTIA VALUES 
1 OF EACH PART OF BODY, THAT IS,',/,5X,'l—FOR LOWER TORSO, 
2 2—FOR UPPER TORSO, 3—FOR HEAD',/) 
3620 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE INERTIA MATRIX OF VEHICLE 
1 ICI(4,J,K) J,K-1,3',/) 
3621 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX OF LOWER TORSO RELATIVE TO 
1 REFERENCE FRAME R, ICI(1,J,K) J,K.1,3',/) 
3622 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX OF UPPER TORSO RELATIVE TO 
1 REFERENCE FRAME R, ICI(2,J,K) J,K.1,3',/) 
3623 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX OF HEAD RELATIVE TO 
1 REFERENCE FRAME R, ICI(3,J,K) J,K-1,3',/) 
3624 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX OF VEHICLE RELATIVE TO 
1 REFERENCE FRAME R, ICI(4,J,K) J,K.1,3',/) 
3630 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE INERTIA MATRIX OF THE 
1 MAN/VEHICLE SYSTEM RELATIVE TO FRAME R, [IS]',/) 
3700 FORMAT ('0','THE TOTAL MASS OF THE SYSTEM IS: SMTL - ',F10.5,/) 
3800 FORMAT ('0','THE MASS OF RIDER''S TRUNK IS: SMAN . ',F10.5,/) 
3810 FORMAT ('0','THE COMPONENTS OF MASS CENTER OF RIDER"S TRUNK 
1 RELATIVE TO POINT P, VECTOR (RSMP), IS :',/) 
3820 FORMAT ('0',' THE INERTIA MATRIX OF TRUNK RELATIVE TO ITS 
1 MASS CENTER, [ISMAN], IS :',/) 
C« • • 
C....FORMAT STATEMENTS... 
C« 11 
4ÔÔ FORMAT (A80) 
410 FORMAT ('1',A80,/,1X,A80,/) 
420 FORMAT (3A4) 
430 FORMAT ('0',IX,'OUTPUT RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES :-',4X,A4,/, 
. 1 2X,'OUTPUT RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES :-',9X,A4,/, 
2 2X,'OUTPUT RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES :-',10X,A4,/) 
501 FORMAT (15) 
505 FORMAT (3G10.9) 
510 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES (FL,FR,RL,RR) :',6X, 
1 4(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
520 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES (FL,FR,RL,RR) :',5X, 
1 4(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
530 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES (FL,FR,RL,RR) 
1 4(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
600 F0RMAT('0',1X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXY) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M', 
1 /,2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M', 
2 /,2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IYZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/) 
601 F0RMAT('0',1X,'THE MASS OF THE MOTORCYCLE IS',G12.5,'KG',/,2X, 
1 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXX) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/,2X, 
2 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IYY) IS',Q12.5,'KG*M*M',/,2X, 
3 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IZZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/) 
602 F0RMAT(2X,'C0MP. OF POSITION VECTORS FROM POINT P TO',/, 
1 5X,'l) MASS CENTER OF THE SYS.(XCP,YCP,ZCP): 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
2 5X,'2) FRONT LEFT WHEEL (XFLP,YFLP,ZFLP); ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
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& 5X,'2) FRONT RIGHT WHEEL (XFRP,YFRP,ZFRP)t 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
3 5X,'3) REAR LEFT WHEEL (XRLP,YRLP,ZRLP): 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
4 5X,'4) REAR RIGHT WHEEL (XRRP,YRRP,ZRRP): 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
5 2X/TILT OF PROFILE (BETA) i ',G12.5,' RAD.',/) 
603 F0RMAT(/,7(' ',G11.4),/,3( 12X , 6(' ',G11.4),/),/) 
604 F0RMAT(2X,'THE TIRE STIFFNESS IS ',G12.5,'N/M',/,2X, 
1 'THE TIRE DAMPING IS ',G12.5,'N.SEC/M',/,2X, 
3 'FRONT STEER ANGLE IS ',G12.5,' RADIANS',/) 
605 FORMAT (2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF CURVE IS AT 
1 X0-',1P612.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF CURVE IS AT XI-',2X, 
2 1PG12.5,'M (FRONT LEFT)',/,2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X, 
1 'THE START OF CURVE IS AT',' X0-',1PG12.5,'M',/,3X, 
2 'THE END OF CURVE IS AT X1-',2X,1PG12.5,'M (FRONT RIGHT)',/, 
3 2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF CURVE IS AT', 
4 ' X0-',1P612.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF CURVE IS AT XI-',2X, 
5 1PG12.5,'M (REAR LEFT)',/, 
6 2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF CURVE IS AT', 
7 ' X0-',1PG12.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF CURVE IS AT XI-',2X, 
8 1PG12.5,'M (REAR RIGHT)',/) 
606 F0RMAT(2X,'THE FRONT LEFT TIRE RADIUS (RTIRFL) IS',G12.5,'M',/, 
& 2X,'THE REAR LEFT TIRE RADIUS (RTIRFR) IS',G12.5,'M',/, 
& 2X,'THE REAR RIGHT TIRE RADIUS (RTIRRR) IS',G12.5,'M',/ 
& 2X,'THE FRONT LEFT TIRE RADIUS (RTIRFL) IS',G12.5,'M',/) 
607 F0RMAT(2X,'THE CG HEIGHT',G12.5,'M',/) 
608 FORMAT ('1',2X,'TIME',11X,'X',8X,'XDOT',8X,'Y',lOX,'YDOT', 
1 9X,'Z',10X,'ZD0T',/,' ',12X,'PHI(ROLL)',3X,'PHIDOT',5X, 
2 'THETA(PITCH)',2X,'THETADOT',3X,'PSI(YAW)',6X,'PSIDOT', 
3 /,' ',15X,'XFL',9X,'YFL',9X,'ZFL',9X,'XFR',9X,'YFR',9X,'ZFR', 
4 /,' ',15X,'XFL',9X,'YRL',9X,'ZRL',9X,'XRR',9X,'YRR',9X,'ZRR',/) 
610 F0RMAT(2X,'THE INTEGRATION TIME PARAMETERS :',//,3X,'T-',G12.5, 
1 /,3X,'TEND-',G12.5,/,3X,'TSTOP-',G12.5,/,3X,'TOL-',G12.5,/) 
613 F0RMAT(2X,'TOL-',G12.5) 
614 FORHAT(2X,'N-',I5) 
615 F0RMAT(2X,'Y3',4(G12.5,2X)) 
616 FORMAT(2X,'TEND',G12.5) 
619 F0RMAT(3X,'THE AMPLITUDE(S) OF THE BUMP IS/ARE ',11X,5(G12.5,2X)) 
620 F0RMAT(3X,'THE WAVELENGTH MODIFIER(S) OF THE BUMP IS/ARE ', 
1 5(G12.5,2X)) 
621 FORMAT('0',1X,'THE NUMBER OF DATA PROFILES-',IX,12,/) 
622 F0RMAT(/,2X,'THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DEGREE',12,' POLY. ARE :', 
1 /,10(46X,1PE14.7,/),/) 
623 FORMAT (/,2X,'SQUARE BUMPS IN USED ? : ',I2,5X,'(1-YES; O-NO)',/) 
700 FORMAT (/,6X,'RMS STEPSIZE ;',1PE14.7) 
710 FORMAT (///,6X,'WARNING ERROR # ',13,' HAS BEEN ISSUED.',//) 
720 FORMAT (/,2X,'THE INITIAL STEPSIZE : ',1PE14.7,//, 
1 2X,'THE NUMBER OF 1ST ORDER ODES : ',13,//, 
2 2X,'METH - ',12,' (1-ADAMS ; 2-GEAR)',//, 
3 2X,'MITER « ',12,' (O-NFCNJ ; 1-UFCNJ ; 2,3=DFCNJ)',//, 
4 2X,'MXSTEP - ',16,//) 
750 FORMAT (//,6X,'VEHICLE''S PITCH OR ROLL ANGLES HAVE EXCEEDED ', 
1 '90 DEGREES.',//,6X,'CRASH OF VEHICLE ANTICIPATED AND ', 
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2 'SIMULATION TERMINATED.',//) 
END 
SUBROUTINE FCN1(N,T,Q,DQ) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 Q(N),DQ(N) 
REAL*8 IR,L,DUM,LDUM 
REALMS KT,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ 
REAL*8 KX,KY,KZ,LX,LY,LZ 
DIMENSION ET(3,3),E(3,3),IR(3,3),A1(3,3),A2(3,3),A3(3,3), 
& ETI(3,3),ETIE(3,3),ETIEA1(3,3),ADQ(3,3),AQQ(3,3), 
& ETIEA2(3,3),L(3),DUM(3),LDUM(3),QQ(3),TXYZ(3), 
& V1(3),V2(3),V3(3),RHS(3),XX(3) 
DIMENSION XLOC(18),YL0C(21),ZLOC(18,21),XL0CB(101),YL0CB(21), 
1 ZL0CB(101,21),SNU(3),SHU(3),SLU(3) 
COMMON /PRM/ XT,YT,ZT,X0,X1,Y0,Y1,DELTA,XB0,XB1,YB0,YB1, 
& IWXX,IWYY 
COMMON /VAR/ H,KT,CT,RTIRFL,RTIRFR,RTIRRL,RTIRRR,M, 
1 IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ, 
2 G, XFLS, YFLS, ZFLS, XFRS, YFRS, ZFRS, XRLS, YRLS, ZRLS, XRRS, YRRS, ZRRS, 
3 BETA,YRRP,XFRP 
COMMON /RMS/ SFFLZ,SFFRZ,SFRLZ,SFRRZ,SFFLY,SFFRY,SFRLY,SFRRY, 
1 SFFLX,SFFRX,SFRLX,SFRRX,HRMS,IRMS,VREF,TST 
COMMON /CONTOR/ ICONT,NXLOC,NYLOC,XLOC,YLOC,ZLOC, 
1 XLOCB,YLOCB,ZLOCB 
COMMON /CONVEC/ SNU,SHU,SLU 
COMMON /XFLR/ XOFL,XIFL,XOFR,XIFR,XORL,XIRL,XORR,XIRR 
REAL*8 IWXX,IWYY,IW(3,3),IWE(3,3),ETIWE(3,3),WVW(3),IWW(3), 
& IDUM(3),V4(3),V5(3),V6(3),WCR0S(3) 
FRICT-0.5D00 
PXFL-O.OD+OO 
PXFR-O.OD+OO 
PXRL.O.OD+00 
PXRR.O.OD+00 
PYFL.0.0D+00 
PYFR.O.OD+00 
PYRL-O.OD+OO 
PYRR.O.OD+00 
PZFL-O.OD+OO 
PZFR.O.OD+00 
PZRL.O.OD+00 
PZRR-O.OD+00 
FFLX-O.OD+OO 
FFLY.O.OD+00 
FFLZ.O.OD+00 
FFRX-O.OD+00 
FFRY.O.OD+00 
FFRZ.O.OD+00 
FRLX.O.OD+00 
FRLY.O.OD+00 
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FRLZ-O.OD+00 
FRRX-O.OD+OO 
FRRY-O.OD+OO 
FRRZ-O.OD+OO 
PPLYN.O.OD+00 
FPRYN-O.OD+OO 
FRLYN-O.OD+OO 
FRRYN.O.OD+00 
FFLZN-O.OD+OO 
FPRZN.O.OD+00 
FRLZN.O.OD+00 
FRRZN.O.OD+00 
ALPHFL-O.OD+OO 
ALPHFR-O.OD+OO 
ALPHRL.O.OD+00 
ALPHRR-O.OD+OO 
C1-DC0S(Q(1)) 
C2-DCOS(Q(2)) 
C3-DC0S(Q(3)) 
S1«DSIN(Q(1)) 
52.DSIN(Q(2)) 
53.DSIN(Q(3)) 
B1.C2*C3 
E2.C1*S3+S1*S2*C3 
E3.S1*S3-C1*S2*C3 
E4.C2*S3 
E5-C1*C3-S1*S2*S3 
E6.S1*C3+C1*S2*S3 
E7-S1*C2 
E8.C1*C2 
C MATRIX (EJ—TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
E(1,1).E1 
E(1,2).E2 
E(1,3).E3 
E(2,l).-E4 
E(2,2).E5 
E(2,3).E6 
E(3,l)-S2 
E(3,2).-E7 
E(3,3).E8 
C MATRIX DUM(3)—ANGULAR VELOCITY 
DUM1-Q(7)+Q(9)*S2 
DUM2-Q(8)*C1-Q(9)*E7 
DUM3.Q(8)*S1+Q(9)*E8 
DUM(1)-DUM1 
DUM(2)=DUM2 
DUM(3).DUM3 
RXFL-XFLS*C2*C3-YFLS*C2*S3+ZFLS*S2 
RYFL-XFLS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YFLS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZFLS*S1*C2 
RZFL.XFLS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YFLS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZFLS*C1*C2 
RXFR=XFRS*C2*C3-YFRS*C2*S3+ZFRS*S2 
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RYFR-XFRS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YFRS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZFRS*S1*C2 
RZFR-XFRS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YFRS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZFRS*C1*C2 
RXRL.XRLS*C2*C3-YRLS*C2*S3+ZRLS*S2 
RYRL.XRLS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YRLS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZRLS*S1*C2 
RZRL.XRLS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YRLS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZRLS*C1*C2 
RXRR.XRRS*C2*C3-YRRS*C2*S3+ZRRS*S2 
RYRR.XRRS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YRRS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZRRS*S1*C2 
RZRR-XRRS*<S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YRRS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZRRS*C1*C2 
XFL-Q(4) + RXFL 
YFL-0(5) + RYFL 
ZFL-Q(6) + RZFL 
XFR.Q(4) + RXFR 
YFR-0(5) + RYFR 
ZFR-Q(6) + RZFR 
XRL.Q(4) + RXRL 
YRL«Q(S) + RYRL 
ZRL«Q(6) + RZRL 
XRR.Q(4) + RXRR 
YRR-Q(5) + RYRR 
ZRR-Q(6) + RZRR 
...CALCULATE SLIP ANGLES. 
S-O.ODOO 
VFLX-Q(10)+DUM2*RZFL-DUM3*RYFL 
VFLY-Q(11)+DUM3*RXFL-DUMl*RZFL 
VFLZ.Q(12)+DUM1*RYFL-DUM2*RXFL 
VFRX-Q(10)+DUM2*RZFR-DUM3*RYFR 
VPRY.Q(11)+DUM3*RXFR-DUM1*RZFR 
VFRZ.Q(12)+DUM1*RYFR-DUM2*RXFR 
VRLX-0(10)+DUM2*RZRL-DUM3*RYRL 
VRLY-Q(11)+DUM3*RXRL-DUMl*RZRL 
VRLZ.Q(12)+DUM1*RYRL-DUM2*RXRL 
VRRX.Q(10)+DUM2*RZRR-DUM3*RYRR 
VRRY-Q(11)+DUM3*RXRR-DUM1*RZRR 
VRRZ=Q(12)+DUM1*RYRR-DUM2*RXRR 
5 KX - E1*DUM1+E2*DUM2+E3*DUM3 
KY = -E4*DUM1+E5*DUM2+E6*DUM3 
KZ . S2*DUM1-E7*DUM2+E8*DUM3 
LX - KX*(IXX*E1-IXY*E4+IXZ*S2) 
1 +KY*(IXY*E1-IYY*E4+IYZ*S2) 
2 +KZ*(IXZ*E1-IYZ*E4+IZZ*S2) 
LY - KX*(IXX*E2+IXY*E5-IXZ*E7) 
1 +KY*(IXY*E2+IYY*E5-IYZ*E7) 
2 +KZ*(IXZ*E2+IYZ*E5-IZZ*E7) 
LZ - KX*(IXX*E3+IXY*E6+IXZ*E8) 
1 +KY*(IXY*E3+IYY*E6+IYZ*E8) 
2 +KZ*(IXZ*E3+IYZ*E6+IZZ*E8) 
VECTOR (L) = INERTIA MATRIX (IRJ * ANGULAR VELOCITY(DUM) 
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L(1).LX 
L(2)-LY 
L(3)-LZ 
XPLPR.XFL+RTIRPL 
XFLNR-XFURTIRFL 
XFRPR.XFR+RTIRFR 
XFRMR.XPR-RTIRPR 
XRLPR.XRL+RTIRRL 
XRLNR-XRL-RTIRRL 
XRRPR-XRR+RTIRRR 
XRRNR-XRR-RTIRRR 
ZFLPR-ZFL+RTIRFL 
ZFRPR-ZFR+RTIRFR 
ZRLPR.ZRL+RTIRRL 
ZRRPR.ZRR+RTIRRR 
c« # • 
C....FORCE CALCULATIONS OVER THE CONTOUR FOR FRONT LEFT WHEEL. 
c* • • 
*" XO-XLOC(l) 
X1.XL0C(18) 
YO-YLOC(l) 
Y1-YL0C(21) 
XT.XFL 
YT-YFL 
ZT-ZPL 
IP (XT.LT.XO .OR. XT.GT.Xl .OR. 
& YT.LT.YO .OR. YT.GT.Yl ) THEN 
WRITE (6,6061) 
6061 FORMAT (2X,'WARNING: THE LEFT FRONT WHEEL IS OFF THE ROAD.') 
STOP 
END IF 
SUB - ZT+RTIRFL-ZEE(XT,YT) 
IF (XT.GE.XBO .AND. XT.LE.XBl) SUB > ZT+RTIRFL-ZEEB(XT,YT) 
IF (SUB.LE.O.ODOO) GO TO 13 
XVEL«Q(10)+RZFL*DUM2-RYFL*DUM3 
YVEL-Q(11)+RXFL*DUM3-RZFL*DUMl 
ZVEL-Q(12)+RYFL*DUM1-RXFL*DUM2 
PXFL.RTIRFL*SNU(1) 
PYFL.RTIRFL*SNU(2) 
PZPL-RTIRFL*SNU(3) 
RVEL-XVEL*SNU(1)+YVEL*SNU(2)+ZVEL*SNU(3) 
FKTS.FKT(SUB) 
FNOR.FKTS+CT*RVEL 
FN0RX.-FN0R*SNU(1) 
PN0RY.-FN0R*SNU(2) 
PNORZ—FN0R*SNU(3) 
FPLX.FFLX+FNORX 
FFLY-FFLY+FNORY 
FFLZ.FFLZ+FNORZ 
FFLZN.FNOR 
SHU(1).DC0S(DELTA)*E1-DSIN(DELTA)*E4 
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SHU(2)-DCOS(DELTA)*E2+DSIN(DELTA)*E5 
SHU(3)-DCOS(DELTA)*E3+DSIN(DELTA)*E6 
CALL CROSP(SNU,SHU,SLU) 
CALL CROSP(SLU,SNU,SHU) 
c« • • 
C....LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CORNERING STIFFNESS. 
C« • • 
VFLYP—VFLX*E4+VFLY*E5+VPLZ*E6 
VFLXP-VFLX*E1+VFLY*E2+VFLZ*E3 
ALPRFL-DATAN(VFLYP/VFLXP)-DELTA 
IF (DABS(FFLZN).LT.l.ODOO) GO TO 20 
FFLYNC.-COEFF(DABS(FFLZN))*ALPHFL 
20 PFLYNM.FRICT*FFLZN 
IF (DABS(FFLYN).LT.DABS(FFLYNN) .OR. FFLYN.LT.l.O) GO TO 14 
FFLYNC - DABS(FFLYNM)*FFLYNC/DABS(FFLYNC) 
14 CONTINUE 
FFLX-FFLX+FFLYNC*SLU(1) 
FFLY-FFLY+FFLYNC*SLU(2) 
FFLZ.FFLZ+FFLYNC*SLU(3) 
c* • • 
C....FORCE CALCULATIONS OVER THE CONTOUR FOR FRONT RIGHT WHEEL. 
c* # * 
13 CONTINUE 
XT-XFR 
YT-YFR 
ZT-ZFR 
IF (XT.LT.XO .OR. XT.GT.Xl .OR. 
& YT.LT.YO .OR. YT.GT.Yl) THEN 
WRITE (6,6062) 
6062 FORMAT (2X,'WARNING: THE FRONT RIGHT WHEEL IS OFF THE ROAD.') 
STOP 
END IF 
SUB - ZT+RTIRFR-ZEE(XT,Yr) 
IF (XFR.GE.XBO .AND. XFR.LE.XBl) SUB = ZT+RTIRFR-ZEEB(XT,YT) 
IF (SUB.LE.O.ODOO) GO TO 15 
XVEL.Q(10)+RZFR*DUM2-RYFR*DUM3 
YVEL.Q(11)+RXFR*DUM3-RZFR*DUM1 
ZVEL»0(12)+RYFR*DUM1-RXFR*DUM2 
PXFR.RTIRFR*SNU(1) 
PYFR-RTIRFR*SNU(2) 
PZFR.RTIRFR*SNU(3) 
RVEL-XVEL*SNU(1)+YVEL*SNU(2)+ZVEL*SNU(3) 
FKTS-FKT(SUB) 
FNOR=FKTS+CT*RVEL 
FNORX—FN0R*SNU(1) 
FN0RY=-FN0R*SNU(2) 
FNORZ—FN0R*SNU(3) 
FFRX=FFRX+FNORX 
FFRY-FFRY+FNORY 
FFRZ.FFRZ+FNORZ 
FFRZN.FNOR 
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SHU(1).DC0S(DELTA)*E1-DSIN(DELTA)*E4 
SHU(2)-DCOS(DELTA)*E2+DSIN(DELTA)*E5 
SHU(3).DC0S(DELTA)*E3+DSIN(DELTA)*E6 
CALL CROSP(SNU,SHU,SLU) 
CALL CROSP(SLU,SNU,SHU) 
C »  •  •  
C....LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CORNERING STIFFNESS. 
c« • • 
VFRYP—VFRX*E4+VFRY*E5+VFRZ*E6 
VPRXP.VFRX*E1+VPRY*E2+VFRZ*E3 
ALPHFR.DATAN(VFRYP/VFRXP)-DELTA 
IF (DABS(FFRZN).LT.l.ODOO) GO TO 19 
FFRYNC«-COEFF(DABS(FFRZN))*ALPHFR 
19 PPRYNM.FRICT*FFRZN 
IF (DABS(FFRYN).LT.DABS(FFRYNM) .OR. FFRYN.LT.1.0) GO TO 18 
FFRYNC - DABS(FFRYNM)*FFRYNC/DABS(FFRYNC) 
18 CONTINUE 
FFRX-FFRX+FFRYNC*SLU(1) 
FFRY-FFRY+FFRYNC*SLU(2) 
FFRZ-FFRZ+FFRYNC*SLU(3) 
C... 
C....FORCE CALCULATION OVER THE CONTOUR FOR REAR LEFT WHEEL. 
C... 
15 CONTINUE 
XT.XRL 
YT-YRL 
ZT-ZRL 
IF (XT.LT.XO .OR. XT.GT.Xl .OR. 
& YT.LT.YO .OR. YT.GT.Yl) THEN 
WRITE (6,6063) 
6063 FORMAT (2X/WARNING: THE REAR RIGHT WHEEL IS OFF THE ROAD.') 
STOP 
END IF 
SUB - ZT+RTIRRL-ZEE(XT,YT) 
IF (XRL.GE.XBO .AND. XRL.LE.XBl) SUB = ZT+RTIRRL-ZEEB(XT,YT) 
IF (SUB.LE.O.ODOO) GO TO 25 
XVEL>Q(10)-RYRL*DUM3+RZRL*DUM2 
YVEL.Q(11)-RZRL*DUM1+RXRL*DUM3 
• ZVBL=Q(12)-RXRL*DUM2+RYRL*DUM1 
PXRL.RTIRRL*SNU(1) 
PYRL.RTIRRL*SNU(2) 
PZRL.RTIRRL*SNU(3) 
RVEL.XVEL*SNU(1)+YVEL*SNU(2)+ZVEL*SNU(3) 
FKTS-FKT(SUB) 
FNOR.FKTS+CT*RVBL 
FN0RX=-FN0R*SNU(1) 
FN0RY=-FN0R*SNU(2) 
FN0RZ=-FN0R*SNU(3) 
FRLX-FRLX+FNORX 
FRLY-FRLY+FNORY 
FRLZ.FRLZ+FNORZ 
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FRLZN-FNOR 
SHU(1)-E1 
SHU(2).E2 
SHU(3)-E3 
CALL CROSP(SNU,SHU,SLU) 
CALL CROSP(SLU,SNU,SHU) 
c* • • 
C....LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CORNERING STIFFNESS. Cat* 
VRLYP—VRLX*E4+VRLY*E5+VRLZ*E6 
VRLXP.VRLX*E1+VRLY*E2+VRLZ*E3 
ALPHRL-DATAN(VRLYP/VRLXP) 
IF (DABS(FRLZN).LT.l.ODOO) GO TO 23 
FRLYNC—COEFF(OABS(FRLZN))*ALPHRL 
23 FRLYNM.FRICT*PRLZN 
IF (DABS(FRLYN).LT.DABS(FRLYNM) .OR. FRLYN.LT.1.0) GO TO 24 
FRLYNC . DABS(FRLYNM)*FRLYNC/DABS(FRLYNC) 
24 CONTINUE 
FRLX.FRLX+FRLYNC*SLU(1) 
FRLY-FRLY+FRLYNC*SLU(2) 
FRLZ.FRLZ+FRLYNC*SLU(3) 
c« • • 
C....NORMAL FORCE CALCULATION OVER THE CONTOUR FOR REAR RIGHT WHEEL. 
c« • • 
25 CONTINUE 
XT-XRR 
YT.YRR 
ZTxZRR 
IF (XT.LT.XO .OR. XT.GT.Xl .OR. 
& YT.LT.YO .OR. YT.GT.Yl) THEN 
WRITE (6,6064) 
6064 FORMAT (2X,'WARNING: THE REAR RIGHT WHEEL IS OFF THE ROAD.') 
STOP 
END IF 
SUB - ZT+RTIRRR-ZEE(XT,YT) 
IF (XRR.GE.XBO .AND. XRR.LE.XBl) SUB = ZT+RTIRRR-ZEEB(XT,YT) 
IF (SUB.LE.O.ODOO) GO TO 35 
XVEL-Q(10)-RYRR*DUM3+RZRR*DUM2 
YVEL.Q(11)-RZRR*DUM1+RXRR*DUM3 
ZVEL.Q(12)-RXRR*DUH2+RYRR*DUM1 
PXRR.RTIRRR*SNU(1) 
PYRR.RTIRRR*SNU(2) 
PZRR.RTIRRR*SNU(3) 
RVEL=XVEL*SNU(1)+YVEL*SNU(2)+ZVEL*SNU(3) 
FKTS-FKT(SUB) 
FNOR=FKTS+CT*RVEL 
FN0RX=-FN0R*SNU(1) 
FN0RY.-FN0R*SNU(2) 
PN0RZ.-FN0R*SNU(3) 
FRRX.FRRX+FNORX 
FRRY-FRRY+FNORY 
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PRRZ.PRRZ+FNORZ 
FRRZN-FNOR 
SHU(1).E1 
SHU(2)-E2 
SHU(3).E3 
CALL CROSP(SNU,SHU,SLU) 
CALL CROSP(SLU,SNU,SHU) 
C« e  ,  
C....LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CORNERING STIFFNESS. 
C» • • 
VRRYP—VRRX*E4+VRRY*E5+VRRZ*E6 
VRRXP.VRRX*E1+VRRY*E2+VRRZ*E3 
ALPHRR.OATAN(VRRYP/VRRXP) 
IF (DABS(FRRZN).LT.l.ODOO) GO TO 26 
FRRYNC—COEFF(DABS(FRRZN))*ALPHRR 
26 FRRYNM.FRICT*FRRZN 
IF (DABS(FRRYN).LT.DABS(FRRYNM) .OR. PRRYN.LT.1.0) GO TO 34 
FRRYNC - DABS(FRRYNM)*FRRYNC/DABS(FRRYNC) 
34 CONTINUE 
FRRX.FRRX+PRRYNC*SLU(1) 
FRRY.FRRY+FRRYNC*SLU(2) 
FRRZ.FRRZ+FRRYNC*SLU(3) 
35 SPFLZ.SFFLZ+FFLZ*FPLZ 
SFFRZ«SFFRZ+FFRZ*FFRZ 
SPRLZ.SFRLZ+FRLZ*FRLZ 
SFRRZ.SPRRZ+FRRZ*FRRZ 
SFPLY-SFFLY+FFLY*FFLY 
SFFRY-SFFRY+FFRY*FFRY 
SFRLY-SFRLY+FRLY*FRLY 
SFRRY-SFRRY+FRRY*FRRY 
SFFLX-SFFLX+FFLX*FFLX 
SFFRX-SFFRX+FFRX*FFRX 
SFRLX.SFRLX+FRLX*FRLX 
SFRRX.SFRRX+PRRX*FRRX 
HRMS-HRMS+(T-TST)*(T-TST) 
TST=T 
IRMS-IRMS+l 
RPXFL.RXFL+PXFL 
RPYFL=RYFL+PYFL 
RPZFL.RZFL+PZFL 
RPXFR.RXFR+PXFR 
RPYFR.RYFR+PYFR 
RPZFR.RZFR+PZFR 
RPXRL.RXRL+PXRL 
RPYRL.RYRL+PYRL 
RPZRL.RZRL+PZRL 
RPXRR.RXRR+PXRR 
RPYRR.RYRR+PYRR 
RPZRR=RZRR+PZRR 
TX-PFLZ*RPYFL-FFLY*RPZFL+FFRZ*RPYFR-FFRY*RPZFR 
& +FRLZ*RPYRL-PRLY*RPZRL+FRRZ*RPYRR-FRRY*RPZRR 
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Q0(2)—Q(8)*Q(9) 
Q0(3)—Q(7)*0(9) 
C 
CALL ATA(ET,E) 
CALL PRD33(ET,IR,ETI) 
CALL PRD33(ETI,E,ETIE) 
CALL PRD33(ETIE,A1,ETIEA1) 
CALL PRD33(ETIE,A2,ETIEA2) 
CALL PRD33(A3,ETIEA1,ADQ) 
CALL PRD33(A3,ETIEA2,AQ0) 
CALL CROSP(L,DUM,LDUM) 
CALL PRD31(A3,LDUN,V1) 
CALL PRD31(AQQ,QQ,V2) 
CALL PRD31(A3,TXYZ,V3) 
CALL VADD3(V1,V2,V3,V4) 
C 
C CALCULATE THE EFFECTS OF THE SPINNING WHEELS 
C 
DO 36 1.1,3 
DO 36 J.1,3 
36 IW(I,J)-O.ODOO 
IW(1,1).4.0D00*IWXX 
IW(2,2).4.0DOO*IWYY 
IW(3,3)-4.0D00*IWYY 
U-DABS( E1*Q(10)+E2*Q(11)+E3*Q(12) ) 
WVW(1).E4*U/RTIRFR 
WVW(2)—E5*U/RTIRFR 
WVW(3)—E6*U/RTIRFR 
CALL PRD33<IW,E,IWE) 
CALL PRD33(ET,IVE,ETIWE) 
CALL PRD31(ETIWE,WVW,IWVW) 
CALL PRD31(ETIWE,DUM,IDUM) 
CALL CR0SP(IWVW,DUM,V5) 
CALL PRD31(A3,V5,V6) 
CALL ADDV(V4,V6,RHS) 
CALL CR0SP(IWVW,WVW,V5) 
CALL PRD31(A3,V5,V6) 
CALL ADDV(V6,RHS,RHS) 
CALL CR0SP(IDUM,WVW,V5) 
CALL PRD31(A3,V5,V6) 
CALL ADDV(V6,RHS,RHS) 
CALL CROSP(WVW,DUM,WCROS) 
CALL PRD31(ETIWE,WCR0S,V5) 
CALL PRD31(A3,V5,V6) 
CALL ADDV(V6,RHS,RHS) 
C 
C CALL IMSL/LIB SUBROUTINE--LSLRG TO SOLVE DQ(J) J=7,8,9 
C 
CALL DLSLRG(3, ADO, 3, RHS, 1, XX) 
DQ(1)=Q(7) 
DQ(2)-Q(8) 
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DQ(3)-Q(9) 
D0(4)-Q(10) 
DQ(5)-Q(11) 
DQ(6)-Q(12) 
DQ(7)-XX(1) 
DQ(8).XX(2) 
DQ(9).XX(3) 
DQ(10).(FPLX+FFRX+FRLX+FRRX)/M 
DQ(11)-(FFLY+FFRY+FRLY+FRRY)/M 
DQ(12).(FFLZ+FPRZ+FRLZ+FRRZ+M*G)/M 
RETURN 
END 
REAL*8 FUNCTION ZBB(X,Y) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REALMS KT 
DIMENSION XLOC(18),YL0C(21),ZLOC(18,21),XLOCB(lOl),YL0CB(21), 
1 ZLOCB(101,21),SNU(3),SHU(3),SLU(3) 
COMMON /PRH/ XT,YT,ZT,X0,X1,Y0,Y1,DELTA,XB0,XB1,YB0,YB1, 
& IWXX,IWYY 
COMMON /VAR/ H,KT,CT,RTIRFL,RTIRFR,RTIRRL,RTIRRR,M, 
1 IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ, 
2 G,XFLS,YFLS,ZFLS,XFRS,YFRS,ZFRS,XRLS,YRLS,ZRLS,XRRS,YRRS,ZRRS, 
3 BBTA,YRRP,XFRP 
COMMON /CONTOR/ ICONT,NXLOC,NYLOC,XLOC,YLOC,ZLOC, 
1 XLOCB,YLOCB,ZLOCB 
COMMON /CONVEC/ SNU,SHU,SLU 
I-1+(X-XL0C(1))/(XL0C(2)-XL0C(1)) 
J-1+(Y-YL0C(1))/(YL0C(2)-YL0C(1)) 
SUM . ZL0C(I,J)*(XL0C(I+1)-X)/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
1 (YL0C(J+1)-Y)/(YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J)) 
2 +ZL0C(I+1,J)*(X-XL0C(I))/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
3 (YL0C(J+1)-Y)/(YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J)) 
4 +ZL0C(I,J+1)*(XL0C(I+1)-X)/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
5 (Y-YL0C(J))/(YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J)) 
6 +ZL0C(I+1,J+1)*(X-XL0C(I))/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
7 (Y-YL0C(J))/(YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J)) 
ZEE.H + SUM 
FX « -(1.0DOO/(XLOC(I+1)-XLOC(I))*(YLOC(J+1)-Y)/ 
1 (YLOC(J+1)-YLOC(J))*(ZLOC(I+1,J)-ZLOC(I,J)) 
2 +1.0DOO/(XLOC(I+1)-XLOC(I))*(Y-YLOC(J))/ 
3 (YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J))*(ZL0C(I+1,J+1)-ZL0C(I,J+1))) 
FY - -(1.0DOO/(YLOC(J+1)-YLOC(J))*(X-XLOC(I))/ 
1 (XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))*(ZL0C(I+1,J+1)-ZL0C(I+1,J)) 
2 +1.0DOO/(YLOC(J+1)-YLOC(J))*(XLOC(I+1)-X)/ 
3 (XLOC(I+1)-XLOC(I))*(ZLOC(I,J+1)-ZLOC(I,J))) 
FZ . +1.0D00 
TDEM2 = FX**2 + FY**2 + FZ**2 
TDEM = DSQRT(TDEM2) 
SNU(l) = FX/TDEM 
SNU(2) . FY/TDEM 
SNU(3) . FZ/TDEM 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX C. DC0N3 PROGRAM 
PROGRAM DC0N3 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 AA(3),BB(3),GG(3),RSTP(3),RLTO(3),LB01(3),RUT0l(3), 
1 RHD02(3),LB12(3),RPC(4,3),SM(4),ICI(4,3,3),RSP(3),IS(3,3), 
2 SMAN,RSMP(3),DCMP(3,3),ISMI(3,3,3),ISMAN(3,3) 
REAL*8 KT,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ,A(1,1),PARAM(50) 
CHARACTER*80 TITLE1,TITLE2 
CHARACTERS ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ,ANSP,IANS 
COMMON /SMI/ AA,BB,GG,RSTP,RLT0,LB01,RUT01,RHD02,LB12,RPC, 
1 SM,ICI,SMTL,RSP,IS,SMAN,RSMP,DCMP,ISMI,ISMAN,TSTART,TEND,TSTOP, 
2 TOL,AATL,BBTL,GGTL 
DIMENSION Q(12),DQ(12),PFFZ(1000),PFLZ(1000),PFRZ(1000), 
1 CFZ(1000),CLZ(1000),CRZ(1000) 
COMMON /PRM/ XT,YT,ZT,X0,X1,DELTA 
COMMON /VAR/ H,KT,CT,RTIRE, 
1 G,XFS,YFS,ZFS,XRS,YRS,ZRS,XLS,YLS,ZLS,BETA »YRP,XFP 
COMMON /RMS/ SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,SFFY,SFLY,SFRY,SFFX,SFLX,SFRX,HRMS, 
1 IRMS,VREF,TST 
COMMON /CONTOR/ IC0NT,NXL0C,NYL0C,XL0C(16),YL0C(21),ZL0C(16,21) 
COMMON /CONVEC/ SNU(3),SHU(3),SLU(3) 
COMMON /XFLR/ X0F,X1F,X0L,X1L,X0R,X1R 
EXTERNAL FCN1,FCNJ 
0PEN(UNIT.13,FILE.'DDIS3.LSP',STATUS.'NEW') 
0PEN(UNIT-14,FILE«'DDIS3.LSF',STATUS.'NEW) 
DATA lANS/' Y'/ 
PI-3.1415926D00 
C 
C READ INPUT DATA FOR CALCULATING INERTIA MATRICES 
C OF THE MOVABLE RIDER/VEHICLE SYSTEM. 
C 
READ(5,3510) AATL,BBTL,GGTL 
READ(5,3510) (RSTP(I), 1=1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (RLTO(I), 1=1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (LBOl(I), 1=1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (RUTOl(I), 1=1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (RHD02(I), 1=1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (LB12(I), 1=1,3) 
READ(5,3510) (RPC(4,J), J.1,3) 
READ(5,3514) (SM(I), 1=1,4) 
READ(5,3510) ICI(1,1,1),ICI(1,2,2),ICI(1,3,3) 
READ(5,3510) ICI(2,1,1),ICI(2,2,2),ICI(2,3,3) 
READ(5,3510) ICI(3,1,1),ICI(3,2,2),ICI(3,3,3) 
READ(5,3510) (ICI(4,1,K), K=l,3) 
READ(5,3510) (ICI(4,2,K), K=l,3) 
READ(5,3510) (ICI(4,3,K), K=l,3) 
C 
C PRINT INPUT DATA AND RESULTING DATA: 
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C C.G. OF SYSTEM, (RSP), AND INERTIA MATRIX OF SYSTEM, [IS] 
C 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
C 
C CONTINUE TO READ AND WRITE THE INPUT DATA 
C 
READ (5,400) TITLEl 
READ (5,400) TITLE2 
WRITE (6,410) TITLEl,TITLE2 
READ (5,501) N 
G-9.81D00 
READ (5,420) ANSP 
READ (5,420) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ 
WRITE (6,430) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ 
READ (5,505) XFP,YFP,ZFP 
READ (5,505) XRP,YRP,ZRP 
READ (5,505) XLP,YLP,ZLP 
READ (5,505) BETA,DELTA 
READ (5,505) KT,CT 
READ (5,505) (Q(I),I=1,N) 
READ (5,505) VREF 
READ (5,505) X0F,X1F 
READ (5,505) X0L,X1L 
READ (5,505) X0R,X1R 
WRITE (6,605) X0F,X1F,X0L,X1L,X0R,X1R 
READ (5,505) RTIRE 
6,3530) 
6,3520) AATL,BBTL,GGTL 
6.3541) 
6,3520) (RSTP(I), 1-1,3) 
6.3542) 
6,3520) (RLTO(I), 1-1,3) 
6.3543) 
6,3520) (LBOl(I), 1-1,3) 
6.3544) 
6,3520) (RUTOl(I), 1-1,3) 
6.3545) 
6,3520) (RHD02(I), 1-1,3) 
6.3546) 
6,3520) (LB12(I), 1-1,3) 
6.3547) 
6,3520) (RPC(4,J),J-1,3) 
6,3600) 
6,3524) (SM(J), J-1,4) 
6,3610) 
6,3520) ICI(1,1,1),ICI(1,2,2),ICI(1,3,3) 
6,3520) 101(2,1,1),101(2,2,2),101(2,3,3) 
6,3520) 101(3,1,1),101(3,2,2),101(3,3,3) 
6,3620) 
6,3520) (101(4,1,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (101(4,2,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (101(4,3,K), K-1,3) 
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WRITE (6,606) RTIRE 
READ (5,505) H 
WRITE (6,607) H 
READ (5,505) HSS 
READ (5,501) HETH 
READ (5,501) MITER 
READ (5,505) T,TOL 
READ (5,505) TEND,TSTOP 
WRITE (6,610) T,TEND,TSTOP,TOL 
WRITE (6,720) HSS,N,METH,MITER 
READ (5,501) NXLOC 
READ (5,501) NYLOC 
READ (5,505) (XLOC(I), 1=1,NXLOC) 
READ (5,505) (YLOC(J), J-1,NYLOC) 
READ (5,505) ((ZL0C(I,J), J.l,NYLOC), I-l,NXLOC) 
WRITE (6,800) 
800 FORMAT (2X,'THE VALUES OF THE CONTOUR',/) 
WRITE (6,801) ((XLOC(I),YLOC(J),ZLOC(I,J), J.l,NYLOC), I-l,NXLOC) 
801 FORMAT (2X,'XLOC-',G12.5,2X,'YLOC-',G12.5,2X,'ZLOC-',G12.5) 
C 
CALL SIS(T) 
6.3531) 
6,3520) (AA(I), 1-1,3) 
6.3532) 
6,3520) (BB(I), 1-1,3) 
6.3533) 
6,3520) (GG(I), 1-1,3) 
6.3621) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,1,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,2,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,3,K), K-1,3) 
6.3622) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,1,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,2,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,3,K), K-1,3) 
6.3623) 
1,3520) (ICI(3,1,K), K-1,3) 
i,3520) (ICI(3,2,K), K-1,3) 
i,3520) (ICI(3,3,K), K-1,3) 
1.3624) 
,3520) (ICI(4,1,K), K-1,3) 
1,3520) (ICI(4,2,K), K-1,3) 
,3520) (ICI(4,3,K), K-1,3) 
,3605) 
,3520) (RSP(I), 1=1,3) 
,3630) 
,3520) (IS(1,J), J-1,3) 
,3520) (IS(2,J), J-1,3) 
,3520) (18(3,J), J=l,3) 
,3700) SMTL 
,3800) SMAN 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
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WRITE (6,3810) 
WRITE (6,3520) (RSMP(I), 1-1,3) 
WRITE (6,3820) 
WRITE (6,3520) (ISMAN(1,J), J-1,3) 
WRITE (6,3520) (ISHAN(2,J), J-1,3) 
WRITE (6,3520) (ISMAN(3,J), J.1,3) 
N-SMTL 
IXX.IS(1,1) 
IXY-IS(1,2) 
IXZ.IS(1,3) 
IYY-IS(2,2) 
IYZ-IS(2,3) 
IZZ.IS(3,3) 
WRITE (6,601) M,IXX,IYY,IZZ 
WRITE (6,600) IXY,IXZ,IYZ 
XCP-RSP(l) 
YCP-RSP(2) 
ZCP.RSP(3) 
WRITE (6,602) XCP,YCP,ZCP,XFP,YFP,ZFP,XRP,YRP,ZRP, 
1 XLP,YLP,ZLP,BETA 
WRITE (6,604) KT,CT,DELTA 
C1-DC0S(Q(1)) 
C2.DCOS(Q(2)) 
C3.DC0S(Q(3)) 
S1-DSIN(Q(1)) 
S2.DSIN(Q(2)) 
S3-DSIN(Q(3)) 
XFS-XFP-XCP 
YFS-YFP-YCP 
ZFS.ZFP-ZCP 
XRS-XRP-XCP 
YRS-YRP-YCP 
ZRS-ZRP-ZCP 
XLS.XLP-XCP 
YLS-YLP-YCP 
ZLS-ZLP-ZCP 
XF-Q(4)+XFS*C2*C3-YFS*C2*S3+ZFS*S2 
YF-Q(5)+XFS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YFS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZFS*S1*C2 
ZF-Q(6)+XFS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YFS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZFS*C1*C2 
XR.Q(4)+XRS*C2*C3-YRS*C2*S3+ZRS*S2 
YR.Q(5)+XRS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YRS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZRS*S1*C2 
ZR-Q(6)+XRS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YRS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZRS*C1*C2 
XL-Q(4)+XLS*C2*C3-YLS*C2*S3+ZLS*S2 
YL.Q(5)+XLS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YLS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZLS*S1*C2 
ZL.Q(6)+XLS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YLS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZLS*C1*C2 
JCOUNT-1 
JNUN-0 
DL2-0.0D00 
IEND-0 
NUMPLT.0 
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INDml 
ICOUNT.l 
TDEL-TENO 
TDELS-TEND 
INDEX-1 
IST0P.0 
WRITE (6,608) 
WRITE (6,603) T,Q(A),Q(10),Q(5),Q(11),Q(6),0(12),0(1),Q(7), 
1 Q(2),Q(8),Q(3),Q(9),XL,YL,ZL,XF,YF,ZF,XR,YR,ZR 
WRITE (13,6613) T,0(1),0(2),0(3),0(4),0(5),0(6) 
WRITE (14,6613) T,SFFX,SFLX,SFRX,SFFY,SFLY,SFRY,SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ 
6613 F0RMAT(10(F9.4,1X)) 
C INITIALIZED INPUT DATA TO CALL INSL IVPAG SUBROUTINE 
IDO - 1 
HINIT . l.OD-7 
INORM - 0 
IMETH . 1 
MAXORD > 12 
FLOOR - l.ODOO 
EPS - l.OD-14 
HTRIAL - l.OD-9 
HMINC . O.OOOOIDOO 
HHAXC - O.OOIDOO 
NSTEP - 10000 
NFCN - 12 
NJE . 12 
CALL DSET (50, O.ODOO, PARAM, 1) 
PARAM(l) . HINIT 
PARAH(4) = MXSTEP 
PARAH(6) .MAXORD 
PARAM(IO) = INORM 
PARAM(ll) = FLOOR 
PARAM(12) = IMETH 
PARAM(18) = DSQRT(EPS) 
PARAM(31) = HTRIAL 
PARAM(32) = HMINC 
PARAM(33) = HHAXC 
PARAM(34) = NSTEP 
PARAM(35) = NFCN 
PARAM(36) « NJE 
10 IF (TEND.GT.TSTOP.OR.XF.GT.XIF) GO TO 100 
C 
C CALL SUBROUTINE SIS(TEND) TO COMPUTE THE COORDINATES OF THE SYSTEM'S 
C MASS CENTER AND THE INERTIA MATRIX OF THE SYSTEM. 
C 
CALL SIS(TEND) 
C 
C WRITE THE GEOMETRIC DATA OF THE SYSTEM. 
C 
WRITE (6,3531) 
WRITE (6,3520) (AA(I), 1=1,3) 
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WRITE 6,3532) 
WRITE 6,3520) (BB(I), 1-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3533) 
WRITE 6,3520) (GG(I), 1-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3621) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(1,1,K), K-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(1,2,K), K-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(1,3,K), K-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3622) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(2,1,K), K-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(2,2,K), K-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(2,3,K), K-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3623) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(3,1,K), K-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(3,2,K), K-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(3,3,K), K-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3624) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(4,1,K), K-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(4,2,K), K.1,3) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ICI(4,3,K), K-1,3) 
WRITE 6,3605) 
WRITE 6,3520) (RSP(I), 1.1,3) 
WRITE 6,3630) 
WRITE 6,3520) (IS(1,J), J.1,3) 
WRITE 6,3520) (IS(2,J), J.1,3) 
WRITE 6,3520) (IS(3,J), J.1,3) 
WRITE 6,3700) SMTL 
WRITE 6,3800) SMAN 
WRITE 6,3810) 
WRITE 6,3520) (RSMP(I), 1=1,3) 
WRITE 6,3820) 
WRITE 6,3520) (ISMAN(1,J), J=l,3) 
WRITE ,3520) (ISMAN(2,J), J=l,3) 
WRITE ,3520) (ISMAN(3,J), J=l,3) 
M.SMTL 
IXX=IS ,1) 
IXY-IS ,2) 
IXZ-IS ,3) 
lYY-IS , 2 )  
lYZ-IS ,3) 
IZZ-IS ,3) 
WRITE ,600) IXY,IXZ,IYZ 
XCP-RSP 1) 
YCP-RSP 2) 
ZCP-RSP 3) 
WRITE (6,602) XCP,YCP,ZCP,XFP,YFP,ZFP,XRP,YRP,ZRP 
XLP,YLP,ZLP,BETA 
WRITE (6,604) KT,CT,DELTA 
TIALIZATION OF THE PARAMETERS TO DO INTEGRATION. 
TDELbTDELS 
IRMS-0 
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HRMS-O.ODOO 
TST-T 
SFFZ-O.ODOO 
SPLZ.O.ODOO 
SFRZ-O.ODOO 
SFFY-O.ODOO 
SFLY-O.ODOO 
SFRY-O.ODOO 
SFFX-O.ODOO 
SFLX-O.ODOO 
SFRX-O.ODOO 
CALL DIVPAG(IDO, N, FCNl, FCNJ, A, T, TEND, TOL, PARAM, Q) 
IF (IRHS.EQ.O) GO TO 3 
SFFZ-DSQRT(SFFZ/DFLOAT(IRHS)) 
SFLZ-DSQRT(SFLZ/DFLOAT(IRHS)) 
SFRZ-DSQRT(SFRZ/DFLOAT(IRHS)) 
SFFY-DSQRT(SFFY/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLY-DSQRT(SFLY/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRY-DSQRT(SFRY/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFFX-DSQRT(SFFX/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLX-DSQRT(SFLX/OFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRX-DSQRT(SFRX/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
HRHS«DSQRT(HRMS/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
3 IF (ANSZ.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,510) SFLZ,SFFZ,SFRZ,IRMS 
IF (ANSY.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,520) SFLY,SFFY,SFRY,IRMS 
IF (ANSX.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,530) SFLX,SFFX,SFRX,IRHS 
C1-DC0S(Q(1)) 
C2«DC0S(Q(2)) 
C3-DC0S(Q(3)) 
S1-DSIN(Q(1)) 
S2.DSIN(Q(2)) 
S3-DSIN(Q(3)) 
XFS-XFP-XCP 
YFS-YFP-YCP 
ZFS«ZFP-ZCP 
XRS-XRP-XCP 
YRS-YRP-YCP 
ZRS*ZRP~ZCP 
XLS-XLP-XCP 
YLS.YLP-YCP 
ZLS-ZLP-ZCP 
XF.Q(4)+XFS*C2*C3-YFS*C2*S3+ZFS*S2 
YF.Q(5)+XFS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YFS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZFS*S1*C2 
ZF.Q(6)+XFS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YFS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZFS*C1*C2 
XR-Q(4)+XRS*C2*C3-YRS*C2*S3+ZRS*S2 
YR.Q(5)+XRS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YRS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZRS*S1*C2 
ZR.Q(6)+XRS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YRS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZRS*C1*C2 
XL.Q(4)+XLS*C2*C3-YLS*C2*S3+ZLS*S2 
YL-Q(5)+XLS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YLS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZLS*S1*C2 
ZL»Q(6)+XLS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YLS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZLS*C1*C2 
IF (ANSP.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,603) T,Q(4),Q(10),Q(5),Q(11),Q(6), 
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1 Q(12),Q(1),Q(7),Q(2),Q(8),Q(3),Q(9),XL,YL,ZL,XF,YP,ZF,XR,YR,ZR 
WRITE (13,6613) T,Q(1),Q(2),Q(3),Q(4),Q(5),Q(6) 
WRITE (14,6613) T,SFFX,SFLX,SFRX,SFFY,SFLY,SFRY,SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ 
TEND.TEND+TDEL 
ICOUNT-ICOUNT+1 
JCOUNT.JCOUNT+1 
IF (DABS(Q(1)).GT.PI.0R.DABS(Q(2)).GT.PI) ISTOP-1 
IF (ICOUNT.EQ.l.AND.ISTOP.EQ.l) GO TO 100 
GO TO 10 
100 WRITE (6,613) TOL 
WRITE (6,614) N 
WRITE (6,615) (Q(I),I-1,N) 
WRITE (6,616) TEND 
IF (ISTOP.EO.l) WRITE (6,750) 
CL0SE(UNIT.13,DISP.'SAVE') 
CL0SE(UNIT.14,DISP.'SAVE') 
STOP 
C 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR READING AND WRITING GEOMETRIC DATA. 
C 
3510 FORMAT (3G10.9) 
3514 FORMAT (4610.9) 
3520 FORMAT (3F10.5) 
3524 FORMAT (4F10.5) 
3530 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE AATL, BBTL, AND GGTL :',/) 
3531 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE ALPH(I),1-1,3',/) 
3532 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE BETA(I),1-1,3',/) 
3533 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE GAMMA(I),1-1,3',/) 
3541 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE POSITION VECTOR RSTP, 
1 FROM POINT P TO SEAT OF VEHICLE',/) 
3542 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RLTO, FROM SEAT TO C.G. OF 
1 LOWER TORSO',/) 
3543 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR LBOl, FROM SEAT TO 01',/) 
3544 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RUTOl, FROM 01, TOP CENTER 
1 OF LOWER TORSO,',/,5X,'TO C.G. OF UPPER TORSO',/) 
3545 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RHD02, FROM 02, TOP CENTER 
1 OF UPPER TORSO, TO C.G. OF HEAD',/) 
3546 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR LB12, FROM 01 TO 02',/) 
3547 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RPC(4,J),J=1,3, WHICH IS 
1 MEASURED FROM POINT P,',/,5X,'THE MIDDLE SPAN OF REAR AXLE, 
2 TO C.G. OF VEHICLE',/) 
3600 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE MASSES OF EACH PART: 
1 SM(J), J.1,4'/) 
3605 FORMAT ('0','C.G. OF THE SYSTEM RELATIVE TO POINT P:-',/) 
3610 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE PRINCIPAL INERTIA VALUES 
1 OF EACH PART OF BODY, THAT IS,',/,5X,'1--F0R LOWER TORSO, 
2 2--F0R UPPER TORSO, 3--F0R HEAD',/) 
3620 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE INERTIA MATRIX OF VEHICLE 
1 ICI(4,J,K) J,K=1,3',/) 
3621 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX OF LOWER TORSO RELATIVE TO 
1 REFERENCE FRAME R, ICI(1,J,K) J,K=1,3',/) 
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3622 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX OF UPPER TORSO RELATIVE TO 
1 REFERENCE FRAME R, ICI(2,J,K) J,K.1,3',/) 
3623 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX OF HEAD RELATIVE TO 
1 REFERENCE FRAME R, ICI(3,J,K) J,K.1,3',/) 
3624 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX OF VEHICLE RELATIVE TO 
1 REFERENCE FRAME R, ICI(4,J,K) J,K.1,3',/) 
3630 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE INERTIA MATRIX OF THE 
1 MAN/VEHICLE SYSTEM RELATIVE TO FRAME R, [IS]',/) 
3700 FORMAT ('0','THE TOTAL MASS OF THE SYSTEM IS: SMTL - ',F10.5,/) 
3800 FORMAT ('0','THE MASS OF RIDER"S TRUNK IS: SMAN - ',F10.5,/) 
3810 FORMAT ('0','THE COMPONENTS OF MASS CENTER OF RIDER"S TRUNK 
1 RELATIVE TO POINT P, VECTOR (RSMP), IS :',/) 
3820 FORMAT ('0',' THE INERTIA MATRIX OF TRUNK RELATIVE TO ITS 
1 MASS CENTER, [ISMAN], IS :',/) 
C« • • 
c!!!.FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C« t • 
ioo FORMAT (A80) 
410 FORMAT ('1',A80,/,1X,A80,/) 
420 FORMAT (3A4) 
430 FORMAT ('0',IX,'OUTPUT RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES :-',4X,A4,/, 
1 2X,'OUTPUT RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES :-',9X,A4,/, 
2 2X,'OUTPUT RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES ,10X,A4,/) 
501 FORMAT (15) 
505 FORMAT (3G10.9) 
510 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES (L,F,R) :',6X, 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
520 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES (L,F,R) :',5X, 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
530 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES (L,F,R) :', 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
600 FORMAT('0',1X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXY) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M', 
1 /,2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M', 
2 /,2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IYZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/) 
601 F0RMAT('0',1X,'THE MASS OF THE MOTORCYCLE IS',G12.5,'KG',/,2X, 
1 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXX) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/,2X, 
2 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IYY) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/,2X, 
3 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IZZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/) 
602 F0RMAT(2X,'C0MP. OF POSITION VECTORS FROM POINT P TO',/, 
1 5X,'l) MASS CENTER OF THE SYS.(XCP,YCP,ZCP): ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
2 5X,'2) FRONT WHEEL (XFP,YFP,ZFP); ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
3 5X,'3) RIGHT REAR WHEEL (XRP,YRP,ZRP): ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
4 5X,'4) LEFT REAR WHEEL (XLP,YLP,ZLP): ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
5 2X,'TILT OF PROFILE (BETA) : ',G12.5,' RAD.',/) 
603 F0RMAT(/,2(11(' ',G11.4),/)) 
604 F0RMAT(2X,'THE TIRE STIFFNESS IS ',G12.5,'N/M',/,2X, 
1 'THE TIRE DAMPING IS ',G12.5,'N.SEC/M',/,2X, 
3 'FRONT STEER ANGLE IS ',G12.5,' RADIANS',/) 
605 FORMAT (2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF BUMP IS AT', 
1 ' X0-',1PG12.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF BUMP IS AT X1=',2X, 
2 1PG12.5,'M (FRONT)',/, 
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3 2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF BUMP IS AT', 
4 ' X0.',1PG12.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF BUMP IS AT X1.',2X, 
5 1PG12.5,'M (LEFT)',/, 
6 2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF BUMP IS AT', 
7 ' X0-MPG12.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF BUMP IS AT XI-',2X, 
8 1PG12.S,'M (RIGHT)') 
606 F0RMAT(2X,'THE TIRE RADIUS IS',G12.S,'M',/) 
607 F0RMAT(2X,'THE CG HEIGHT',G12.5,'M',/) 
608 FORMAT ('1',2X,'TIME',11X,'X',8X,'XD0T',8X,'Y',10X,'YD0T', 
1 9X,'Z',10X,'ZD0T',/,' ',12X,'PHI(R0LL)',3X,'PHID0T',5X, 
2 'THETA(PITCH)',2X,'THETADOT',3X,'PSI(YAW)',6X,'PSIDOT', 
3 /,' ',15X,'XL',10X,'YL',8X,'ZL',11X,'XF',10X,'YF',8X,'ZF',6X, 
4 'XR',10X,'YR',8X,'ZR',/) 
610 F0RNAT(2X,'THE INTEGRATION TIME PARAMETERS :',//,3X,'T-',G12.5, 
1 /,3X,'TEND-',G12.5,/,3X,'TST0P-',G12.5,/,3X,'T0L-',G12.5,/) 
613 F0RMAT(2X,'TOL-',G12.5) 
614 F0RMAT(2X,'N-',I5) 
615 F0RMAT(2X,'Y3',4(G12.5,2X)) 
616 F0RMAT(2X,'TEND',G12.S) 
619 F0RMAT(3X,'THE AMPLITUDE(S) OF THE BUMP IS/ARE ',11X,5(G12.S,2X)) 
620 F0RMAT(3X,'THE WAVELENGTH HODIFIER(S) OF THE BUMP IS/ARE ', 
1 5(G12.5,2X)) 
621 F0RMAT('0',1X,'THE NUMBER OF DATA PROFILES-',IX,12,/) 
622 F0RMAT(/,2X,'THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DEGREE',12,' POLY. ARE :', 
1 /,10(46X,1PE14.7,/),/) 
623 FORMAT (/,2X,'SQUARE BUMPS IN USED ? : ',I2r5X,'(1-YES; O-NO)',/) 
700 FORMAT (/,6X,'RMS STEPSIZE :',1PE14.7) 
710 FORMAT (///,6X,'WARNING ERROR # ',13,' HAS BEEN ISSUED.',//) 
720 FORMAT (/,2X,'THE INITIAL STEPSIZE : ',1PE14.7,//, 
1 2X,'THE NUMBER OF 1ST ORDER ODES : ',13,//, 
2 2X,'METH - ',12,' (1-ADAMS ; 2-GEAR)',//, 
3 2X,'MITER - ',12,' (Q-NFCNJ ; 1-UFCNJ ; 2,3-DFCNJ)',//) 
750 FORMAT (//,6X,'VEHICLE"S PITCH OR ROLL ANGLES HAVE EXCEEDED ', 
1 '90 DEGREES.',//,6X,'CRASH OF VEHICLE ANTICIPATED AND ', 
2 'SIMULATION TERMINATED.',//) 
END 
SUBROUTINE SIS(XTEND) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 AA(3),BB(3),GG(3),RSTP(3),RLT0(3),LB0l(3),RUT01(3), 
1 RHD02(3),LB12(3),RPC(4,3),SM(4),ICI(4,3,3) 
REAL*8 A01(3,3),B01(3,3),G01(3,3),BG01(3,3),A12(3,3),B12(3,3), 
1 G12(3,3),BG12(3,3),A23(3,3),B23(3,3),G23(3,3),BG23(3,3) 
REAL*8 S01(3,3),S02(3,3),S03(3,3),S12(3,3),S23(3,3), 
1 S01T(3,3),S02T(3,3),S03T(3,3),S12T(3,3),S23T(3,3) 
REAL*8 RLTR(3),LB01R(3),RP01R(3),RUTR(3),LB12R(3), 
1 RP02R(3),RHDR(3),RPC1R(3),RPC2R(3),RPC3R(3),DCP(4,3),RSP(3) 
REAL*8 ISI(4,3,3),IS(3,3),WKIC1(3,3),WKIC2(3,3), 
1 WKIC3(3,3),WKA(3,3),WKIS1(3,3),WKIS2(3,3),WKIS3(3,3) 
REAL*8 SMAN,RSMP(3),DCMP(3,3),ISMI(3,3,3),ISMAN(3,3) 
(atodH'HToai'disa)Aaav nvo 
(axoda'Hna'disa)Aaav nvo 
(aioai'xoai'ios)Tcaad nvo 
(ana'ona'TOS)Teaad nvo 
(ieos'izos'i€zs)£eaad nvo 
(izos'ixos'izis)ecaad nvo 
(E2s'iczs)viv nvo 
(2IS'1ZTS)V1V nvo 
(Tos'iios)viv nvo 
0 
'aioiHSA aHi NO aaxid si a awvaa aoNaaaaaa :aiON o 
*aA0da QNV 'acoda'azoda aioda :aav asoHi o 
''aixv avaa ao NVds aiaaiH s.aioiHaA 'd iNiOd v oi aAiiviaa o 
"D O S'lNaHoas Hova ao saoioaA Noixisod aivinoivo o 
0 
(Eos'Ezs'zos)EEQad nvo 
(zos'zis'ios)EEoad nvo 
(Ezs'EZDa'EZV)EEaad nvo 
(EZ9a'EZD'Eza)E€aad nvo 
(Zïs'zxDa'ziv)EEaad nvo 
(zxoa'zxD'zxa)E£aad nvo 
( xos ' xoDa ' xov)E£aad nvo 
(xoDa'xo9'xoa)££aad nvo 
(£'(E)99'£ZD)UIHS nVO 
(z'(£)aa'Eze)iiiHS nvo 
(X'(E)VV'£ZV)UIHS nvo 
(£'(Z)99'ZX9)UIHS nVO 
(z'(z)ea'zxfl)xdiHS nvo 
(x'(z)w'zxv)uiHS nvo 
(E*(X)99*X09)liIHS nVO 
(z'(x)aa'xoa)uiHS nvo 
<X'(X)VV'XOV)ldIHS nvo 
0 [EZS][ZOSl=[£ZS][ZXS][XOSl=[£OSl '[ZXS][XOSl-[ZOS] 0 
'NVN aHi dO XNaHoas Hova do NOiiviNaiao aAiiviaa shx o 
aNidaa hoiha 'Ezs ONv 'zxs 'xos ssaoiaivH oNiidiHS axvinoivo o 
0 
9a*QNaXX"(X)99 
8a*QNaxx-(x)8a 
va*(iNaxx-(x)vv 
anNixNoo X 
ooao*o-<i)99 
00a0'0"(i)aa 
ooao*o-(i)w 
E'l-i X oa 
doxsx/ix99-ga 
doxsx/ixaa-aa 
doxsx/ixw-va 
ix99'ixaa'ixvv'iox z 
'dOXSX'QNaX'XHVXSX'NVNSI'IHSI'dNOa'dHSa'NVNS'sI'dsa'IXNS'lOI'NS X 
'oda'zxai'zoaHa'xoxna'xoai'oxia'dxsa'99'aa'vv /ins/ nonnoo 
8ZE 
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CALL PRD31(S02,RUT01»RUTR) 
CALL PRD31(S02,LB12,LB12R) 
CALL ADDV(RP01R,RUTR,RPC2R) 
CALL ADDV(RP01R,LB12R,RP02R) 
CALL PRD31(S03,RHD02,RHDR) 
CALL ADDV(RP02R,RHDR,RPC3R) 
C 
C CALCULATE C.G. OF SYSTEM RELATIVE TO POINT P, THE MIDDLE SPAN 
C OF REAR AXLE. 
C 
SMTL.SM(1)+SM(2)+SM(3)+SM(4) 
DO S J.1,3 
RSP(J)-(SM(1)*RPC1R(J)+SM(2)*RPC2R(J)+SM(3)*RPC3R(J)+ 
1 SM(4)*RPC(4,J))/SMTL 
5 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE C.G. OF RIDER'S TRUNK RELATIVE TO POINT P 
C 
SMAN.SM(1)+SM(2)+SM(3) 
DO 6 J.1,3 
RSMP(J)-(SM(1)*RPC1R(J)+SM(2)*RPC2R(J)+SM(3)*RPC3R(J))/SMAN 
6 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE THE DISTANCES BETWEEN C.G. OF EACH SEGMENT AND 
C C.G OF THE SYSTEM 
C 
DO 10 J.1,3 
RPC(1,J)-RPC1R(J) 
RPC(2,J)-RPC2R(J) 
RPC(3,J)-RPC3R(J) 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 1=1,4 
DO 20 J-1,3 
DCP(I,J)-RPC(I,J)-RSP(J) 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE THE DISTANCES BETWEEN C.G. OF EACH SEGMENT AND 
C C.G. OF TRUNK 
DO 21 1=1,3 
DO 21 J=l,3 
DCMP(I,J)-RPC(I,J)-RSMP(J) 
21 CONTINUE 
C 
C SHIFT INERTIA MATRICES TO THE REFERENCE FRAME R FIXED ON VEHICLE. 
C 
DO 30 1=1,3 
DO 30 J=l,3 
DO 30 K=l,3 
IF (J.EQ.K) GO TO 30 
ICI(I,J,K)=O.ODOO 
30 CONTINUE 
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DO 72 J.1,3 
DO 72 K.1,3 
ISMAN(J,K).ISMI(1,J,K)+ISMI(2,J,K)+ISMI(3,J,K) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX D. DST3C PROGRAM 
PROGRAM DST3C 
C THIS PROGRAM INVESTIGATES THE 3-D BEHAVIOR OF A THREE-WHEELED 
C OFF-ROAD MOTORCYCLE 
C 
C 
C DEFINITION OF TERMS AND VARIABLES 
C 
C T-TIME 
C V.VELOCITY OF MOTORCYCLE IN HORIZONTAL DIRECTION 
C M-MASS OF MOTORCYCLE 
C G-GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT 
C IXX.MOMENT OF INERTIA WITH RESPECT TO THE X-AXIS THROUGH 
C CENTER OF MASS 
C lYY-MOMENT OF INERTIA WITH RESPECT TO THE Y-AXIS THROUGH 
C CENTER OF MASS 
C IZZ.MOMENT OF INERTIA WITH RESPECT TO THE Z-AXIS THROUGH 
C CENTER OF MASS 
C (IXY,IXZ,IYZ).PRODUCT OF INERTIA WRT THE CG. OF THE SYSTEM 
C (XCP,YCP,ZCP).MAGNITUDE OF THE COMPONENT OF THE POSITION VECTOR 
C FROM CENTER OF REAR AXLE, POINT P, TO MASS CENTER OF THE SYS. 
C (XFP,YFP,ZFP),(XRP,YRP,ZRP),(XLP,YLP,ZLP) 
C « MAGNITUDE OF THE COMPONENT OF THE POSITION VECTOR 
C FROM POINT P TO THE FRONT, REAR RIGHT AND LEFT 
C WHEELS. 
C RTIRE.RADIUS OF THE TIRE 
C KT-TIRE STIFFNESS CONSTANT 
C CT-TIRE DAMPING CONSTANT 
C X-TOTAL HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT OF CG FROM THE STARTING REF. 
C XF-TOTAL DISP. OF FRONT AXLE FROM REF. IN X-DIRECTION. 
C YF.TOTAL DISP. OF FRONT AXLE FROM REF. IN Y-DIRECTION. 
C ZF-TOTAL DISP. OF FRONT AXLE FROM REF. IN Z-DIRECTION. 
C XL-TOTAL DISP. OF LEFT REAR WHEEL CENTER FROM REF. IN X-DIR. 
C YL-TOTAL DISP. OF LEFT REAR WHEEL CENTER FROM REF. IN Y-DIR. 
C ZL-TOTAL DISP. OF LEFT REAR WHEEL CENTER FROM REF. IN Z-DIR. 
C XR-TOTAL DISP. OF RIGHT REAR WHESL CENTER FROM REF. IN X-DIR. 
C YR-TOTAL DISP. OF RIGHT REAR WHEEL CENTER FROM REF. IN Y-DIR. 
C ZR-TOTAL DISP. OF RIGHT REAR WHEEL CENTER FROM REF. IN Z-DIR. 
C FDEL-DEFLECTION OF THE FRONT TIRE 
C RDEL-DEFLECTION OF THE REAR TIRES 
C FFX-FORCE IN THE X-DIRECTION ON THE FRONT WHEEL 
C FFY-FORCE IN THE Y-DIRECTION ON THE FRONT WHEEL 
C FFZ-FORCE IN THE Z-DIRECTION ON THE FRONT WHEEL 
C FLX-FORCE IN THE X-DIRECTION ON THE REAR LEFT WHEEL 
C FLY-FORCE IN THE Y-DIRECTION ON THE REAR LEFT WHEEL 
C FLZ-FORCE IN THE Z-DIRECTION ON THE REAR LEFT WHEEL 
C FRX-FORCE IN THE X-DIRECTION ON THE REAR RIGHT WHEEL 
C FRY-FORCE IN THE Y-DIRECTION ON THE REAR RIGHT WHEEL 
C FRZ-FORCE IN THE Z-DIRECTION ON THE REAR RIGHT WHEEL 
C FVEL-VELOCITY OF THE FRONT WHEEL 
THE 
THE 
THE 
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C RVEL-VELOCITY OF THE REAR WHEELS 
C XVEL-VELOCITY OF THE MOTORCYCLE IN THE X-DIRECTION 
C YVEL.VELOCITY OF THE MOTORCYCLE IN THE Y-DIRECTION. 
C ZVEL-VELOCITY OF THE MOTORCYCLE IN THE Z-DIRECTION 
C TVEL-TOTAL VELOCITY OF THE MOTORCYCLE 
C Q(1)-PHI(R0LL) 
C 0(2)-THETA(PITCH) 
C Q(3)-PSI(YAW) 
C 0(4).X 
C Q(5)-Y 
C Q(6).Z 
C Q(7).PHID0T 
C Q(8).THETAD0T 
C 0(9).PSID0T 
C Q(10).XD0T 
C 0(11).YDOT 
C Q(12).ZD0T 
C DQ.THE DERIVATIVE OF Q 
C NRUN-NUMBER OF RUNS 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 KT,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ,A(1,1),PARAM(50) 
REAL*8 AA(3),BB(3),GG(3),RSTP(3),RLT0(3),LB01(3),RUT01(3), 
1 RHD02(3),LB12(3),RPC(4,3),SM(4),ICI(4,3,3),RSP(3),IS(3,3), 
2 SMAN,RSMP(3),DCMP(3,3),ISMI(3,3,3),ISMAN(3,3) 
CHARACTER*80 TITLE1,TITLE2 
CHARACTERS ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ,ANSP,IANS 
DIMENSION Q(12),DQ(12),PFFZ(1000),PFLZ(IOOO),PFRZ(1000), 
1 CFZ(1000),CLZ(1000),CRZ(1000) 
COMMON /PRM/ XT,YT,ZT,X0,X1,DELTA 
COMMON /VAR/ H,KT,CT,RTIRE,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ, 
1 G,XFS,YFS,ZFS,XRS,YRS,ZRS,XLS,YLS,ZLS,BETA,YRP,XFP 
COMMON /RMS/ SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,SFFY,SFLY,SFRY,SFFX,SFLX,SFRX,HRMS, 
1 IRMS,VREF,TST 
COMMON /CONTOR/ ICONT,NXLOC,NYLOC,XLOC(63),YLOC(15),ZLOC(63,15) 
COMMON /CURVE/ XSCURV,THCURV,RCURV 
COMMON /STEER/ YCON,VELCON,WBASE 
COMMON /XFLR/ X0F,X1F,X0L,X1L,X0R,X1R 
COMMON /SMI/ AA,BB,GG,RSTP,RLT0,LB01,RUT01,RH002,LB12,RPC, 
1 SM,ICI,SMTL,RSP,IS,SMAN,RSMP,DCMP,ISMI,ISMAN 
EXTERNAL FCN1,FCNJ 
OPEN(UNIT-13,FILE='CURV3.LSP',STATUS.'NEW') 
0PEN(UNIT=14,FILE='CURV3.LSX',STATUS='NEW') 
0PEN(UNIT.15,FILE='CURV3.LSY',STATUS='NEW') 
OPEN(UNIT=16,FILE='CURV3.LSZ',STATUS.'NEW) 
DATA lANS/' Y'/ 
PI.3.141592654D00 
C 
C READ INPUT DATA FOR CALCULATING INERTIA MATRICES 
C OF THE MOVABLE RIDER/VEHICLE SYSTEM. 
C 
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WRITE 
WRITE 
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WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
C 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR READING AND PRINTING DATA. 
C 
3510 FORMAT (3G10.9) 
3514 FORMAT (4G10.9) 
3520 FORMAT (3F10.5) 
3524 FORMAT (4F10.5) 
3531 FORMAT ('G','THE FOLLOWING ARE ALPH(I),I=1,3',/) 
3532 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE BETA(I),I=1,3',/) 
3533 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE GAMMA(I),1-1,3',/) 
3541 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE POSITION VECTOR RSTP, 
1 FROM POINT P TO SEAT OF VEHICLE',/) 
3542 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RLTO, FROM SEAT TO C.G. OF 
1 LOWER TORSO',/) 
3543 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR LBOl, FROM SEAT TO 01',/) 
3544 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RUTOl, FROM 01, TOP CENTER 
1 OF LOWER TORSO,',/,5X,'TO C.G. OF UPPER TORSO',/) 
3545 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RHD02, FROM 02, TOP CENTER 
1 OF UPPER TORSO, TO C.G. OF HEAD',/) 
3546 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR LB12, FROM 01 TO 02',/) 
3547 FORMAT ('0','POSITION VECTOR RPC(4,J),J=l,3, WHICH IS 
6,3605) 
6,3520) (RSP(I), 1-1,3) 
6.3621) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,1,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,2,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(1,3,K), K-1,3) 
6.3622) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,1,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,2,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(2,3,K), K-1,3) 
6.3623) 
6,3520) (ICI(3,1,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(3,2,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(3,3,K), K-1,3) 
6.3624) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,1,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,2,K), K-1,3) 
6,3520) (ICI(4,3,K), K-1,3) 
6,3630) 
6,3520) (IS(1,J), J-1,3) 
6,3520) (IS(2,J), J.1,3) 
6,3520) (IS(3,J), J-1,3) 
6,3700) SMTL 
6,3800) SMAN 
6,3810) 
6,3520) (RSMP(I), 1-1,3) 
6,3820) 
6,3520) (ISMAN(1,J), J-1,3) 
6,3520) (ISMAN(2,J), J=l,3) 
6,3520) (ISMAN(3,J), J-1,3) 
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1 MEASURED FROM POINT P,',/,5X,'THE MIDDLE SPAN OF REAR AXLE, 
2 TO C.G. OF VEHICLE',/) 
3600 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE MASSES OF EACH PART: 
1 SM(J), J.1,4'/) 
3605 FORMAT ('0','C.G. OF THE SYSTEM RELATIVE TO POINT P:-',/) 
3610 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE PRINCIPAL INERTIA VALUES 
1 OF EACH PART OF BODY, THAT IS,',/,5X,'1—FOR LOWER TORSO, 
2 2—FOR UPPER TORSO, 3--F0R HEAD',/) 
3620 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE INERTIA MATRIX OF VEHICLE 
1 ICI(4,J,K) J,K-1,3',/) 
3621 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR 
1 LOWER TORSO, ICI(1,J,K) J,K-1,3',/) 
3622 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR 
1 UPPER TORSO, ICI(2,J,K) J,K-1,3',/) 
3623 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR 
1 HEAD, ICI(3,J,K), J,K-1,3',/) 
3624 FORMAT ('0','THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR 
1 VEHICLE, ICI(4,J,K), J,K=1,3',/) 
3630 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE INERTIA MATRIX OF THE 
1 MAN/VEHICLE SYSTEM',/) 
3700 FORMAT ('0','THE TOTAL MASS OF THE SYSTEM IS: SMTL - ',F10.5,/) 
3800 FORMAT ('0','THE MASS OF RIDER''S TRUNK IS: SMAN - ',F10.5,/) 
3810 FORMAT ('0','THE COMPONENTS OF MASS CENTER OF RIDER"S TRUNK 
1 RELATIVE TO POINT P, VECTOR (RSMP), IS ;',/) 
3820 FORMAT ('0',' THE INERTIA MATRIX OF TRUNK RELATIVE TO ITS 
1 MASS CENTER, [ISMAN], IS :',/) 
C 
C CONTINUE TO READ AND WRITE DATA FOR SIMULATION. 
C 
READ (5,400) TITLEl 
READ (5,400) TITLE2 
WRITE (6,410) TITLEl,TITLE2 
READ (5,501) N 
6-9.81 
READ (5,420) ANSP 
READ (5,420) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ 
WRITE (6,430) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ 
M.SMTL 
IXX-IS(1,1) 
IXY-IS(1,2) 
IXZ.IS(1,3) 
IYY-IS(2,2) 
IYZ-IS(2,3) 
IZZ.IS(3,3) 
XCP»RSP(1) 
YCP-RSP(2) 
ZCP.RSP(3) 
READ (5,505) XFP,YFP,ZFP 
READ (5,505) XRP,YRP,ZRP 
READ (5,505) XLP,YLP,ZLP 
READ (5,505) BETA,DELTA 
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READ (5,505) KT,CT 
WRITE (6,602) XCP,YCP,ZCP,XFP,YFP,ZFP,XRP,YRP,ZRP, 
1 XLP,YLP,ZLP,BETA 
WRITE (6,604) KT,CT,DELTA 
READ (5,505) (Q(I),I-1,N) 
YC0N-Q(5) 
VELC0N«Q(10) 
WBASE-XFP 
READ (5,505) VREF 
READ (5,505) X0F,X1F 
READ (5,505) X0L,X1L 
READ (5,505) X0R,X1R 
WRITE (6,605) XOF,X1F,XOL,X1L,XOR,X1R 
READ (5,505) RTIRE 
WRITE (6,606) RTIRE 
READ (5,505) H 
WRITE (6,607) H 
READ (5,505) HSS 
READ (5,501) MXSTEP 
READ (5,501) METH 
READ (5,501) MITER 
READ (5,505) T,TOL 
READ (5,505) TEND,TST0P 
WRITE (6,610) T,TEND,TST0P,T0L 
WRITE (6,720) HSS,N,METH,MITER,MXSTEP 
READ (5,505) XSCURV,THCURV,RCURV 
WRITE (6,624) XSCURV,THCURV,RCURV 
624 F0RMAT(2X,'XSCURV-',G12.5,2X,'THCURV.',G12.5,2X,'RCURV-',G12.5) 
READ (5,501) NXLOC 
READ (5,501) NYLOC 
DXLOC-0.6DOO 
DYL0C.0.6D00 
XL0C(1)«0.0D00 
YLOC(l)—4.2D00 
NXLOCl.NXLOC-1 
NYLOCl.NYLOC-1 
DO 17 I.1,NXL0C1 
17 XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I)+DXL0C 
DO 18 J=1,NYL0C1 
18 YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J)+DYL0C 
DO 16 I.l,NXLOC 
DO 16 J»l,NYLOC 
ZLOC(I,J).O.ODOO 
16 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,800) 
800 FORMAT (2X,'THE VALUES OF THE CONTOUR',/) 
WRITE (6,801) ((XL0C(I),YL0C(J),ZL0C(I,J), J=l,NYLOC), 1=1,NXLOC) 
801 FORMAT (2X,'XLOC=',G12.5,2X,'YLOC=',G12.5,2X,'ZLOC=',G12.5) 
C1-DC0S(Q(1)) 
C2-DCOS(Q(2)) 
C3-DC0S(Q(3)) 
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51.DSIN(Q(1)) 
52.DSIN(Q(2)) 
S3-DSIN(Q(3)) 
XFS-XPP-XCP 
YFS-YPP-YCP 
ZFS-ZFP-ZCP 
XRS-XRP-XCP 
YRS-YRP-YCP 
ZRS-ZRP-ZCP 
XLS-XLP-XCP 
YLS-YLP-YCP 
ZLS-ZLP-ZCP 
XF.Q(4)+XFS*C2*C3-YFS*C2*S3+ZFS*S2 
YF.Q(5)+XFS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YFS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZFS*S1*C2 
ZF-Q(6)+XFS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YFS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZFS*C1*C2 
XR.Q(4)+XRS*C2*C3-YRS*C2*S3+ZRS*S2 
YR.Q(5)+XRS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YRS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZRS*S1*C2 
ZR.Q(6)+XRS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YRS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZRS*C1*C2 
XL-Q(4)+XLS*C2*C3-YLS*C2*S3+ZLS*S2 
YL.Q(5)+XLS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YLS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZLS*S1*C2 
ZL.Q(6)+XLS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YLS*(Sl*C3+Cl*S2*S3)+ZLS*Cl*C2 
JCOUNT-1 
JNUH-0 
DL2-O.ODOO 
IEND-0 
NUNPLT-0 
IND-l 
ICOUNT-1 
TDEL-TEND 
TDELS-TEND 
INDEX.1 
ISTOP.0 
ZFCL-ZEE(XF,YF,XFCL,YFCL,lEDGEF) 
ZLCL.ZEE(XL,YL,XLCL,YLCL,IEDGEL) 
ZRCL-ZEE(XR,YR,XRCL,YRCL,lEDGER) 
DELTA.DELTAF(Q(4),Q(5),XF,YF,XL,YL,XR,YR) 
WRITE (6,608) 
WRITE (6,603) T,Q(4),Q(10),Q(5),Q(11),Q(6),Q(12),Q(1),Q(7), 
1 Q(2),Q(8),Q(3),Q(9),XL,YL,ZL,XF,YF,ZF,XR,YR,ZR 
WRITE (13,6613) T,Q(1),0(2),Q(3),Q(4),Q(5),Q(6) 
WRITE (14,6613) T,SFFX,SFLX,SFRX,Q(4) 
WRITE (15,6613) T,SFFY,SFLY,SFRY,Q(4) 
WRITE (16,6613) T,SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,Q(4) 
6613 FORMAT (10(F9.4,1X)) 
C INITIALIZED INPUT DATA TO CALL IMSL IVPAG SUBROUTINE 
IDO = 1 
HINIT = l.OD-3 
INORM = 0 
IMETH = 1 
MAXORD = 12 
FLOOR . l.ODOO 
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EPS - l.OD-14 
HTRIAL « l.OD-9 
HHINC « O.OOOOIDOO 
HMAXC - O.OOIDOO 
NSTEP - 10000 
NFCN - 12 
NJE - 12 
CALL DSET (50, O.ODOO, PARAM, 1) 
PARAN(l) - HINIT 
PARAM(4) - HXSTEP 
PARAN(6) - MAXORD 
PARAH(IO) - INORN 
PARAM(ll) « FLOOR 
PARAM(12) . IMETH 
PARAM(18) - DSQRT(EPS) 
PARAM(31) « HTRIAL 
PARAM(32) . HMINC 
PARAM(33) - HMAXC 
PARAM(34) . NSTEP 
PARAM(35) . NFCN 
PARAM(36) - NJE 
10 IF (TEND.GT.TSTOP.OR.XF.GT.XIF) GO TO 100 
TDEL-TDELS 
IRMS-0 
HRHS-O.ODOO 
TST-T 
SFFZ.O.ODOO 
SFLZ-O.ODOO 
SFRZ-O.ODOO 
SFFY.O.ODOO 
SFLY.O.ODOO 
SFRYoO.ODOO 
SFFX-O.ODOO 
SFLX.O.ODOO 
SFRX-O.ODOO 
CALL DIVPAGdDO, N, FCNl, FCNJ, A, T, TEND, TOL, PARAM, 
IF (IRMS.EQ.O) GO TO 3 
SFFZ»DSQRT(SFFZ/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLZ.DSQRT(SFLZ/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRZ-DSQRT(SFRZ/DFLOAT(IRNS)) 
SFFY-DSQRT(SFFY/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLY»DSQRT(SFLY/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRY-DSQRT(SFRY/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFFXoDSQRT(SFFX/DFLOAT(IRNS)) 
SFLX-DSQRT(SFLX/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRX>DSQRT(SFRX/DFLOAT(IRNS)) 
HRMS»DSQRT(HRMS/DFLOAT(IRMS)) 
3 IF (ANSZ.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,510) SFLZ,SFFZ,SFRZ,IRMS 
IF (ANSY.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,520) SFLY,SFFY,SFRY,IRMS 
IF (ANSX.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,530) SFLX,SFFX,SFRX,IRMS 
C1=DC0S(Q(1)) 
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C2-DCOS(Q(2)) 
C3-DCOS(Q(3)) 
51-DSIN(Q(1)) 
52-DSIN(Q(2)) 
53-DSIN(Q(3)) 
XP-Q(4)+XFS*C2*C3-YFS*C2*S3+ZFS*S2 
YF-0(5)+XFS*(Cl*S3+Sl*S2*C3)+YFS*(Cl*C3-Sl*S2*S3)-ZFS*Sl*C2 
ZF-Q(6)+XFS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YFS*(Sl*C3+Cl*S2*S3)+ZFS*C1*C2 
XR.Q(4)+XRS*C2*C3-YRS*C2*S3+ZRS*S2 
YR.Q(5)+XRS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YRS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZRS*S1*C2 
ZR-Q(6)+XRS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YRS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZRS*C1*C2 
XL.Q(4)+XLS*C2*C3-YLS*C2*S3+ZLS*S2 
YL-Q(5)+XLS*(C1*S3+S1*S2*C3)+YLS*(C1*C3-S1*S2*S3)-ZLS*S1*C2 
ZL.Q(6)+XLS*(S1*S3-C1*S2*C3)+YLS*(S1*C3+C1*S2*S3)+ZLS*C1*C2 
IF (ANSP.EQ.IANS) THEN 
ZFCL-ZEE(XF,YF,XFCL,YFCL,lEDGEF) 
ZLCL.ZEE(XL,YL,XLCL,YLCL,lEDGEL) 
ZRCL-ZEE(XR,YR,XRCL,YRCL,IED6ER) 
DELTA.DELTAF(Q(4),Q(5),XF,YF,XL,YL,XR,YR) 
WRITE (6,603) T,Q(4),Q(10),Q(5),Q(11),Q(6), 
1 Q(12),Q(1),Q(7),Q(2),Q(8),Q(3),Q(9),XL,YL,ZL,XF,YF,ZF,XR,YR,ZR 
END IF 
WRITE (13,6613) T,Q(1),Q(2),Q(3),Q(4),Q(5),Q(6) 
WRITE (14,6613) T,SFFX,SFLX,SFRX,Q(4) 
WRITE (15,6613) T,SFFY,SFLY,SFRY,Q(4) 
WRITE (16,6613) T,SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,Q(4) 
TEND-TENO+TDEL 
ICOUNT-ICOUNT+1 
JCOUNT.JCOUNT+1 
IF (DABS(Q(1)).GT.PI.0R.DABS(0(2)).GT.PI) IST0P=1 
IF (ICOUNT.EQ.l.AND.ISTOP.EQ.l) GO TO 100 
GO TO 10 
100 WRITE (6,613) TOL 
WRITE (6,614) N 
WRITE (6,615) (Q(I),I=1,N) 
WRITE (6,616) TEND 
IF (ISTOP.EQ.l) WRITE (6,750) 
CL0SE(UNIT»13,DISP='SAVE') 
CL0SE(UNIT»14,DISP='SAVE') 
CL0SE(UNIT-15,DISP='SAVE') 
CL0SE(UNIT.16,DISP='SAVE') 
STOP 
C* • • 
C....FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C* • • 
4ÔÔ FORMAT (ABO) 
410 FORMAT ('1',ABO,/,IX,ABO,/) 
420 FORMAT (3A4) 
430 FORMAT ('0',IX,'OUTPUT RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES ;-',4X,A4,/, 
1 2X,'OUTPUT RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES ;-',9X,A4,/, 
2 2X,'OUTPUT RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES ,10X,A4,/) 
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501 FORMAT (15) 
505 FORMAT (3G10.9) 
510 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES (L,F,R) :',6X, 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
520 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES (L,F,R) :',5X, 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
530 FORMAT (' ','THE RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES (L,F,R) 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I5) 
600 F0RMAT('0',1X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXY) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M', 
1 /,2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M', 
2 /,2X,'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IYZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/) 
601 F0RMAT('0',1X,'THE MASS OF THE MOTORCYCLE IS',G12.5,'KG',/,2X, 
1 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXX) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/,2X, 
2 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IYY) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/,2X, 
3 'THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IZZ) IS',G12.5,'KG*M*M',/) 
602 F0RMAT(2X,'C0MP. OF POSITION VECTORS FROM POINT P TO',/, 
1 5X,'l) MASS CENTER OF THE SYS.(XCP,YCP,ZCP)! ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
2 5X,'2) FRONT WHEEL (XFP,YFP,ZFP): ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
3 5X,'3) RIGHT REAR WHEEL (XRP,YRP,ZRP); 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
4 5X,'4) LEFT REAR WHEEL (XLP,YLP,ZLP): ', 3(G12.5,2X),/, 
5 2X,'TILT OF PROFILE (BETA) : ',G12.5,' RAD.',/) 
603 F0RMAT(/,7(' ',G11.4),/,12X,6(' ',G11.4),/,12X,9(' ',G11.4),/) 
604 F0RMAT(2X,'THE TIRE STIFFNESS IS ',G12.5,'N/M',/,2X, 
1 'THE TIRE DAMPING IS ',G12.5,'N.SEC/M',/,2X, 
3 'FRONT STEER ANGLE IS ',G12.5,' RADIANS',/) 
605 FORMAT (2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF BUMP IS AT', 
1 ' X0-',1PG12.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF BUMP IS AT XI-',2X, 
2 1PG12.5,'M (FRONT)',/, 
3 2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF BUMP IS AT', 
4 ' X0-',1PG12.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF BUMP IS AT XI-',2X, 
5 1PG12.5,'M (LEFT)',/, 
6 2X,'THE ROAD PROFILE :',/,3X,'THE START OF BUMP IS AT', 
7 ' X0-',1PG12.5,'M',/,3X,'THE END OF BUMP IS AT X1.',2X, 
8 1PG12.5,'M (RIGHT)') 
606 F0RMAT(2X,'THE TIRE RADIUS (RTIRE) IS : ',G12.5,'M',/) 
607 F0RMAT(2X,'THE CG HEIGHT',G12.5,'M',/) 
608 FORMAT ('l',2X,'TIME',llX,'X',8X,'XDOT',8X,'Y',10X,'YD0T', 
1 9X,'Z',10X,'ZD0T',/,' ',12X,'PHI(ROLL)',3X,'PHID0T',5X, 
2 'THETA(PITCH)',2X,'THETAD0T',3X,'PSI(YAW)',6X,'PSID0T', 
3 /,' ',15X,'XL',10X,'YL',8X,'ZL',11X,'XF',10X,'YF',8X,'ZF',6X, 
4 'XR',10X,'YR',8X,'ZR',/) 
610 F0RMAT(2X,'THE INTEGRATION TIME PARAMETERS :',//,3X,'T»',G12.5, 
1 /,3X,'TEND-',G12.5,/,3X,'TSTOP-',G12.5,/,3X,'TOL-',G12.5,/) 
613 FORMAT(2X,'TOL-',G12.5) 
614 FORMAT(2X,'N-',I5) 
615 FORMAT(2X,'Y3',4(G12.5,2X)) 
616 FORMAT(2X,'TEND',G12.5) 
619 F0RMAT(3X,'THE AMPLITUDE(S) OF THE BUMP IS/ARE ',11X,5(G12.5,2X)) 
620 F0RMAT(3X,'THE WAVELENGTH HODIFIER(S) OF THE BUMP IS/ARE 
1 5(G12.5,2X)) 
621 FORMAT('0',IX,'THE NUMBER OF DATA PROFILES-',1X,I2,/) 
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622 F0RMAT(/,2X,'THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DEGREE',12,' POLY. ARE <', 
1 /,10(46X,1PE14.7,/),/) 
623 FORMAT (/,2X,'SQUARE BUMPS IN USED ? : ',I2,5X,'(1-YES; O-NO)',/) 
700 FORMAT (/,6X,'RMS STEPSIZE :',1PE14.7) 
710 FORMAT (///,6X,'WARNING ERROR # ',13,' HAS BEEN ISSUED.',//) 
720 FORMAT (/,2X,'THE INITIAL STEPSIZE : ',1PE14.7,//, 
1 2X,'THE NUMBER OF 1ST ORDER ODES : ',13,//, 
2 2X,'METH - ',12,' (1-ADAMS ; 2.GEAR)',//, 
3 2X,'MITER - ',12,' (0-NFCNJ ; 1-UFCNJ ; 2,3-DFCNJ)',//, 
4 2X,'MXSTBP- ',14,//) 
750 FORMAT (//,6X,'VEHICLE''S PITCH OR ROLL ANGLES HAVE EXCEEDED ', 
1 '90 DEGREES.',//,6X,'CRASH OF VEHICLE ANTICIPATED AND ', 
2 'SIMULATION TERMINATED.',//) 
END 
REAL FUNCTION ZEE(X,Y,XCL,YCL,IEDGE) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
REAL*8 KT,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ 
COMMON /PRM/ XT,YT,ZT,X0,X1,DELTA 
COMMON /VAR/ H,KT,CT,RTIRE,M,IXX,IYY,IZZ,IXY,IXZ,IYZ, 
1 G,XFS,YFS,ZFS,XRS,YRS,ZRS,XLS,YLS,ZLS,BETA,YRP,XFP 
COMMON /CONTOR/ ICONT,NXLOC,NYLOC,XLOC(63),YLOC(15),ZLOC(63,15) 
COMMON /CONVEC/ SNU(3),SHU(3),SLU(3) 
COMMON /CURVE/ XSCURV,THCURV,RCURV 
lEDGE-O 
PI.3.141592654D00 
IF (X.GT.XSCURV) GO TO 10 
XCL-X 
YCL-Y 
IF(YCL.LT.YL0C(2).0R.YCL.GT.YL0C(14).0R.XCL.LT.XL0C(2) 
& .0R.XCL.GT.XL0C(62)) GO TO 30 
10 RCL-DSQRT((X-XSCURV)**2+(RCURV-Y)**2) 
THETAL-DATAN2((X-XSCURV),(RCURV-Y)) 
IF (THETAL.GT.THCURV) THEN 
XCL=XSCURV+RCURV*THCURV+RCL*SIN(THETAL-THCURV) 
YCL.RCURV-RCL*COS(THETAL-THCURV) 
ELSE 
XCL-XSCURV+RCURV*THETAL 
YCL.RCURV-RCL 
END IF 
IF(YCL.LT.YLOC(2).OR.YCL.GT.YLOC(14).OR.XCL.LT.XLOC(2) 
& .0R.XCL.GT.XL0C(62)) GO TO 30 
30 WRITE(6,600) X,Y,XCL,YCL 
600 F0RHAT(2X,'TIRE AT THE EDGE OF ROAD PROFILE',/,2X,'X=', 
& G12.5,2X,'Y=',G12.5,2X,'XLC='G12.5,2X,'YCL=',G12.5) 
IEDGE=1 
I-1+(XCL-XL0C(1))/(XL0C(2)-XL0C(1)) 
J.1+(YCL-YL0C(1))/(YL0C(2)-YL0C(1)) 
SUM = ZL0C(I,J)*(XL0C(I+1)-XCL)/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
1 (YL0C(J+1)-YCL)/(YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J)) 
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2 +ZL0C(I+1,J)*(XCL-XL0C(I))/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
3 (YL0C(J+1)-YCL)/(YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J)) 
4 +ZL0C(I,J+1)*(XL0C(I+1)-XCL)/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
5 (YCL-YL0C(J))/(YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J)) 
6 +ZL0C(I+1,J+1)*(XCL-XL0C(I))/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))* 
7 (YCL-YLOC(J))/(YLOC(J+1)-YL0C(J)) 
ZEE-H + SUM 
FX - -(1.0D00/(XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))*(YL0C(J+1)-YCL)/ 
1 (YLOC(J+l)-YLbC(J))*(ZLOC(I+l,J)-ZLOC(I,J)) 
2 +1.0DOO/(XLOC(I+1)-XLOC(I))*(YCL-YLOC(J))/ 
3 (YL0C(J+1)-YL0C(J))*(ZL0C(I+1,J+1)-ZL0C(I,J+1))) 
FY - -(1.0DOO/(YLOC(J+1)-YLOC(J))*(XCL-XLOC(I))/ 
1 (XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))*(ZL0C(I+1,J+1)-ZL0C(I+1,J)) 
2 +1.0DOO/(YLOC(J+1)-YLOC(J))*(XLOC(I+1)-XCL)/ 
3 (XL0C(I+1)-XL0C(I))*(ZL0C(I,J+1)-ZL0C(I,J))) 
FZ > +1.0D00 
TDEM2 - FX**2 + FY**2 + FZ**2 
TDEM « DSQRT(TDEH2) 
SNU(l) = FX/TDEM 
SNU(2) « FY/TOEM 
SNU(3) - FZ/TDEM 
RETURN 
END 
REAL FUNCTION DELTAF(X,Y,XF,YF,XL,YL,XR,YR) 
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /CURVE/ XSCURV,THCURV,RCURV 
COMMON /STEER/ YCON,VELCON,VBASE 
ZFCL-ZEE(XF,YF,XFCL,YFCL,lEDGEF) 
ZLCL.ZEE(XL,YL,XLCL,YLCL,IED6EL) 
ZRCL.ZEE(XR,YR,XRCL,YRCL,lEDGER) 
ZCG.ZEE(X,Y,XCL,YCL,IEDGE) 
IF (X.LT.XSCURV) DELTAF=O.ODOO 
IF (X.GE.XSCURV) DELTAF=-(YFCL-(YLCL+YRCL)/2.0D00)/WBASE 
& -(YCL-YCON)/VELCON 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX E. SAMPLE INPUT DATA 
0.08727 0.0 0.0 /AA(I),1.1,3 : ALPHA OF L.T.;U.T.;HEAD 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /BB(I),1.1,3 t BETA OF L.T.;U.T.;HEAD 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /G6(I),1.1,3 : GAMMA OF L.T.;U.T.;HEAD 
0.31670 0.0 -0.5 /RSTPtFROM PT.P TO SEAT OF THE VEHICLE 
0.0 0.0 -0.1981 /RLTOtFROM SEAT TO C.G. OF LOWER TORSO 
0.0 0.0 -0.3962 /LBOlzFROM SEAT TO Ol(LOWER JOINT) 
0.0 0.0 -0.1005 /RUTOltFROM 01 TO C.G. OF UPPER TORSO 
0.0 0.0 -0.1590 /RHD02:FR0M 02(UPPER JOINT) TO C.G.HEAD 
0.0 0.0 -0.2010 /LB12:FR0M 01(LOWER JOINT) TO 02 
0.3556 0.0 -0.1549 /RPCtFROM PT.P TO C.G. OF VEHICLE 
27.5 12.8 5.7 137.0 /SH(J):MASS OF EACH PARTS 
0.5529 0.4370 0.2708 /ICI(l,J)iPRINC. INER. OF LOWER TORSO 
0.1174 0.0799 0.1112 /ICI(2,J):PRINC. INER. OF UPPER TORSO 
0.0383 0.0383 0.0189 /ICI(3,J):PRINC. INER. OF HEAD 
11.4 0.0 0.1380 /ICI(4,1,K):IXX,IXY,IXZ OF THE VEHICLE 
0.0 19.2699 0.0 /ICI(4,2,K)iIYX,IYY,IYZ OF THE VEHICLE 
0.1380 0.0 26.9299 /ICI(4,3,K)iIZX,IZY,IZZ OF THE VEHICLE 
SIMULATION OF RIDER/ATV SYSTEM (3 WHEELS) OVER A BUMP PROFILE. 
VEHICLE USED IS HONDA ATC HOD WITH 50% HANAVAN MAN & OHTSU TIRES. 
12 /NUMBER OF 1ST ORDER ODES. 
Y /OUTPUT OF SOLUTION. (Y-YES;N.NO) 
Y Y Y /OUTPUT OF RMS X,Y,Z FORCES. (Y=YES;N.NO: 
1.016 0.0 0 .0 /(XFP,YFP,ZFP) F. AXLE WRT POINT P 
0.0 0.3430 0 .0 /(XRP,YRP,ZRP) R. RIGHT AXLE WRT POINT P 
0.0 -0.3430 0 .0 /(XLP,YLP,ZLP) R. LEFT AXLE WRT POINT P 
0.0000 0.0000 /TILT OF PROFILE ABOUT X f STEER ANGLE. 
18100.0 422.00 /TIRE K(FUNCTIONS) } DAMP. CONST. 
0.0029 -0.0008 0 .000 /I.e. PHI,THETA,PSI. 0(1,2,3). 
2.0 0.0010 0 .0027 /I.e. X,Y,Z. 0(4,5,6) 
0.00 0.0000 0. 0000 /I.e. VEL. OF PHI,THETA,PSI. 0(7,8,9) 
6.7042 0.0000 0, .0000 /I.e. VEL. OF X,Y,Z. 0(10,11,12) 
0.0 /VREF: CONSTANT ACCEL. (M/S**2) 
0.0000 47.50 /XOFjXlF—START & END OF PROFILE. 
0.0000 47.50 /X0L;X1L—START & END OF PROFILE. 
0.0000 47.50 /X0R;X1R—START & END OF PROFILE. 
0.2794 /RITRE: TIRE RADIUS. 
0.58332 /C.G. HEIGHT. 
0.000001 /STEPSIZE 
10000 /MXSTEP 
1 /METH: 1=ADAMS ; 2.GEAR 
0 /MITER: OaNFCNJ ; l.UFCNJ ; 2,3=DFCNJ 
0.0 0.00001 /T,TOL: START TIME ; TOLERANCE. 
0.1 4.00001 /TEND,TSTOP: TIME INCREMENT ; STOP TIME. 
0.2733 0.5465 /IWXX,IWYY:MOM. OF INERT.(WHEEL)(KG*M*M) 
18 /NXLOC 
21 /NYLOC 
0.0 2.794 5. 588 /XLOC 1-3 
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8.382 11.176 13.970 /XLOC 4-6 
16.794 19.558 22.352 /XLOC 7-9 
25.146 27.940 30.734 /XLOC 10-12 
33.528 36.322 39.116 /XLOC 13-15 
41.910 44.706 47.50 /XLOC 16-18 
-3.048 -2.7432 -2.4384 /YLOC 1-3 
-2.1336 -1.8288 -1.524 /YLOC 4-6 
-1.2192 -0.9144 -0.6096 /YLOC 7-9 
-0.3048 0.0 0.3048 /YLOC 10-12 
0.6096 0.9144 1.2192 /YLOC 13-15 
1.524 1.8288 2.1336 /YLOC 16-18 
2.4384 2.7432 3.048 /YLOC 19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-l; YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-l; YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-l; YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-l; YLOC-10-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-l; YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-l; YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-l; YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-2; YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-2; YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-2; YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-2; YLOC-10-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-2; YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-2; YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-2; YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-3; YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-3; YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-3; YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-3; YLOC-10-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-3; YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-3; YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-3; YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-4; YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XL0C=4; YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-4; YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-4; YLOC-10-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-4; YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-4; YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-4; YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-5; YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-5; YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-5; YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-5; YLOC-10-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-5; YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-5; YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-5; YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-6; YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XL0C=6; YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XL0C=6; YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XL0C.6; YLOC-lO-12 
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0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-6; YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-6; YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-6; YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-7; YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-7; YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-7; YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-7; YLOC-lO-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-7; YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-7; YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-7; YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-8; YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-8; YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-8; YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-8; YLOC-10-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-8; YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-8; YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-8; YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-9; YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-9; YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-9; YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-9; YLOC-10-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-9; YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-9; YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-9; YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-10; YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-10 YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-10; YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-10 YLOC-lO-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-10; YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-IO; YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-IO YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-11 YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-11 YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-11 YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-11 YLOC-lO-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-11 YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-11 YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-11 YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-12 YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-12 YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XL0C.12 YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-12 YLOC-lO-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-12 YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-12 YLOC-16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-12 YLOC-19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-13 YLOC-1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-13 YLOC-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-13 YLOC-7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-13 YLOC-lO-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XL0C.13 YLOC-13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-13 YLOC-16-18 
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0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-13; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCi XLOC-14; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-14; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-14; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-14; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-14; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-14; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XL0C.14; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-IS; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-15; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-15; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-15; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-15; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-15; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-15; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-16; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-16; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-16; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-16; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-16; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-16; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-16; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-17; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-17; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-17; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-17; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC; XLOC-17; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-17; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-17; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-18; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-18; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-18; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-18; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-18; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-18; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOC XLOC-18; 
5.588 8.382 /XB0,XB1: BEGIN 
-3.048 3.048 /YB0,YB1: BEGIN 
11 /NXLOCB 
21 /NYLOCB 
5.588 5.61594 5.64388 /XLOCB 1-3 
5.67182 5.69976 5.7277 /XLOCB 4-6 
5.75564 5.78358 5.81152 /XLOCB 5-9 
5.83946 5.8674 /XLOCB 10-11 
-3.048 -2.7432 -2.4384 /YLOCB 1-3 
-2.1336 -1.8288 -1.524 /YLOCB 4-6 
-1.2192 -0.9144 -0.6096 /YLOCB 7-9 
-0.3048 0.0 0.3048 /YLOCB 10-12 
0.6096 0.9144 1.2192 /YLOCB 13-15 
1.524 1.8288 2.1336 /YLOCB 16-18 
2.4384 2.7432 3.048 /YLOCB 19-21 
YLOC-19-21 
YLOC-1-3 
YLOC-4-6 
YLOC-7-9 
YLOC-10-12 
YLOC.13-15 
YLOC-16-18 
YLOC-19-21 
YLOC-1-3 
YLOC-4-6 
YLOC-7-9 
YLOC-lO-12 
YLOC-13-15 
YLOC-16-18 
YLOC-19-21 
YLOC-1-3 
YLOC-4-6 
YLOC-7-9 
YLOC.10-12 
YLOC-13-15 
YLOC-16-18 
YLOC-19-21 
YLOC-1-3 
YLOC-4-6 
YLOC-7-9 
YLOC-10-12 
YLOC-13-15 
YLOC-16-18 
YLOC-19-21 
YLOC-1-3 
YLOC-4-6 
YLOC-7-9 
YLOC-10-12 
YLOC-13-15 
YLOC-16-18 
YLOC-19-21 
& END BUMP PROFILE. 
& END BUMP PROFILE. 
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0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB XLOCB 1; YLOCB-l-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 1; YLOCB-4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 1; YLOCB.7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 1; YLOCB.10-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 1; YLOCB.13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 1; YLOCB.16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 1; YLOCB.19-21 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 2; YLOCB.1-3 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 2; YLOCB.4-6 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 2; YLOCB.7-9 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 2; YLOCB.10-12 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 2; YLOCB.13-15 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 2; YLOCB.16-18 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB 2; YLOCB.19-21 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB; XLOCB YLOCB.1-3 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB; XLOCB f YLOCB-4-6 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB XLOCB YLOCB.7-9 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB XLOCB 5 YLOCB.lO-12 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB XLOCB f YLOCB.13-15 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB XLOCB ? YLOCB.16-18 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB XLOCB YLOCB.19-21 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB XLOCB i YLOCB.1-3 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB XLOCB 5 YLOCB.4-6 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB XLOCB YLOCB-7-9 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB XLOCB } YLOCB.10-12 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB XLOCB YLOCB.13-15 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB XLOCB YLOCB.16-18 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB XLOCB f YLOCB.19-21 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB YLOCB.1-3 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB » YLOCB.4-6 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB 5 YLOCB.7-9 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB f YLOCB.10-12 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB ? YLOCB.13-15 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB i YLOCB.16-18 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB f YLOCB.19-21 
-0.127 -0.127 -0.127 /ZLOCB XLOCB i YLOCB.1-3 
-0.127 -0.127 -0.127 /ZLOCB XLOCB i YLOCB.4-6 
-0.127 -0.127 -0.127 /ZLOCB XLOCB f YLOCB.7-9 
-0.127 -0.127 -0.127 /ZLOCB XLOCB J YLOCB.10-12 
-0.127 -0.127 -0.127 /ZLOCB XLOCB i YLOCB.13-15 
-0.127 -0.127 -0.127 /ZLOCB XLOCB f YLOCB.16-18 
-0.127 -0.127 -0.127 /ZLOCB XLOCB i YLOCB.19-21 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB i YLOCB.1-3 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB 5 YLOCB-4-6 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB f YLOCB.7-9 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB ? YLOCB.10-12 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB f YLOCB.13-15 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB Î YLOCB.16-18 
-0.12078 -0.12078 -0.12078 /ZLOCB XLOCB i YLOCB-19-21 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 . /ZLOCB XLOCB i YLOCB.1-3 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB XLOCB i YLOCB.4-6 
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-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB; XLOCB-8; YLOCB-7-9 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB; XLOCB-8; YLOCB.10-12 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB; XLOCB-8; YLOCB-13-15 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB; XLOCBnB; YLOCB-16-18 
-0.1027 -0.1027 -0.1027 /ZLOCB; XLOCB-8; YLOCB.19-21 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB; XLOCB-9; YLOCB-1-3 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB; XL0CB.9; YLOCB.4-6 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB; XL0CB.9; YLOCB-7-9 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB; XLOCB-9; YLOCB-10-12 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB; XL0CB.9; YLOCB.13-15 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB; XL0CB.9; YLOCB.16-18 
-0.07465 -0.07465 -0.07465 /ZLOCB; XL0CB.9; YLOCB.19-21 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB-10; YLOCB.1-3 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XL0CB.10; YLOCB.4-6 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB.IO; YL0CB«7-9 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB.IO; YLOCB.10-12 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB.IO; YLOCB.13-15 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB.IO; YLOCB.16-18 
-0.03925 -0.03925 -0.03925 /ZLOCB; XLOCB.IO; YLOCB.19-21 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB-ll; YLOCB.1-3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB.ll; YLOCB.4-6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB-ll; YLOCB.7-9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB.ll; YLOCB.10-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB.ll; YLOCB.13-15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB.ll; YLOCB.16-18 
0.0 0.0 0.0 /ZLOCB; XLOCB.ll; YLOCB.19-21 
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APPENDIX F. SAMPLE OUTPUT DATA 
THE FOLLOWING ARE ALPH(I),1.1,3 
0.872700000E-01 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 
THE FOLLOWING ARE BETA(I),1.1,3 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 
THE FOLLOWING ARE GAHNA(I),1-1,3 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 
THE FOLLOWING ARE POSITION VECTOR RSTP, FROM POINT P TO SEAT OF VEHICLE 
0.316700000 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO -0.500000000 
POSITION VECTOR RLTO, FROM SEAT TO C.G. OF LOWER TORSO 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO -0.198100000 
POSITION VECTOR LBOl, FROM SEAT TO 01 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO -0.396200000 
POSITION VECTOR RUTOl, FROM 01, TOP CENTER OF LOWER TORSO, 
TO C.G. OF UPPER TORSO 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO -0.100500000 
POSITION VECTOR RHD02, FROM 02, TOP CENTER OF UPPER TORSO, TO C.G. OF 
HEAD 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO -0.159000000 
POSITION VECTOR LB12, FROM 01 TO 02 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO -0.201000000 
POSITION VECTOR RPC(4,J),J.1,3, WHICH IS MEASURED FROM POINT P, 
THE MIDDLE SPAN OF REAR AXLE, TO C.G. OF VEHICLE 
0.355600000 0»OOOOOOOOOE+OO -0.154900000 
THE FOLLOWING ARE MASSES OF EACH PART: SM(J), J-1,4 
27.50000 12.80000 5.70000 137.00000 
THE FOLLOWING ARE PRINCIPAL INERTIA VALUES OF EACH PART OF BODY, THAT 
IS, 
1—FOR LOWER TORSO, 2—FOR UPPER TORSO, 3—FOR HEAD 
0.552900000 0.437000000 0.270800000 
0.117400000 0.799000000E-01 0.111200000 
0.383000000E-01 0.383000000E-01 0.189000000E-01 
THE FOLLOWING ARE INERTIA MATRIX OF VEHICLE ICI(4,J,K) J,K-1,3 
11.4000000 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 0.138000000 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 19.2699000 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 
0.138000000 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 26.9299000 
C.G. OF THE SYSTEM RELATIVE TO POINT P:-
0.345821858 0.767565939E-02 -0.329376062 
THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR LOWER TORSO, ICI(1,J,K) 
J,K-1,3 
0.552900000 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 0.435737422 0.144307425E-01 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 0.144307425E-01 0.272062578 
THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR UPPER TORSO, ICI(2,J,K) 
J,K-1,3 
0.117400000 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 0.801377779E-01 -0.271770302E-02 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO -0.271770302E-02 0.110962222 
THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR HEAD, ICI(3,J,K), J,K=1,3 
0.383000000E-01 O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 
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O.OOOOOOOOOE+00 0.381526233E-01 0.168445491E-02 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+00 0.168445491E-02 0.190473767E-01 
THE INERTIA MATRIX RELATIVE TO FRAME R FOR VEHICLE, ICI(4,J,K), J,K.1,3 
11.4000000 O.OOOOOOOOOE+00 0.138000000 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+00 19.2699000 O.OOOOOOOOOE+00 
0.138000000 0.OOOOOOOOOE+00 26.9299000 
THE FOLLOWING ARE INERTIA MATRIX OF THE MAN/VEHICLE SYSTEM 
30.5826829 -0.409058916E-01 1.06783528 
-0.409058916E-01 38.3039534 -0.877178331 
1.06783528 -0.877178331 27.4302508 
THE TOTAL MASS OF THE SYSTEM ISs SMTL - 183.00000 
THE MASS OF RIDER'S TRUNK IS: SMAN - 46.00000 
THE COMPONENTS OF MASS CENTER OF RIDER'S TRUNK RELATIVE TO POINT P, 
VECTOR (RSMP), IS : 
0.316700000 0.305357754E-01 -0.849011290 
THE INERTIA MATRIX OF TRUNK RELATIVE TO ITS MASS CENTER, [ISMAN], IS : 
2.55907731 O.OOOOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+00 2.39044755 -0.147274959 
O.OOOOOOOOOE+00 -0.147274959 0.416129768 
SIMULATION OF RIDER/ATV SYSTEM (3 WHEELS) OVER A BUMP PROFILE. 
VEHICLE USED IS HONDA ATC HOD WITH 50% HANAVAN MAN & OHTSU TIRES. 
183.00 
30.583 
38.304 
27.430 
Y 
Y 
Y 
KG 
KG*M*M 
KG*M*M 
KG*M*M 
OUTPUT RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES t-
OUTPUT RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES 
OUTPUT RMS NORHAL(Z) FORCES 
THE MASS OF THE MOTORCYCLE IS 
THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXX) IS 
THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IYY) IS 
THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IZZ) IS 
THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXY) IS-0.40906E-01KG*M*M 
THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IXZ) IS 1.0678 KG*M*M 
THE MOMENT OF INERTIA(IYZ) IS-0.87718 KG*M*M 
COMP. OF POSITION VECTORS FROM POINT P TO 
1) MASS CENTER OF THE SYS. (XCP,YCP,ZCP): 0.34582 
-0.32938 
2) FRONT WHEEL (XFP,YFP,ZFP)i 
O.OOOOOE+00 
3) RIGHT REAR WHEEL (XRP,YRP,ZRP): 
O.OOOOOE+00 
4) LEFT REAR WHEEL (XLP,YLP,ZLP): 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.76757E-02 
1.0160 O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.34300 
O.OOOOOE+00 -0.34300 
TILT OF PROFILE (BETA) 
THE TIRE STIFFNESS IS 
THE TIRE DAMPING IS 
FRONT STEER ANGLE IS 
THE ROAD PROFILE : 
THE START OF BUMP IS AT XO 
THE END OF BUMP IS AT XI. 
THE ROAD PROFILE : 
THE START OF BUMP IS AT XO 
THE END OF BUMP IS AT XI» 
THE ROAD PROFILE : 
O.OOOOOE+00 RAD. 
18100. N/M 
422.00 N.SEC/M 
O.OOOOOE+00 RADIANS 
O.OOOOOE+OOM 
47.500 M 
O.OOOOOE+OOM 
47.500 M 
(FRONT) 
(LEFT) 
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THE START OF BUMP IS AT XO- O.OOOOOE+OOM 
THE END OF BUMP IS AT XI. 47.500 M (RIGHT) 
THE TIRE RADIUS (RTIRE) IS : 0.27940 M 
THE CG HEIGHT 0.58332 M 
THE INTEGRATION TIME PARAMETERS : 
T. O.OOOOOE+00 
TEND- 0.10000 
TSTOP- 4.0000 
TOL. O.lOOOOE-04 
THE INITIAL STEPSIZE : l.OOOOOOOE-06 
THE NUMBER OF 1ST ORDER ODES : 12 
METH . 1 (1.ADAMS ; 2.GEAR) 
MITER - 0 (O-HFCNJ ; 1-UFCNJ ; 2,3-DFCNJ) 
MXSTEP- 10000 
THE MOMENT OF INERTIA OF THE WHEEL ABOUT X-AXIS (IN PLANE), IWXX-
0.27330 KG*M*M 
THE MOMENT OF INERTIA OF THE WHEEL ABOUT SPINNING AXLE, IWYY- 0.54650 
KG*M*M 
THE BUMP PROFILE BEGINS AT XBO- 5.5880 
THE BUMP PROFILE ENDS AT XBl- 8.3820 
THE BUMP PROFILE BEGINS AT YBO- -3.0480 
THE BUMP PROFILE ENDS AT YBl- 3.0480 
TIME X 
PHI(ROLL) PHIDOT 
XL . YL 
YR ZR 
XDOT Y YDOT Z ZDOT 
THETA(PITCH) THETADOT PSI(YAW) PSIDOT 
ZL XF YF ZF XR 
O.OOOOE+00 2.000 6.704 O.lOOOE-02 
O.OOOOE+00 0.2900E-02 O.OOOOE+00 -0.8000E-03 
O.OOOOE+00 1.654 -0.3506 0.3308 
0.3326 1.654 0.3354 0.3328 
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 
2.670 
0.2700E-02 O.OOOOE+00 
-0.7632E-02 
THE RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES (L,F,R) : 5.6910354E+02 6.1140826E+02 
6.1493948E+02 19 
THE RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES (L,F,R) ; 4.0663324E-02 3.1014814E-02 
4.4246675E-02 19 
THE RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES (L,F,R) : 1.8768194E-07 1.2303441E-07 
2.0433359E-07 19 
0.1000 2.670 6.704 0.9966E-03 -0.7873E-04 0.2691E-02 
-0.1242E-03 0.2867E-02 -0.5249E-03 -0.8406E-03 -0.5189E-03 -0.1896E-05 
-0.3960E-04 2.324 -0.3506 0.3308 3.340 -0.7626E-02 
0.3326 2.324 0.3354 0.3327 
THE RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES (L,F,R) : 5.6906649E+02 6.1172849E+02 
6.1411417E+02 6 
THE RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES (L,F,R) : 4.4491829E-02 2.3293723E-02 
4.8475207E-02 6 
THE RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES (L,F,R) : 2.9669246E-07 1.4024228E-07 
3.2338426E-07 6 
